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The number of higher education students facing mental health issues has reached a critical
point, with major consequences both in terms of academic achievement and general health
and wellbeing. Institutions recognise the issue and have put in place a number of measures
to try and counteract the crisis. Monitoring students’ wellbeing can play a critical role,
and Virtual Learning Environments could be instrumental in achieving this goal. This is
particularly true in online-learning scenarios, where face-to-face contact is less present or
not present at all, and educators need to rely on observing the online behaviour. However,
the information overload to lecturers is significant, keeping track of each online discussion
forum is extremely onerous, and the help from "learning analytics" not always useful, as
they often concentrate on measures of students’ performance, engagement, and presence in
the virtual classroom, which are not necessarily good indicators of mental health.
The work presented in this thesis proposes to bridge this gap by addressing the ef-
fectiveness of emotion or writing style profiling to identify students at risk. The work
proposes a conceptual framework for a system, intended to sit alongside the virtual learning
environment, and able to play the role of an "emotion observer", identifying and flagging
potential issues to the educator. We propose a system where technology is supportive
of educators rather than replacing them, and is not intrusive or changing the classroom
dynamics.
We demonstrate the validity of the approach with a series of experiments. We address the
technical feasibility of such a system by investigating how established artificial intelligence
techniques, and "off-the-shelf" tools implementing them, can be used to carry out the tasks
that would need to be performed by a system implementing the approach, and we discuss
their performances on either available datasets, or, for one of the experiments, a purpose
built dataset, which is part of the contributions of the thesis. We address the admissibility
of such an approach by conducting a focus group study with a group of experts in online
learning.
The contribution of the thesis is therefore the first complete feasibility study on the de-
velopment of a novel system able to monitor students’ emotional state, both individually and
as a cohort, and longitudinally over the course of their studies, which is aimed at supporting
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1.1 Motivation for the Work
Higher education is witnessing a mental health crisis. The largest mental health survey by
the institute for Public Policy Research [200] reported that the number of students who
have been diagnosed with a mental health condition has risen dramatically over the past
10 years, as well as the number of students at risk of dropping out because of the lack of
support and care [19].
Similar findings were published by HESA, the Higher Education Statistics Agency1, who
reported that from a survey of 38,000 UK students, 21.5% had a mental health diagnosis,
and 33.9% has experienced serious mental issues for which they felt they needed professional
help, with the levels of anxiety, loneliness and thoughts of self-harm on the increase. Around
15,000 first year students in UK Universities reported a mental health condition in 2015/2016,
and students in their second and third years are significantly at higher risk than students in
their first year. There are many factors contributing to this problem, pressures from work,
which is worsened by financial concerns, moving away from home, but also strict regulations
1https://www.hesa.ac.uk
1
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and academic requirements of the educational institutions have been shown to provide a
pressured environment for students, putting them more at risk to become stressed [102].
The impact of this is very serious, both in terms of the academic progress, and long term
health effect, or in the worst cases, self harm and suicide.
Universities UK, an organism collecting 137 universities in England, Scotland, Wales and
Northern Ireland, has long recognised the urgency of the issue [205] and published a number
of reports and recommendations, the latest of which [206], in May 2020, recommends a
whole university approach, where "all aspects of university life promote and support student
and staff mental health", from the learning environments, to the support services, to the
staff mental health, to the environment.
The approach is confirmed by previous research, for instance, on the importance for both
students and staff to be aware and the teachers and students are aware of the relationship
between working environment and stress [30, 192, 193].
Mental health issues are not only confined to students moving to campus, away from
home: online students are often forgotten in the equation, but the rising amount of students
using this mode of learning has started to raise awareness of mental health issues among this
type of students too [18]. Students learning online might have different needs, for example
having different socio-economic backgrounds, need to juggle work and family [40], which
puts them at higher risk, as well as encountering a higher sense of isolation and lack of
social relationships with other students. The issue has become all too evident with the
recent massive move to online learning as a consequence of the lockdown measures imposed
during the COVID-19 pandemic [114, 173].
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1.2 Problem Statement and Scope
The research presented in this thesis, is motivated by the above scenario, and intends to
address the issue of monitoring the mental wellbeing of students working on a Virtual
Learning Environment (VLE) [213].
VLEs are of course the foundation technology for modern academic studies, and provide
the bonus of creating a rich environment to generate data for analysis. Higher education
institutions already exploit the fact that this data can inform learning strategies, develop new
areas of educational research and improve the quality of the overall organisation (including
finances) [44, 183].
The analysis of the data generated from students’ interactions in educational technologies
underpins much of the computing educational research aiming to enhance or personalise
the student learning experience. Usually, students communicate with the lecturer asking
questions, complaining, or seeking pieces of advice. This happens overtime, during the course
of an entire module, and possibly a programme of study. The hypothesis underpinning this
thesis is that the detecting mental states, and in particular emotions, in these exchanged
messages might help to identify any mental issues, and provide institutions a mechanism to
give support at the proper time. This would support the development of an emotional profile
for students which could in turn help identify not only whether the student is manifesting a
specific distress or emotional engagement issue at a particular moment in time, but also
monitor the situation over time, and identify changes in patterns.
In particular, we concentrate in this thesis on a scenario in which communication happens
in an online, text-based classroom: while advanced technology provides the opportunity
to use keyboards, cameras, and microphones to detect emotional states with a physical
manifestation [106] we want to focus on a practical solution that can be applied very broadly,
and not confined to very special cases in which cutting edge technology is available to both
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students and teachers.
A further hypothesis underpinning our research, we concentrate on a scenario in which
technology is of support to educators. As prime contact for students, lecturers plays a crucial
role in helping students not only on the academic side, but often in supporting them for a
vast variety of issues students face. Working on VLE environments, where students regularly
interact with their peers or discuss course content or performance, student monitoring
becomes a challenging and demanding task, which adds to their educator role.
Therefore, in the current study, we want to explore the extent to which Artificial
Intelligence technologies can assist lecturers, rather than replacing them, in addressing the
issue of student mental health monitoring, by means of tools that can sit alongside a VLE
and equip the VLE with the capability to detect changes in the emotional state, with a view
to flag situations for the lecturer to intervene at proper time.
The scope of the work, while exploring and analysing AI technology, sits within the
area of Computers in Education, and will explore how the combination of various areas,
Text Analysis (classification by sentiment/emotion and writing style features), Emotion
Modelling and e-Learning/Learning Analytics, can provide a conceptual framework able to
address the problem defined.
1.3 Research Questions
The following research question is therefore extracted from the problem statement above:
RESEARCH QUESTION: Can we model a real-time system, incor-
porated in a Virtual Learning Environment (VLE), able to observe
the emotional state of a student or cohort of students longitudinally,
and use this model to help an e-learning mentor make targeted time-
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sensitive interventions?
This question can be addressed by investigating the following sub-questions:
RQ1: To what extent textual messages students exchange in a VLE can be reliably analysed
in terms of their emotional load?
RQ2: Can we model a system able to observe the behaviour of a student or group of
students in a VLE overtime and create an emotional profile, in order to identify
changes and flag outliers?
RQ3: How confident can we be that such system can be both technically feasible and
acceptable for uptake by educational stakeholders?
1.4 Overview of the Thesis
This thesis will address the previous research questions by conducting a series of experiments,
and will be structured as follows:
1.4.1 Literature Review and Background Research
In Chapter[2] we will explore previous research and required background knowledge. The
literature review is divided into four main parts: I) Virtual Learning Environment, II)
Learning Analytics, III) Sentiment and Emotion analysis, IV) Writing Style features.
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1.4.2 Framework and Methodology
In Chapter[3] we introduce our pedagogical scenario and propose a conceptual framework
to address the research question. We then discuss the methodology used to evaluate such
framework, introducing the set of experiments conducted.
1.4.3 Experiments
The experiments are discussed in three Chapters, each of them including an overview
and purpose of the experiment, the methodology used, and a discussion on the results
and limitations. The experiment in Chapter[4] will squarely address RQ1, the one in
Chapter[5] will follow up by dovetailing RQ1 with RQ2 and discussing the ability to
use emotion identification to build a student profile able to make predictions on student
performance, while Chapter[6] will address RQ2 and discuss how a longitudinal emotional
profile of students and cohorts can be created. In the three experiments, we rely on existing
general datasets. In the first experiment we use a dataset collected in an educational
situation setting, though not captured during learning activities, consisting of self-reported
emotional related sentences. In the second experiment the dataset comes from actual class
interactions from the Stanford MOOCs collections of datasets. In the third experiment,
the dataset is not related to education, but was adapted from a Motivational Interviewing
corpus. In the Chapter related to each experiment we discuss the benefits and shortcomings
of each of these choices.
1.4.4 Evaluation
In Chapter[7] we move from technical feasibility to acceptability evaluation, therefore
addressing RQ3, and find out whether practitioners in the field would find our approach
admissible and feasible.
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1.4.5 Conclusion
Finally, Chapter[8] will conclude the thesis with a reflection on achievements, limitations,
and further research directions.
Chapter 2
Related Work
The previous chapter provided an understanding of the personal interest and inspiration
that lead to the undertaking of this research. The chapter also provided the background
and outline of the research study. This chapter will review some of the previous work and
other attempts done to solve the research problem. It will illustrate how our research work
belongs to the area of Emotional Intelligence and VLEs. Also explored in this chapter is a
review of the Learning Analytics (LA) and its application to VLEs. This is done in order to
recognise some key areas for further investigation.
2.1 Virtual Learning Environment
2.1.1 Overview
A Virtual Learning Environment (VLE)- sometimes known as a Learning Management
System (LMS)- is a computer-based environment usually within educational institutions,
designed to provide a personalised education by means of accessing e-learning courses
effectively anytime and anywhere [27, 213]. Users of a VLE are usually divided into two
8
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major classes: students and tutors [27]. Several studies report that in comparison with a
traditional learning institution, a VLE is more productive, more effective, more satisfying
and is often used as a place to collaborate and extend discussions between instructor and
learner [101, 127, 159].
The explanation of why VLEs have become so common and integrated into many higher
education institutions is that the VLE provides support, resources and good communication
links [101]. In addition, a VLE provides real benefits for institutions to increase the number
of students, and in doing so supports widening participation. Increasing numbers of students
on campus is a clear problem for institutions [199], which a VLE could help alleviate. In
terms of widening participation, a VLE can provide support and resources for part-time
students who are not always able to travel to the campus.
A VLE can facilitate the same teaching and learning principle features (e.g. teacher-
student communication, peer support, group work, self-assessment, tutorials) that traditional
face-to-face teaching can offer. A VLE manages information related to student teaching. For
instance it can support online discussions, lecture notes, and the calculation and reporting
of student grades. Dimensions and examples of principal components of a VLE are provided
in Figure [2.1] to show how a VLE differs from traditional classrooms [27]. Storage and
Distribution of Learning Materials, Assessment and Feedback Tools, Collaborative Activities,
Progress Tracking and Monitoring are the main features of VLEs.
Storage and distribution of learning materials is a principal feature of VLEs, enabling the
delivery of content in a variety of formats. Lecture support notes are loaded in PowerPoint
presentations, images, audio or video. An advantage of this is that the tutor can deliver the
content in a way to achieve the appropriate learning goals. Evaluation and feedback tools
are a key feature provided by VLEs to support the assessment of students online. VLEs
provide several different types of assessment, such as self-tests for formative feedback and
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Figure 2.1: A schematic of a prototypical VLE adapted from [27]
automated online quizzes.
VLEs allow tutors to provide constructive and meaningful feedback for various tasks.
Collaborative activities among students enable them to discuss new ideas and share informa-
tion. Many tools (e.g. Live Chat, Shared Whiteboards, and Video Conferencing) are used to
support collaboration within and across student groups. Progress tracking, and monitoring
are a powerful components of VLEs and have a wide range of benefits for both students
and tutors. They can provide tutors with information about the first time a student has
accessed a course, how often they accessed it, and in what areas.
There is a range of different VLEs available, which all have the same functionality but
work slightly differently. These include Blackboard, WebCT, Lotus LearningSpace, and
Moodle. According to the Times Higher Education Magazine, Blackboard is widely used
in higher education [211]. The Blackboard Learning System allows teachers to post class
details and course materials, lectures and assignments, and provides essential communication
and other interactive resources [195].
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2.1.2 E-learning Systems in a Virtual Learning Environment
E-learning is a learning system that is delivered via the internet and which features an
interactive mode to support teaching and learning. Over recent years there has been
a massive increase in the use of e-learning courses as a way to complement traditional
approaches to teaching [79, 101]. E-learning is one of the modern methods available to
deliver education in universities. There are a number of students studying via e-learning
courses in public and private organisations who have no regular face-to-face contact with a
teacher in the classroom [170].
A comparison between e-learning and the traditional classroom shown that e-learning
has its advantages in student learning outcomes [111]. Ensuring that all students participate
in face-to-face sessions is extremely difficult, but e-learning provides a mechanism for all
students to contribute. E-learning techniques can offer individualised content; a learner
could access the material anytime, uploading their homework, doing quizzes and submitting
assessments [27, 187].
At the same time, an e-learning environment allows teachers to support students’ learning
outside of lectures at anytime as e-learning techniques reduce the need for face-to-face contact
time with students. Teachers track student performance, upload information, create or
modify the content at a time and place that suits their schedules. Teachers can provide
additional reading materials to students to help them understand the concepts and ideas in
sufficient detail.
One of the most significant features of e-learning courses is the communication and
collaboration between students and their peers, or between students and their teachers.
This is facilitated using discussion forums, wikis, and blogs. Online discussions can be used
to raise discussions about any problems or to ask questions; teachers could participate by
providing appropriate feedback. Another significant feature is that teachers can embed links
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to relevant videos from YouTube or to other sites.
A valuable aspect of the e-learning environment is its ability to provide detailed data
about learners’ engagement with materials and activities. This can help support students
who are struggling and flag up issues earlier than might otherwise be possible. E-learning
teaching has some difficulties, yet it is still a powerful and promising educational strategy
[146]. Loneliness and feelings of isolation are known to be a potential negative aspect of
e-learning. As a result of this most students engaged in e-learning at some point struggle
with their course, or feel like disengaging from it [146, 170, 223].
Pankaj Srivastava [191] stated that student isolation could lead to problems with
engagement and motivation, as it is one of the main barriers to e-learning when compared
with traditional classes. Another recognised issue in the e-learning environment is that
teachers could be disconnected from the needs and interests of the students [191, 223]. Some
student might feel lost when they cannot ask an instructor for more clarifications regarding
the material. A potential risk of e-learning courses is the lack of motivation, especially for
students who struggle to study independently [158]. In addition to this, some students do
not like the use of online tools and do not contribute in group discussions.
2.1.3 Early Disengagement Investigation in the E-Learning Environment
There is no official definition of engagement; generally, engagement means the interactions
between the environment and the individuals. In education, engagement measures students’
perceptions, efforts is a good indicator of their performance and achievements [62, 217].
The engagement level is different depending on the learning environment context. However,
Fei et al. [111] argued in their study that there are no significant differences in students’
engagements if there is a change in their learning environment from the traditional classroom
to e-learning.
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Research has repeatedly demonstrated that student disengagement has been a concern
for a variety of reasons. Student motivation and engagement are firmly related components
of student learning that can affect learning results. Engaged students could enhance
key performance factors such as grades, attendance, student satisfaction and University
reputation. Vicki Trowler [202] states that, despite the fact that there is no generally
acknowledged meaning of what constitutes "engagement", student and school achievement,
student maintenance and student motivation are constantly connected to engagement. For
instance, a portion of the early studies characterised engagement in a number of different
ways; for example, interest [49], exertion [128], time spent [20] and motivation [185].
One way to improve the learning process and students’ progress is to monitor each
student in their online activity and recognise the main problems that the students face [32].
A study conducted by Docherty [51] proposed Computer Supported Learning (CSL), which
is a student-centered, problem-based approach to the gaining of education and knowledge.
They used web pages, rather than traditional lectures delivered by lecturers. The idea of
using a specialised environment to fit the capabilities of each student was presented in [51].
The evaluations were positive (students were satisfied, benefited from improved per-
formance in exams, and increased their self-efficacy). These results indicated that using
information technology that adjusts the educational material to fit the students’ capabilities
may satisfy students and encourage them to perform well. However, Docherty [51] removed
the role of lecturers and relied totally on the system to educate students. It may be argued
that it would be better to involve the lecturer in this process to monitor and advise the
system [57] enabling better preparation of educational material, tailored to specific students
after a review of their performance.
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2.2 Learning Analytics
2.2.1 Learning Analytics Overview
Learning Analytics (LA) means "the measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of data
on students and their contexts, to understand and adjust learning and the environments in
which it occurs" [183]. According to Brown [29], learning analytics (LA) means the process
of improving learning through systematically collecting and analysing large data sets from
online sources. Big data sets could be from different data sources such as open-source
platforms (e.g., Moodle), learning management systems (e.g., Blackboard), and open social
platforms (e.g., LinkedIn) [164].
Educational institutions that are using virtual learning environments present an ideal
context for the use of LA as they already have a very significant amount of data available
for analytics research with their large numbers of students and the growing use of the
internet and mobile technology. Moreover, LA focuses on building systems that are able to
adjust the content, support levels and other customised services by constantly gathering,
recording, capturing, and acting on data in a way that minimises the time delay between
data capturing and use of these data [16].
Therefore, unlike existing assessment processes that use the outcomes of one semester to
guide changes in the next semester, learning analytics aims to combine historical and current
user data to predict what services individual users may find useful now. Thus, learning
analytics aims to build on the modelling capacity of analytics: predicting behaviour, acting
on predictions and then returning those findings to the system to strengthen predictions
over time as they apply to teaching and learning practices [56].
Gašević et al [68] summarised three common themes in the implementation of the LA,
predictors and indicators, visualisations, and interventions [29]. The first category includes
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the use of statistical and data mining methods where the data collected from different
factors (e.g., academic performance, students remaining in a course, student engagement) is
used as a prediction model. These are generically known as Early Warning Systems [107] or
those detecting students at risk [11].
The second category is to help students to interpret the information correctly from visu-
alisations or dashboards, as complex data visualisations or dashboards are not recommended
[68]. The third category focuses on interventions which generally involve how to shape the
learning environment with precise actions to enhance student experience [218]. There have
been several efforts from educational institutions to assess student learning by processing
students’ data to improve institutional decision-making and development [219].
Empirical studies have shown that LA may be useful for improving learning. LA raise
awareness of learners and educators in their current situations, so they can make constructive
decisions and perform their tasks more effectively [175]. Students’ interaction could be
increased as more of their activities are measured through the system. The teacher can
take prompt follow-up action according to students’ analytics level of interactions. Students
who got support and personal interventions from their lecturers showed better academic
performance, retention and had higher graduation rates [165].
Different universities have applied LA in their institutions [61, 219]. Albany Technical
College and Ball State University are examples of using LA to improve efficiency by reducing
the time required to diagnose issues and address specific problems with counselling. Moreover,
they help students to consider the differences between their activities and expected outcomes,
and the elements of their academic success [92, 220]. Oxford Brookes University is another
example of using LA by monitoring students to improve their experience and to evaluate
the modules and programs [179].
A study by Rienties [165] for the Open University (UK) used LA to deliver personalised
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intervention for students to achieve cost-effectiveness. Other universities focus on monitoring
student attendance, such as The University of East London. In that institution, LA data was
used to trigger the sending of e-mail warnings to students without satisfactory attendance
[179]. Hanover Research defined different types of analysis, both for learning analytics and
institutional analytics [76]. Table [2.1] lists several typical implementations identified in the
literature and in case studies by major category (learning vs. institutional) and analysis
level [13, 22, 37, 76, 177].
ANALYTICS CATEGORY LEVEL OF ANALYSIS TYPE OF ANALYSIS
Learning Analytics
Course Level
- Social Network Analysis
- Conceptual Development Analysis
- Discourse Analysis
- Personalized Curriculum




- Predictive Performance Analysis
/ Early Warning Systems
- Automated Advising and Coaching
Departmental Level - Early Warning / Predictive Modelling
Institutional Analytics
Instructor Level - Teacher Effectiveness- Financial Contributions
Student or Student Body Level
- Enrolment Profiling and Predictive Analysis
- Lifetime Value / Booster Effectiveness
- Advocacy
- Post
- Educational Employment Analysis





Public Level - Comparison with Other Institutions
Table 2.1: Examples of learning and institutional analytics employed in Higher Education,
adapted from Hanover Research [76]
LA could be used as a way to identify factors that have significant statistical correlations
with final course outcomes. A research study by Grush [73] monitored the online students
learning at Rio Salado College by using the Progress and Course Engagement (PACE)
system to automatically track student progress with interventions as needed. Teachers
can easily see who is at risk after the first week of the course as the system generates a
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report with green, yellow, and red flags. Results showed 70 percent accuracy as to whether
any given the student would complete the course successfully using three factors: read the
course materials online, do practice exercises, and how many points they are getting on
their assignments [73].
All these examples show how educational stakeholders (e.g., learners, instructors, and
administrators) could benefit from these analyses embedded in applications to map students
behaviours, the duration, relative effort, and trends within better performance including
academic performance level. Bench-marking is built in as this can be compared to other
students within the same categories or the same module. It helps to monitor and focus on
key areas to improve and reflect on performance during activities. Likewise, it will flag up
dips in effort, performance and lessening commitment.
The University of Maryland Baltimore County (UMBC) found that students earning
below a C showed continuously 40 % lower use of the LMS compared to students earning a
C or higher [65]. UMBC launched the "Check My Activity (CMA)" feedback tool, which
provides students with their performance and compares students’ activity to a summary of
anatomised peer data. Students could see an outline of their performance in all Blackboard
subjects compared to the average of the class. The information is collected from the number
of times the student has signed into the session and the number of times the student has
viewed a file or posted to the discussion board.
2.2.2 Applying Learning Analytics to Predict Students’ Engagement
In higher education, student engagement has been described as an ongoing issue, and learning
analytics may play a central role in retention efforts. Pekrun [153] considered engagement as
one of the qualitative measures of the learning process, and a possible predictor of students’
academic functionality. Learning Analytics is a data analysis method that can provide
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insights into student behaviour to enhance academic performance outcomes [186].
Several uses of learning analytics include systems for early warning/risk identification
for student retention, course selection recommendations, and student progress tracking
dashboards. Detecting students’ engagement at an early stage requires a tracking system
and advanced analysis of data. One of the key applications of LA is to track and predict the
performance of learners and to identify potential problems and provide an early warning for
students at risk [11, 16].
Experts claim that data analytics will be commonly used in online education over the
next few years to recognise the behaviour patterns of students and increase the learning and
retention rates of students [16]. The benefits include processing the data from a student’s
interaction with their online environment to boost learning and teaching. Another important
utility of LA is used as a way to improve student maintenance.
For example, highlighting where supplementary support is required at an early stage
[11, 50]. Purdue University provides preemptive support to students who struggle in subjects
that use their data gathered from Blackboard. The instructor observed students in four
major metrics components: subject performance (e.g. Points earned to date), effort (e.g.
Interaction with LMS compared to peers), prior history (e.g. Academic preparation, GPA,
test scores), and student characteristics (e.g. Residency, Age) [12, 160].
LA presents the use of timely feedback and intervention. Teachers may receive up-to-date
holistic information about students’ study progress. They could identify students who are
isolated, performing poorly or behaving differently from others [198]. Higher education
institutions are now using statistical analyses of students to determine better which students
are at higher risk of dropping out or failing to complete their study course, and use the data
statistics to intervene before this occurs.
The University of Michigan [126] used LA to identify at-risk students and provide
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personalised feedback to each student. The University of New England captures the student
learning well-being status to provide timely support for students studying part-time and
encourage peer-to-peer student networking [179].
In previous research, researchers use a student’s educational history and demographic
information to predict the student’s performance. A research study was carried out by
Marbout [124], to predict at-risk students as early as possible. They used different machine
learning algorithms such as Naive Bayes Classifier (NBC), Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs),
Support Vector Machines (SVMs), in order to process some input features, such as grades,
attendance, and quizzes.
Thus, a study by Hussain [82] uses machine learning algorithms in specific educational
analyses, such as average time, the total number of activities, average idle time, the average
number of keystrokes and overall related activity for different exercises during learning
sessions in order to predict student difficulties in advanced exercises. So, before the start of
the upcoming session the instructors of an e-learning system can warn students in advance
of the difficulties they will encounter.
Different sources of data in the learning management system could be analysed to
understand students’ learning engagements. For instance, using LA helps capturing the
attitudes of the students while watching videos of the course, by showing the time spent
watching videos or the most frequently watched parts of the videos. The number of
assignment uploads and course views are used by Sisovic [184] as predictors of academic
success on programming courses. Research in [39] found that students who visit their pages
during the first week of the semester achieve a higher final grades result.
Dietz [50] examined the use of learning analytics in educational institutions and how
teachers can use effective tools for learning analytics to monitor and estimate student
performance, thereby predicting whether students will fail or pass.
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A student might be informed of their progress through different date, including: a set of
subjects, number of hours spent in a course, number of ’streaks’ or days that they get into
online content, their quizzes’ performance or comparison of the student’s activity with their
peers. These analytics can be used to increase commitment and motivation. The illustration
on how students may obtain their own educational analytics can be highly motivational and
can help them focus on enhancing results. Therefore, we need to be mindful of the potential
negative impact of student-related analytics which could have an opposite effect and create
real angst in some students.
2.2.3 Gaps in Current Learning Analytics Prediction Systems
As discussed above, learning analytics systems are a growing area of interest that are
commonly associated with attempts to monitor and explore a large amount of data produced
in virtual learning environments. Most VLEs have built-in tracking tools which provide
information on each student. LA aims to process students’ data in order to improve the
student’s performance, including measures to enhance participation, increase the completion
of the course, and minimise the study time required before course completion and successful
graduation [121].
Many LA use dashboards to provide visualisations that display statistical information
such as time spent online, logging and activity. This enables teachers and learners to make
informed decisions about the learning process. The literature demonstrates that visualisation
would be a valuable tool for education [85]. The visual tools must be designed to offer a
sufficient interpretation for the tasks they are supposed to support [207].
Visualisations of learning analytics may be harmful if not carefully designed and used.
A recent literature survey found that the majority of dashboard visualisations could be
more useful for teachers than for learner [100]. Some learners reported that seeing their
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own engagement or comparing them with their peers would not positively support them to
perform well [86].
For VLEs, where students regularly interact with their peers or discuss course content
or performance, a challenging and demanding task for the e-teachers is the assessment and
tracking of students’ academic performance. Most LA are looking for data statistics only
and ignore the context of what the actual conversations are about. Researchers claim that
tracking functionality in most VLEs provides teachers with inadequate learning activity
reports which do not meet their students’ needs effectively [56, 79, 226].
Several studies reported that students who perform most of their activities and spend
most of their time online would not be highly efficient in their learning and would not have
the highest academic performance [103, 117, 118]. On the other hand, there is a common
assumption, for instance, that time spent on learning is positively related to academic
performance [64].
A more thorough study of learning analytics involves the development of the new direction
of including emotions as an early warning to identify students at risk. This is the case at
the University of New England (UNE) [179], unlike what happens in the other institutions
discussed in the previous section. UNE introduced an early warning system to classify at-risk
students by incorporating subjective and emotional data into its early-warning analytics.
Students represent their feedback about their current feelings about the subject. They
recorded how they feel using a free text response box as well as a set of emoticons to choose
from (happy, neutral, unhappy and very unhappy). The Student Support Team contacts
any students with negative emotions within 24 hours. This study showed the effective use
of qualitative feedback from students to increase students’ motivation [179].
In this thesis, we argue that few studies have paid sufficient attention to the analysis
of the context, for example by using emotion and/or sentiment analysis in addition to the
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student’s educational history for better understanding and prediction of student engagement
in advance. We use real-time models to mix those techniques for maturing educational
platforms in order to provide for reliable learning in real-time. At-risk student identification
must be conducted as early as possible to allow sufficient time for instructors to conduct
timely educational interventions to facilitate students’ learning achievements.
2.3 Emotions and E-Learning Systems
2.3.1 Emotion and Related Concepts
Emotions are defined as the mental status associated with a wide variety of feelings,
thoughts, and behaviours [31, 42]. According to David [144], the emotions of humans
includes "...physiological arousal, expressive behaviours, and conscious experience.". Other
concepts are used as well, intertwined with emotion are affect, feeling, sentiment, opinion,
view, belief and cognition.
Affect has to do with value. It is a superordinate concept that subsumes particular
valenced conditions such as emotions, moods, feelings and preferences [148]. The primary
difference between emotions and feelings is that feelings are often experienced consciously
while emotions tend to manifest themselves either consciously or subconsciously and are
derived from a person’s moods. For instance, a person may feel bad about a particular
situation but not be emotionally affected, which makes it easier to cope with the situation
as they were not emotionally attached to the situation. Feelings are learned behaviours
that are often in hibernation until triggered by external events. Emotions are therefore
event-driven [143, 212].
Sentiment, on the other hand, is an individual’s particular opinion or view. Opinions
are beliefs that people tend to form about a particular issue which determines their reaction
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to such issues. The views of a person can be said to be their beliefs. Beliefs are therefore
thoughts about a particular situation or event and can be changed through learning. Beliefs
may be rationally based on learned facts or irrationally based on heard rumours. Cognition,
on the other hand, relates to the mental functions dealing with logic as opposed to affective
dealing with emotions [143, 212].
2.3.2 Affect Theories and Models of Emotions
Affect theory is a philosophy that attempts to classify affects into discrete categories and
used interchangeably with emotions, or feelings. Researchers have been studying emotions
since Darwin [43] and many theories have been produced by different psychology schools
that represent ways of understanding affective states. The primary emotional hypotheses
can be divided into three main categories: physiological, neurological, and cognitive.
James-Lange Theory of Emotion [84], Cannon-Bard Theory of Emotion [33], and Silvan
Tomkins’ Affect Theory [201] are examples of Physiological theories which suggest the
human body is the controller of emotions. Neurological theories (e.g. Facial-Feedback
Theory of Emotion) argued that emotional reactions are a result of action within the brain
[74, 93]. Lastly, cognitive theories (Cognitive Appraisal Theory [108]) proposed that feelings
and other mental activities play a key role in formalising emotions.
Tomkins [201], defined "affect" and introduced the concept of the basic emotions and
gave two labels for each emotion: one for low intensity and one for high intensity. When
analysing eight emotions (excitement, joy, surprise, distress, disgust, anger, shame, and fear),
he claimed that there are various circumstances that could raise one’s affect or reaction.
Tomkins organised each affect with its typical response, for instance, positive emotions
enjoyment/joy is a reaction to success/impulse to share, and the responses are smiling,
lips wide and out, or neutral, where, for instance, surprise/startle is a reaction to sudden
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change/resets impulses which is represented by eyebrows up, eyes blinking. A negative
emotion, for instance, anger/rage is a reaction to threat/impulse to attack and represented
by frowning, a clenched jaw, a red face [201].
Several emotional models were created, in which categorical and dimensional are consid-
ered as the primary two representation paradigms for emotions [188]. Affective researchers
in computing use either a categorical model or a dimension model to classify emotions.
Findings show that a dimension model depends upon the set of emotional categories [188].
The categorical theory proposes that a number of limited emotion categories are defined.
Ekman [55] considered six basic emotions: anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and
surprise, to which all others can be reduced. Plutchik [161] postulated a new conception of
emotions in 1980, which he called "wheel of emotions" Figure [2.2].
This concept demonstrates how different emotions could merge with one another and
generate new emotions. Plutchik [161] first proposed eight primary bipolar emotions: fear
versus anger; sadness versus joy; disgust versus trust; and anticipation versus surprise.
Similarly, the theory of Parrots [152] identified over 100+ emotions and conceptualised them
as a tree structured list, where the first level is composed of six primary emotions (love, joy,
surprise, anger, sadness, fear) Figure [2.3].
Russell [171] developed the two dimensions of emotions valence (negative/positive) and
arousal or activation (low/high). Russell’s dimensional model is named "the circumplex
model of emotions". It contains eight types of emotions and it is possible to place every
single emotion on this two dimensional graphic; the y-axis is the degree of arousal and the
x-axis is the valence Figure [2.4] [87]. For instance, fearful is a negative emotion that creates
high activation levels; relaxed is a positive emotion with relatively low activation.
The diagram shown in Figure [2.5] illustrates Lovheim "cube of emotion" model, which
is based on Tomkin’s eight basic fundamental emotions [201] (excitement, joy, surprise,
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Figure 2.2: Plutchik’s wheel of emotions and relationships between basic and derivative
emotions [161]
distress, disgust, anger, shame, and fear). It was developed in 2012 as a theoretical model
that focuses on central brain monoamines neurotransmitter interactions and the emotions
that we experience [115]. Every corner of the cube has two labels of emotion, both labels
represent high and low emotional intensities. The extreme and maximum emotional intensity
are represented by the corner, while the lower intensity (a neutral state) is located between
the corner and the centre of the cube.
Using these various computational models, the emotion in the text that evokes the
emotional state of the writer can be interpreted. In this thesis, emotions are detected using
tools that depended on categorical models. These tools will help to convey a particular
set of features of emotions to assess our argument. The majority of research in affective
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Figure 2.3: A tree-structured list was proposed by Parrot [152]
computing has focused on the six basic emotions listed above [190].
2.3.3 The Role of Emotions in Learning
Measuring students’ emotional engagement is critical in the students’ learning processes.
Chaffar and Frasson [36] argued that the reason behind the failure to achieve efficient
learning is mainly because of a lack of emotional intelligence abilities. Students’ positive
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Figure 2.4: A dimensional model proposed by Russell [171] adapted from [87]
Figure 2.5: Lovheim’s cube of emotion
and negative emotions may differ depending on the e-learning context [156]. For instance,
students working on their dissertation, a long and hard task involving more grit than typical
class assignments, might have very different educational and emotional needs. Depending
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on the task, students might feel overwhelmed by the specific information they found or
might feel frustrated about the particular result they cannot achieve. Mega [129] found that
students’ positive emotions enhance their beliefs on the incremental theory of intelligence
and confidence in their intelligence.
Pekrun [156] has created the academic emotion description which includes both affective
states (such as confusion, anger, stress) and cognitive states (e.g. interest, boredom, fatigue).
This study established classes of emotions and showed that positive emotions could predict
creative thinking, foster good educational results, whereas negative emotions are more likely
to be correlated with low grades. It was also suggested by Kim [96] that while learning,
negative emotions can change the use of cognitive strategies and motivation.
Implicit or explicit information about students positive or negative emotions could
influence the teacher to enhance the learning experience of the students and keep them from
dropping out [46]. During tutoring sessions in the physical learning environment, tutors
obtain a substantial quantity of effective response which states the attitudes and feelings of
the learner; whether she/he is happy, frustrated, confused, bored or surprised. The tutors
use students’ feedback to adapt their teaching strategies [133]. This suggests that this
interaction should be replicated in distance learning environments; that they should respond
to students’ emotions, and accordingly guide and motivate them for better learning [133].
Many studies have pointed out that a learning system with sentiment interaction
may raise study motivation and inspire learners during the interaction [166, 209]. Wang
[209] designed a humorous and empathic virtual human to improve the existing e-learning
system. The system reacts in a proper way, and fits students’ emotions to assist students
in overcoming negative emotions, and in enhancing students’ learning motivation, interest,
and performance.
Yu [223] addressed the different social skills of virtual companions in a VLE. The study
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aimed to simulate users’ curiosity by constructing an intelligent Curious Companion (CC)
to engage the users when studying science subjects. One of the aims of the current study
will be therefore to identify from the psychology literature the most useful set of emotions to
be used in a learning setting, together with the mechanisms by which they can be identified
during a common interaction in a VLE.
Ferguson [59] highlighted the importance of understanding the capabilities of students
through many tools such as activity-Based Assessment (ABA), where teachers keep monitor-
ing students and assess them through a series of questionnaires. This profile helps teachers
to develop the most effective teaching program that is based on students’ interests. Similarly,
the procedure followed by Ganotice [66] is to create students’ emotion profile, then group
students according to their emotion profiles. This profile reflected positively on the learning
outcomes. The approach of using a questionnaire works with face-to-face learning, but less
so with online learning, and it is cumbersome and costly to collect from time to time.
The availability of emotion recognition tools can automate this process and remove the
burden of following up with a questionnaire. For instance Synesketch [104] was designed to
track online communication and recognise emotions in the text; it was successfully integrated
with Skype. The availability of tools that can be integrated with online learning systems
and automate the process of emotion recognition can simplify the process of extracting and
tracking students’ emotions. Details of the detected emotions can be stored in a database
to be analysed anytime using statistical analysis packages.
The analysis for this emotion can empirically provide the previously mentioned efforts
of identifying the impact of students’ emotions on their achievement, engagement and
outcomes; valuable information that serves several purposes such as teachers and lecturers
who are concerned with dividing students into groups based on their emotional profile and
achievement as [66] suggests. So, using the emotional profile auto-generated by emotional
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recognition tools can considerably facilitate this process.
In this thesis, we will therefore focus on learning environments in which the majority
of interactions happen via textual dialogues. This will offer more scope for generalisation,
as textual interaction is the baseline for all VLEs. Sentiment and emotion analysis will be
used to recognise the emotion when students use words to express their emotion and give
their opinion [26, 162].
Our algorithm will combine both sentiment analysis and emotion classification: account-
ing for polarity scoring (whether the actor’s sentences express a positive or negative attitude)
and emotion states (happy, sad etc.) which will enable us to characterise students by their
sentiment towards a set of notions that exist in the test corpus that are believed to be of
specific interest [26, 162].
2.3.4 Detecting Sentiment in E-learning Context
Sentiment analysis is one of the fastest-growing areas of research in recent years, around 99%
of the papers on this topic have been published since 2004 [123]. The crucial primary benefit
of this automated process is to classify a given document or text based on its polarity -
either positive, negative or neutral. It is also known as opinion mining; deriving the opinion
or attitude of a speaker [113].
It could be said that Sentiments are feelings, attitudes, emotions, opinions, or subjective
impressions, but not facts [113]. Sentiment analysis usually employs natural language
processing (NLP), statistics, or machine learning methods to extract, identify, or otherwise
characterise the sentiment content of a text unit. In general, sentiment analysis could focus
on words, sentences, or documents. The earliest work on sentiment analysis, in the late
1990s, was performed on the classification of words or phrases based on semantic matters
[77].
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Sentiment analysis is typically used in marketing or social media trends, the early work
in this area includes research started by the studies of Turney and Pang [149, 203] to detect
the polarity of product reviews and movie reviews using machine learning techniques. A
deep syntactic-semantic approach was used by Maks and Mohammad [122, 132] to develop a
lexicon model for subjectivity description. This model tests the attitudes based on the verbs
used in the sentences. Similarly, studies by [89, 95] determine the positive and negative terms
of customer movie reviews taking into account a dictionary of synonym differences. Deep
language analysis techniques employed in Kim and Hovy [97] still concern the availability of
keywords and study their impact on the other words in the sentence.
One promising area of investigation is the use of sentiment analysis and its application
to education. The study in [9] proposed a system to automatically evaluate sentiment from
real time students’ feedback in the classroom. The study applied data mining techniques
to construct sentiment ratings, and found that lecturers were extremely satisfied with the
system. Students sometimes used social networks to post their experiences. A recent study
in [147] looked at extracting sentiment from messages the students write in Facebook. The
study used the SentBuk application to retrieves the messages, comments and likes on the
user’s profiles and applied combinations of lexical-based and machine-learning techniques to
extract the polarity.
Other researchers aim to enhance the communication between teachers and learners by
analysing students’ learning diaries [142]. Learning diaries are written containers, which
are usually documented over a period of time [134]. Analysing theses records provides the
lecturers with insights into what students feel and think during lectures.
In the context of e-learning, as most of the interaction is textual, the procedure of
determining whether a piece of students’ writing is positive, negative or neutral will be
a valuable and interesting contributions. It is very useful to get information about the
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feelings of the students to support personalised learning. Several researchers investigate the
implementation of Sentiment Analysis in e-learning systems.
An early work presented in [189] was to identify and extract the degree of the negative
sentences and how this would be useful in an e-learning system. Similarly, the experiment
in [23] proposed an opinion mining framework that can be applied to various domains,
including education, especially when applied to an e-learning system.
The approach proposed in [94] classifies the reviews about an e-learning system as
positive and negative, to adapt and develop the approaches and procedures used in teaching.
That is, the techniques and processes of learning and teaching can be improved in some
respects when the opinions of users are recorded and classified according to sentiment
polarity.
The instructors benefit from this tracking by being able to detect any changes in students’
emotions in an online environment, as in a face-to-face class, teachers can easily identify
emotions in student facial expressions. In this context, the finding from study in [38], which
proposed a framework for e-learning called "SAFE", showed that the teacher altered his
teaching style for some topics in the course according to the mood of the class.
2.3.5 Detecting Emotions in E-learning Context
For several years, researchers in education have underestimated the role of emotions in a
student’s life, focusing exclusively on cognitive, motivational, and behavioural constructs
[66]. Recently, there has been a growing recognition that emotions have a crucial impact on
students’ learning outcomes [154]. A growing body of literature has recently demonstrated
the significance of emotions in e-learning processes by highlighting their impact on academic
achievement.
It has been proved that emotions are common in online learning settings [14]. Perkun
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[153] reported that emotions are common in the e-learning environment as students are
shown to experience specific negative symptoms such as anxiety, boredom, exhaustion, and
frustration during particular challenging tasks. There are a number of examples of studies
that classified emotion expression automatically in texts [10, 46, 169, 194]. Thus, several
authors claim that emotions could be detected from different online learning contexts (e.g.
forum discussions, chat discussions) and that can be formal with a teacher or informal
amongst students peers [53]. A study by [46] emotions are associated with students’
engagement. The e-teacher should aim to reduce the negative emotions of the students,
especially the negative emotions identified during the chat interactions with teacher or
students’ peers.
The "control-value theory of emotions" [155] links emotions and achievement motives,
activities, and outcomes. The theory argues that emotions determine key learning processes
[66]. Students who experience positive emotions such as enjoyment and pride are expected
to achieve higher grades [156, 208], engage in the more effective use of cognitive and
meta-cognitive strategies [15, 98, 141], and participate more actively in-class activities
[66, 98, 99, 156]. Similarly, as expected, the negative emotions (such as boredom) are found
to lead to low achievement [157] and decreased effort [47]. A study by [46] found that
negative emotions play a central role, as detecting negative emotions across the e-learning
activities may be the first indication of insufficient learning.
Various studies investigated emotions for many purposes, such as seeking customers’
perspective for new products or services [181]. Some used text-mining techniques [222],
others proposed a model for statistical analysis of collective emotions in the text [67]. The
predominant approach to emotion classification is based on the premise that the overall
emotion of a sentence is the aggregation of the sentiment of the words comprising it, as
well as syntactic and semantic information [181]. These techniques seek the presence of
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appropriate affect words in text. Some words are unambiguously affect words [181], while
others carry affect to some degree. This method either uses a corpus-driven approach to
give affective orientation or scores to words, or it depends on some existing affect lexicons.
Various emotions are experienced by students during the study depending on the situation.
For instance, the student may become happy when they score a high grade, and upset when
they fail. Many studies investigated various types of emotions. Pekrun [156] developed
an Achievement Emotions Questionnaire (AEQ) to assess multiple achievement emotions
experienced by students in academic settings. The emotions investigated are enjoyment,
hope, pride, relief, anger, anxiety, shame, hopelessness, and boredom. Those emotions
were investigated during class, while studying, when taking tests and exams through the
questionnaire.
Krithika [106] used "excite", "disturb" and "moving" pattern of eyes and head to deduce
meaningful information to understand the mood of the student when engaged in an e-learning
environment. However, they did not look for specific emotions but only aimed to recognise
that the mood is either positive or negative. With the same context Litman and Forbes-Riley
[112] predicted emotions from the voice. However, they only categorised emotions into
positive, negative or neutral. The six emotions recognised within the adopted tool used
in our experiments (Synesketch tool) [1] are anger, disgust, sad, surprise, happy, and fear.
Those six have been recognised by [156] and many researchers followed this approach with
minimal changes. In our third experiment [6], more emotion types are recognised using the
Emotion Clock which was introduced by Whissell [214] to categorise emotions based on
Russell’s model dimensions [171].
Emotions in text can be detected using various approaches and methods, Naresh reported
[8, 182] that there are four methods of text-based emotion detection, see Figure [2.6]. They
are Keyword Spotting Technique, Lexical Affinity Method, Learning-based Methods, and
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Hybrid Methods. Keyword Spotting can be defined as the searching techniques to find the
occurrences of keywords in utterances.
In term of emotions detection, keyword spotting deals with finding the relevant instances
of words based on the predefined set of keywords. The keyword spotting mechanism is
shown in Figure [2.7] where text is considered as input, then converted into tokens, each
word related to emotions is detected and identified, and finally an emotions class obtained as
output. Our adopted tool in the first experiment (Chapter [4]) in this thesis, Synesketch,
uses the Keyword Spotting algorithm to detect emotions in text.
Figure 2.6: Several methods of emotion recognition based on text [182]
Lexical Affinity methods are a straightforward and easy to use process where emotions
are identified based on related keywords and a constructed emotion lexicon. Our second
adopted algorithm in the third experiment (Chapter [6]) to identify emotions is based on
a lexicon where we use the dictionary to ensure we have all the synonyms of an emotion
word.
The third method to detect emotion is a Learning Based Method where the detection of
emotions is based on various theories of machine learning classifiers, such as support vector
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Figure 2.7: Keyword Spotting Technique process [182]
machines. Finally, the hybrid Methods which is based on joining the two algorithms: the
keyword based method and the learning based method.
2.4 Stylometric (Writing-style) Features
Human beings have the cognitive ability to understand different styles of writing and to
distinguish between different authors’ writing samples. With the advent of computers
and the growing body of texts available via the internet, stylometric analysis is used as a
technique for analysing texts [138]. The development of the stylometry in early 1890 was
lead by the Polish philosopher Wincenty Lutoslawski. Writing-style features are considered
as the primary characteristics of stylometric analysis [228].
Many applications of stylometric are for identification and similarity detection; it can be
also be used in the early detection of diseases [1, 45, 80, 120]. Many researchers, especially
in natural language processing, consider stylometric features for evidence of authenticity to
help identify individuals based on their writing style [2].
There are different types of writing styles features [1] lexical (e.g. character level, word
level, and richness) [225, 228], syntactic (e.g. punctuation, total number of words, and Part
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of Speech - POS) [138], structural (e.g. how many sentences, url, greetings, email structure)
[45], and content-specific level (important keywords and phrases on certain topics) [125].
Understanding the importance of syntactic and lexical information remains an open
research area in linguistics [24, 109]. Previous works on writing style analysis hint that
features could be used for various reasons. A study in [196] proved that writing style
features extracted from posts in social media could be used to objectively characterise user
reputations. They analysed writing styles to estimate if the author changed their writing
style or not. They trained eight classification techniques in order to detect the changes.
The authors characterise "Good" when their writing does not change (no mistakes, perfect
paragraph, structure good or not, . . . etc.), and "Bad" when changes occur.
In another study in [2], linguistic features were used to investigate the forensics of the
user. They used ML techniques to detect the identity of the author in any new post by
them. They needed to see if an author changed his/her writing style in comparison to
their last post. In addition, they can check to see if an author copies the style writing of
other authors. A study in [69] measured the changes over time in the writing style of seven
authors of novels written in English. The work included three types of stylometric analysis:
phraseology (e.g. mean word length, mean sentence length), punctuation (e.g. commas,
semicolons, quotations) and lexical (e.g. stop word list) usage, in order to compare three
stages of writing for each author.
Each of these writing styles is used for a specific purpose: vocabulary richness is a
natural way to detect if the person uses different words than those that they would normally
use in the writing [224]. Using different words indicates how well a learner can convey
meanings and express their writing. It plays a central part in judging the quality of a
student’s writing, because a learner corpus may contain a very high rate of non-standard
forms of writing [72]. Richness is also used in [221] to identify if the person is the actual
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writer of the content posted in social media posts or if it is someone else.
One of the most important features is to look at syntactic information. Part of speech
(POS) is an essential aspect of syntactic information, as it assumed by many researchers that
an author of a text could subconsciously use similar syntactic structures to write sentences
[17]. The finding in [2, 196] proved that individuals who are using correct grammatical
tagging are more confident in their writing.
In this thesis, we determine how the writing styles of students can be used as an objective
feature for estimating students behavioural change over-time. We are trying to understand
the effect of different features such as Lexical and syntactic features: the vocabulary richness
and Part of Speech (POS) of the text.
2.5 Conclusions
A review of the literature addressed some of the concepts related to the research presented
in this thesis. The chapter presented recent approaches and contributions to the role of
sentiment/ emotion analysis in students’ engagement in the e-learning environment. In all
types of communication such as speech, text, and gestures, emotions and sentimental states
are inescapable. The emotion/sentiment definitions, origin, algorithms and techniques have
been examined. There are various strategies, software solutions and intelligent approaches
developed for educational purposes. The literature showed the role and the use of emotion
analysis in assisting to find approaches that address the problem of disengaging students, or
students struggling with the online learning, and how educators can use this information to
adjust their teaching.
Also discussed in the literature review were issues associated with the challenging task of
tracking students in the online environment. Learning Analytics are the key tool to monitor
the learning process and students’ progress, and to try and prevent student disengagement
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issues, however, they present issues, which have been discussed, most notably that LA
tools concentrate on statistics of engagement, and often ignore the context in which these
statistics come about, for instance the topic of conversations, the analysis of which is still a
burden for e-educators.
We also gave an overview of techniques to analyse textual messages, and this gave us the
opportunity to discuss the importance of the use of writing style, by discussing the concept
and the primary characteristics of stylometric analysis, which are important to investigate
the students behavioural changes over-time.
This survey is by no means exhaustive, and more pointers will be given in the following
chapters, when discussing specific tools and techniques, as they are useful to explain more
technical aspects of the experiments presented in this thesis.
In the next Chapter, we will present the conceptual framework produced as a result of






As mentioned in the previous Chapters, we are witnessing a mental health crisis in Higher
Education, with researchers reporting that students are increasingly at risk of dropping out
because of lack of mental health support, more so than because of academic issues.
Ideally, students at-risk should be identified as early as possible to allow sufficient
time for instructors to conduct educational interventions to facilitate students’ learning
achievements. Identifying at-risk students in the context of online learning is a challenging
and demanding task, and there are a variety of strategies and systems to facilitate students
in the learning process and minimise the impact of negative behaviours.
The development of a sophisticated "system" able to monitor human emotions and react
properly to the user’s behaviour is of course a promising area of research. However, such
technology is often complex and relying on devices and sensors which detect the physical
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manifestations of human emotions. This is not always, in fact it is very rarely, a realistic
scenario for online-learning, where students, and sometimes also teachers, participate to the
learning experiences from their own locations and with their own devices.
Moreover, in deciding what type of digital intervention to design, it is important to
establish the role of such system, especially with respect to how it is positioned in the
interaction between teachers and learners. Our main objective is to improve the dialogue
between teacher and student, rather than substituting to the teacher, and therefore we
envisage a system that could be integrated in the common interaction of a virtual classroom,
and hence help both student’s learning and lecturer’s understanding of and dealing with a
student’s motivational issue.
This chapter aims to establish the conceptual framework that would support the design
and implementation of such a system, by discussing the various components and the role
each of them plays towards the final goal of being able to help educators better identify
the issues that need intervention. The Chapter also describes our strategy for evaluating
this framework, in a series of feasibility studies which are then presented in detail in the
following Chapters.
3.2 Conceptual Framework
The main contribution of this thesis is the formulation and evaluation of a conceptual
framework for supporting the implementation of a system able to identify students at risk, in
such a way that the role of the online tutor or facilitator is incorporated into an environment
that coordinates information coming from the various communicative acts happening during
learning, from tasks in the classrooms, to question to the teachers to discussion among peers.
A pictorial representation of the conceptual framework is in the Figure below [3.1]. The
framework consists of the following components:
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Educational Platform. We assume the presence of an educational digital platform, as
a collaborative interactive online learning environment where teachers, learners and other
stakeholders use tools and resources to support and improve the delivery of education. The
learning platform contains list of features and functions (tools) that facilitate and support the
learning process, such as lecture notes, discussions boards, quizzes, assignments, audio/video
lessons, virtual classrooms and others services. All the information and resources are shared
online over the Internet. We assume that the users of the platform may have different roles,
from what can be identified to a "lecturer", or academic staff responsible of a specific unit
of learning, to pastoral advisors and mentors, to academic or administrative coordinators of
a series of units, or a degree.
Prediction System. Alongside the educational platform, we assume the presence of
a "Prediction System". The prediction system would be based on the different methods
and techniques available to track students’ needs and progress, and will be equipped with
algorithms for the analysis of textual messages, as well as any variables associated with
students, from their performances and general learning analytics, to their personal profile.
The prediction system should be able both to follow the journey of a specific student, and
to compare this journey with other similar journeys of the same cohort, or previous cohorts,
in order to offer a better picture of how some behaviours can be thought as "the norm"
for a given module or a given situation. We especially envision a prediction system that is
not based on pure engagement, as there are many in the literature, but which pays special
attention to the emotional state.
The purpose of this system, rather than acting on behalf of a lecturer, would be to
raise awareness on students’ performance, so that a human stakeholder can intervene at
the appropriate time. The communicative acts are all “observed” through the lens of the
“emotional loaded” prediction system, which can therefore decide to intervene, or simply
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flag, when some communication needs to be looked at more carefully.
The conceptual framework proposed inn this thesis is evaluated by a series of experiments
and case studies, aimed at assessing feasibility and appreciate usefulness of single potential
components, and on the basis of expert commentaries, as described in the following section.
Figure 3.1: Structure of the "observer" system
3.3 Feasibility Study: Methodology and Experiments
One of the main challenges in educational research is evaluation: ethical guidelines offered
by associations, such as the British Educational Research Association we adhere to [28],
insist, and rightly so, on the notion of consent, such that it would be normally expected
that all participants, teachers and students alike, involved in a study ought to be able to
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confirm their willingness to take part, and at the same time to withdraw their consent at
any time and for any reason. While this is not a big obstacle for smaller interventions, the
evaluation of a complete framework such as the one we propose in this thesis poses a much
bigger circular challenge: we are clearly not in a position to deploy such a complex system
in a real learning environment for testing before we can evaluate it, as this would involve a
large commitment from an active learning provider, but we cannot evaluate it in a realistic
environment without full deployment.
In this thesis we provide a comprehensive and realistic full feasibility study for a system
such as the one described in Fig. 3.1. We approached the task by breaking it down into a
series of feasibility studies where we perform an evaluation of single components or tasks
that we would like such a system to perform. The main approach to this is based on the
following principles.
3.3.1 General Principles
1. Practicality. When evaluating a task, we rely on off-the-shelf systems or algo-
rithms which are open source, and we use them in such a way to answer the question:
is this task achievable? We do not therefore seek to carry out a performance study, in
order to establish which tool would be best efficient for the task, or which will deliver
the optimal performance. The reason for this is that we are focussing on feasibility
only, in the assumption that, should one wanted to deploy such a system in a real
environment, a performance comparison would be on order, with performance of the
various algorithms measured for the specific of the learning platform. In this way we
can remain platform-agnostic and concentrate only on said task feasibility, while we
acknowledge that the solution demonstrated is not necessarily an optimal one.
2. Reproducibility. When performing an experiment, we rely on readily available,
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general datasets, rather than creating one ad-hoc. For each of the task proposed we
identify a dataset which can demonstrate both the value and the limit of the solution,
and can offer an insight on whether current educational datasets are rich enough to
support systems that go beyond the simple learning analytics. For example, on one
experiment in particular, we found that no educational dataset was suitable, and we
had to resort to an alternative solution, as we show later in this document. This was
in itself an interesting finding, and serves as recommendation for providers who may
want to consider adopting a framework such as the one we propose.
3. Practitioner validation. To maintain an objective view on our analysis, we rely
on expert opinion which we captured through a focus group study at the end of our
research. By expert we intend practitioners in the field, online educators and advisors,
who are the most likely to use a tool of this kind, should it become available, and can
comment on the tool uptake and critical issues to consider.
In the remainder of this section, we summarise the set of experiments which will form the
content of the following Chapters of this document.
3.3.2 Map of Experiments
We devised and carried out a set of four studies in order to evaluate the conceptual framework,
consisting of three experiments using computational tools applied to relevant datasets, and
one focus group study, to collect feedback on the proposal.
Experiment 1 looks at the left hand side of the conceptual framework picture, and
tools for the analysis of emotions in textual messages, in order to understand how feasible
it would be to put together a tool able to detect emotion in students messages. We apply
this to a dataset of self reported emotional episodes accounts, which simulates potential
personal messages for instance to their lecturers or advisors (Chapter [4]).
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Experiment 2 looks at part of the left hand side of the picture, and employs tools
which are able to use emotion/sentiment analysis as a predictor of students’ final grades.
We apply this to a dataset coming from an online education provider, which also gives us
an understanding of what type of student profile is commonly provided by such datasets
(Chapter [5]).
Experiment 3 goes a step further in the analysis of the student profile by exploring
the writing style of a student, as well as the emotional content of messages, and furthermore
consider how we can look at a whole classroom from the point of view of the observer, and
flag cases for potential follow up by the lecturer. The idea is to form a baseline for each
student that can help identify anomalies with respect to this student’s norm as opposed to
generic emotion analysis (Chapter [6]).
Finally, with Experiment 4 we describe the outcome of a focus group study, that we
carried out by inviting long term experts in e-learning and online class facilitation, to gather
feedback on our approach (Chapter [7]).
3.3.3 Datasets for the Experiments
One of the principles we used for our study was reproducibility, which meant we insisted
on relying on existing general datasets for our experiments. This meant that we were not
able to put together our ideal data, which would have included a set of observations from a
number of real courses, delivered to the same cohort of students, and showing their progress
from one module to the other, as well as discussing in open text any issues related to their
degree and studies. Collecting such a dataset would pose a number of ethical challenges, as
well as being not feasible in the time frame of this thesis. We had therefore to compromise
and settle on datasets to use which were suitable enough. This is explained in detail in each
chapter, but we provide a summary here.
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The dataset the first experiment (Chapter [4]) had been collected from the International
Survey On Emotion Antecedents And Reactions (ISEAR) [176]. The main advantage of this
dataset is that emotions were self-reported by the participants, therefore we were provided
with a baseline to check our chosen emotion analysis system against. Also, participants
to the creation of the dataset were students, and topics were related to an educational
situation. The main disadvantage was sentences in the dataset were generic and not related
to a specific class, or class situation, so they would not give us the sense of a cohort of
students together in the same journey.
In the second experiment (Chapter [5]), we concentrate on actual classroom behaviour,
and we have opted the dataset from the Stanford MOOCs dataset, as made available by the
Center for Advanced Research through Online Learning (CAROL) [35]. The main advantage
is of course the setting: this is real data of students in a classroom. The disadvantage is
that the MOOC setting did not encourage open text discussion, therefore we are limited in
the amount of text we can analyse.
We used for the third experiment (Chapter [6]) a Motivational Interviewing corpus
of transcripts [5], which consists of a searchable collection containing real transcripts of
counselling and therapy sessions between client and counsellor. This is probably a more
controversial choice, as the corpus is neither coming from an educational setting nor is
coming from a group of participants on the same session. However, the corpus is extremely
reach in emotional loaded text, and does provide the notion of a journey, with the patient
and the counsellor working towards the same goal. The corpus was adapted in a series of
ways, explained in the Chapter, which made it possible to create an analogy between:
• the patients and the students,
• the counsellor and the teacher/facilitator of a classroom,
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• the set of sessions for the same patient and the "lectures" of a classroom
• and the set of patients discussing with the counsellor on a given issue and "a co-
hort/class" of students working with the teacher on a given topic.
With this analogy in mind, we are able to talk about "emotion of the cohort" and this helps
us identifying possible strategies to calculate and to visualise this notion to a teacher.
3.4 Conclusions
This chapter presented the conceptual framework proposed by this thesis, by also providing
the pedagogical motivation behind the proposal, and outlined the approach that we used for
a systematic study which addresses the issue of feasibility of the approach. The following
Chapters will detail the experiments identified above. For each of these experiments, the
relevant Chapter will describe motivation and methodology, then will describe the tool that
has been used to carry out the experiment, then the dataset that was used, and finally the
outcome of the experiment. A final discussion on the lessons learnt and the limitation of
the experiments will conclude each Chapter.
Chapter 4
Experiment 1: Capturing Emotions
in Student’s Narrations
4.1 Introduction: Experiment 1 Overview
One of the aims of our research is to explore the use of emotion analysis to help enhance
the relationship between learner and teacher in an online learning environment. The idea,
as described in the previous Chapters, is to complement the role of the online educator, by
providing information about behavioural patterns and emotional states of the student, in
order to eventually suggest strategies for intervention.
Therefore, one of the first tasks that we wanted to evaluate is emotion identification.
More specifically, the aim of the experiment was to establish the extent to which a generic
off-the-shelf emotion analysis tool can be used in the context of messages exchanged in an
educational context, not only messages related to the classroom, but those that, in our
conceptual framework, arise from the interaction with other actors, like mentors or advisors,
or administrative staff.
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In the following sections, we will describe the tool that we used for the experiment,
motivating our choice, and the dataset we selected for testing. We then show the results of
the experiments, and we discuss the significance of these.
4.2 Emotion Capturing Tool: Synesketch
For the first experiment, we utilised a tool called Synesketch, an Open Source Library for
Sentence-Based Emotion [104], which has already been mentioned in the literature review
in Chapter 2. The main advantages of this tool is that it is free, open source, and can
be integrated with exchange messages systems like Skype. The tool has been successfully
employed in a number of projects related to emotion extractions, such as [4, 70, 174]. Also, it
is simple to use by non experts, and therefore, while it is by no means the most sophisticated
emotion analysis tool, nevertheless it offers a useful baseline for testing what is achievable
and possible.
Synesketch is based on lexicon, and uses a hybrid method of a keyword-spotting and, a
rule-based method [174]. Keyword spotting is an approach for searching relevant known
keywords in databases [91], for which many algorithms have been proposed in the past, and
several techniques claim to be very efficient and accurate. A Keyword-spotting approach
here is based on the use of a lexicon of words and expressions related to emotions. A word
lexicon is utilised to search WordNet R©[58, 131]1 for all those terms in the initial word set
that are semantically related to the words in the lexicon (semantic relatives). Common
abbreviations and emoticons such as ":)"s, ">:O"s, and "ROFL"s etc. are included. There
are six emotional weights attached to each lexeme (word or emoticon), that relate to the
six basic emotional categories identified by Ekman [54]: Happiness, Sadness, Anger, Fear,
Disgust, and Surprise.
1https://wordnet.princeton.edu/download
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4.2.1 Synesketch Tool: Algorithm Steps
The approach on Synesketch is tailored to the specific issue of analysing small fragments of
text like online comments, tweets, short messages, etc. and is based on keyword spotting
combined with affinity lexicon, and some heuristic rules [104].
The keyword spotting technique is based on a lexicon consisting of two parts: a word
lexicon, generated semi-automatically using WordNet, and an emoticon lexicon, using
common abbreviations and shorthands for emoticons (e.g. ":-)") [104]. Each lexicon entry
is associated with one of the six emotional categories, with a value between [0,..,1]. More
details on how this was built are in [104].
The emotion classifier algorithm consists of the steps in Algorithm 1 (see also Fig. 4.1).
When applied for example to the sentence "I won’t be lovesick!" [104], the algorithm will
spot the keyword "lovesick" which has the emotional vector: [0, 0.9, 0, 0, 0, 0], therefore has
only a value for sadness at 0.9. The sentence level rules will recognise that there is a negation
"won’t", so the negation change the value of sadness to happiness. The happiness weight
takes the value of the dominant negative weight, which is only one in this case (sadness), so
the new vector becomes [0.9, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]. Finally, because the sentence ends with a "!", the
intensity is increased by 20%, and the vector becomes [1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]. The emotional valence
is 1.
4.3 Dataset for Experiment 1: ISEAR
For this experiments, we wanted to establish how the selected tool could perform in an
educational setting, by identifying emotions which are likely to be aroused in students in
specific educational situations. In order to do so, we needed a dataset which had been
especially collected among students. The natural place where to search for such datasets
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Algorithm 1 Synesketch general algorithm (from [104])
1. The input sentence is interpreted by applying sentence-level rules, related to negation
and punctuation.
2. The input sentence is parsed into words; each word is matched with both lexicon
keywords.
3. When a keyword is spotted, the emotional weights of the keyword are considered, and
adjusted on the basis of other sentence level rules (e.g. if the emotional keyword is
uppercase, then the value is intensified by 50% etc.).
4. The keyword is added into an emotion word set. This step is applied to all spotted
emotion-related keywords.
5. The sentence’s total emotional state, that is the overall vector corresponding to the
whole sentence, is calculated using the emotion word set with updated weights.
6. The overall emotional weights of the vector depend on the maximum value among all
the weights of the keywords of the same emotion type from the emotion word set.
(a) If the general weight is 1, it means the Synesketch is highly confident in deter-
mining one or more emotions.
(b) If the general weight is 0, it means Synesketch failed to identify an emotion. In
this case, we consider the sentence emotion neutral.
7. An emotional valence is also calculated, depending on whether the weight aggregation
of the overall happiness outweighs the overall weight of the dominant negative emotion
(sadness, anger, fear, or disgust).
is among those offered by online education providers. However, such datasets are mainly
related to classroom interactions, and therefore do not offer the rich variety of situations
which we wanted to simulate, for instance when students contact their advisor or mentor to
express a particular concern.
We found a suitable dataset for our purposes in the International Survey On Emotion
Antecedents And Reactions (ISEAR), which is a dataset collected in a project led by Klaus
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Figure 4.1: Structure of the emotional capturing tool (Synesketch tool)
R. Scherer and Harald Wallbott [176]2.
The dataset was put together over a number of years with student participants, who were
asked to recall situations in which they experienced all or some of seven major emotions (Joy,
Fear, Anger, Sadness, Disgust, Shame, and Guilt), by also reporting how they appraised the
situation and how they reacted. The dataset comprises these recollections from around 3000
respondents, in 37 Countries from all 5 Continents. We chose this dataset as it was likely
to include, given that the respondents were students, sentences related to an educational
situation. As the experiences were self-reported, and not captured during learning activities,
the dataset could give a reasonable simulation of the range of emotions students are likely
to report to experience alongside their learning.
2Available for download at https://www.unige.ch/cisa/index.php/download_file/view/395/296/
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4.3.1 ISEAR Dataset Preparations
For our study, we explored the dataset, and manually extracted around 1050 records related
to education scenarios, such as records that described students’ emotions with respect to
their educational performance, their fellow classmates, their lecturers, the institution they
study at, and exams, while of course reporting of various circumstances around the episode.
Overall these give a good sense of the type of matters students would want to discuss,
for instance, with their academic support. A small sample of those records are shown in
Table [4.1], while for a more comprehensive set refer to [A.1] in Appendix A.
Text from ISEAR dataset labelled Emotion
I was selected to come here (University, College) when I was least
expecting it.
Joy
A neighbour’s girl had disappeared and many people were looking
for her. Someone had gone to notify the police. Something had
certainly happened to her.
Fear
A classmate told me I must have bribed the class leader to let me
go to your English lecture.
Anger
When my car froze, and I could not start it. Sadness
When I was about to clean the draining board and saw it looked
a underneath the sink (I live in a students hostel).
Disgust
Once I was not ready for a seminar and I was asked to leave. Shame
When I finished a love affair where I was responsible of the sad
end.
Guilt
Table 4.1: Sample of the records from ISEAR dataset
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Anger Disgust Fear Guilt Happiness Joy Sadness Shame Surprise
Synesketch X X X X X X
ISEAR X X X X X X X
Table 4.2: Emotions in Synesketch and ISEAR
4.4 Experiment 1: Using Synesketch on the ISEAR Dataset
In our experiment, we ran the selected set of records from the ISEAR Dataset through
Synesketch, and we compared the results from the tool, in terms of the emotions detected,
with the emotion type that was labelled in the ISEAR dataset, as self reported by the
participants. It has to be noted that the two sets of emotions do not match entirely: while
both ISEAR and Synesketch consider Fear, Anger, Sadness and Disgust, the main positive
emotion is named Happiness in Synesketch and Joy in ISEAR (for our experiment we
assumed we could equate the two), and more importantly, Synesketch includes Surprise as
a sixth emotion, while ISEAR comprises Shame and Guilt as two extra, separate, negative
emotions (see Table 4.2 for a summary). This provides us with another level to the evaluation,
as we can presume it would not be uncommon for an off-the-shelf tool not to match entirely
the specification of the dataset.
In this section we will discuss the results of this experiment, both from a quantitative
and from a qualitative point of view.
4.4.1 Quantitative Analysis
When analysing a sentence, in addition to the emotion type, Synesketch also provides the
weight, or intensity of the emotion, and the valence (whether it is a positive, negative or
neutral emotion). An example of the output is in Table [4.3] and for a more extensive results
refer to Table [A.2] in Appendix A. In the table, we report: the text form ISEAR, the
labelled emotion from the ISEAR dataset, so the emotion the participant self reported, then
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a set of Synesketch results: the General weight of the emotion, representing how confident
the tool is in determining the emotion (where 1 is the maximum confidence, and 0 if the tool
failed to identify any emotion), the Valence of the general sentiment, where -1 is Negative,
0 is Neutral and 1 is Positive, and the 6 values the tool returns for each of the emotions.
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The number of sentences across all records extracted from ISEAR which we ran through
Synesketch amounted to 1598 in total. The emotion label that was assigned by the tool
was compared to the label assigned in the database by the participants self reporting their
emotion. The overall accuracy, for the five emotions that were common to both sets, is
83.72%. The breakdown for all the five emotions is presented in Table 4.4, where the
accuracy of Synesketch tool degrades when dealing with disgust as the tool recognised some
cases as fear or sadness. For example, "When I was about to clean the draining board and
saw it looked underneath the sink (I live in a students hostel).", the tool gives the higher
polarity for sadness as it could not catch any keyword that refer to disgust.







Table 4.4: Accuracy of Synesketch labels of the ISEAR sentences
As to the emotions that are not in common between the two settings, we have analysed
the two cases separately.
4.4.1.1 Synesketch Surprise
Synesketch is programmed to identify "Surprise" which however is not present in the ISEAR
dataset as a self reported emotion. The tool labelled 74 sentences with "Surprise" and
Table 4.5 shows the distribution of categories they were labelled with:
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Table 4.5: Distribution of the ISEAR sentences that Synesketch labelled as Surprise
4.4.1.2 Shame and Guilt
The dual situation is the one regarding emotions Shame and Guilt: these are present in
ISEAR but Synesketch is not equipped to identify them. These will obviously be classified
differently, but it is interesting to know whether the tool still manages to identify them as
negative emotions, and which emotion in particular. A summary of results is in Table 4.6.





Total Negative: 144/273 52.74%
Total Neutral: 88/273 32.23%





Total Negative: 154/290 53.10%
Total Neutral: 94/290 32.41%
Total Positive: 42/290 14.48%
Table 4.6: Synesketch labelling of ISEAR Shame and Guilt
4.4.2 Qualitative Analysis
Synesketch showed high accuracy when the sentences are short and contain keywords with
an emotional load. However, with long sentences, the tool is not as accurate, as one might
expect with off-the-shelf solution. In this section we will discuss some of the problematic
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cases, and what they can teach us on a way to implement a tool able to capture the more
complex students’ sentences. In what follows we will use the notation "Sentence(Emotion)"
to indicate a Sentence from ISEAR that was labelled by the participants with an Emotion.
The most common outcome for long sentences is that the tool is unable to decide
which emotion is prevalent and classifies them as Neutral. A good example is sentence
"When I heard on the radio that the football match in Belgium had ended in
a catastrophe(Anger)", which was classed as Neutral despite the presence of the very
loaded keyword ‘catastrophe’. The problem is clearly related to the length of the sentence,
as for instance sentence "When I had been obviously unjustly treated and had
no possibility of elucidating this(Anger)" and was labelled Neutral, even though the
word "unjustly" is a word with negative association, however the sentence "When one is
unjustly accused of something one has not done(Anger)" was correctly labelled.
The tool seems to weigh nouns more than verbs, so, for instance it is more likely to
classify accurately a sentence containing the noun "death" than one with the verb "die":
sentences "I heard that a former superior of mine had died(Sadness)" and "When
I came to know that my grandmother had died(Sadness)" where both considered
Neutral. However, sentence "My grandmother died suddenly last summer(Sadness)"
the emotion "Surprise" was the highest prediction with 100% of confidence (possibly because
of the presence of "suddenly") and "Sadness" was far behind with 30% of confidence, and
sentence "When one of my cat died of a disease(Sadness)", was correctly classified,
possibly because of the presence of "disease". The most notable example is for the sentence
"I realised that the girl I loved had to leave me(Sadness)", which had a high score
for happiness at 0.80%.
The emotions in ISEAR but not part for the tool, guilt and shame, were most often
labelled with anger, fear, and sadness. For instance, for sentence "I feel guilty when
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when I realize that I consider material things more important than caring for
my relatives(Shame)", the tool picked fear and disgust as the top emotions. Similarly,
with this sentence, "When I realized that I was directing the feelings of discontent
with myself at my partner and this way was trying to put the blame on him
instead of sorting out my own feelings(Shame)", the tool predicted anger as the top
emotion, followed by disgust.
The tool is particularly problematic with long sentences, often resulting in no prediction
(e.g. for "It was more the ceremonies held in the church and not really the death
of my grand-father which made me sad(Sadness)" the tool equally predicts negative
and positive emotions), and sentences including a negation (e.g. "not being able to marry
and have children(Sadness)" and "I was told by a good friend that we couldn’t be
friends any more because of his relationship with another girl(Sadness)" had both
an overall positive feeling), as well as, as expected, figurative language (e.g. "They called
her a pig and then grunted(Anger)" was considered void of emotional load).
Other problematic cases are presented in Table [4.7], and a more extensive set in Table
[A.3] in Appendix A.
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4.5 Conclusions
The conceptual framework proposed for this thesis is evaluated by a series of experiments,
in this Chapter, we reported on the first experiment which utilised the use of an off-the-shelf
tool, Synesketch, to extract emotions from the text. The tool provides a simple mechanism
to identify six types of emotions in the text, based on the well established keyword technique.
Synesketch showed high accuracy at the sentence-level, particularly when the sentence
includes emotional words, and provides an emotion vector with accuracy around 83%.
The experiment demonstrated the feasibility of the task, while of course highlighting the
limitation of using a simple tool: for more complex sentences, with a complicated structure
and figurative language, the use of the more advanced emotion/sentiment analysis algorithm
will improve on the results.
The following Chapter will discuss the second experiment, when we report on how we
can use the effect of extracted emotions in predicting the student’s results.
Chapter 5
Experiment 2: Predicting Student’s
Final Grades
5.1 Introduction: Experiment 2 Overview
The work presented in this thesis is aimed at demonstrating the feasibility, as well as any
technical challenges, of an "emotional observer" system, which would sit within a VLE
and would be able to support educators in identifying potential situations at risk. Our
conceptual framework, introduced in Figure 1, comprises a prediction system, which can
decide to intervene, or simply flag, any observed cases for potential follow up by the lecturer.
In the previous Chapter we tested the feasibility and limitations of using emotion analysis
to label students’ messages in private communication. In this Chapter, we concentrate on
actual classroom behaviour, and we conduct a set of experiments, using well established data
analysis techniques, in order to ascertain whether we can in fact find emotionally loaded
text in classroom interactions, and up to which extent discovering emotionally loaded text
is useful to predict students’ performances.
68
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Prediction and description are two primary objectives of data mining [90]. Prediction
refers to the use of certain attributes or fields in the data set to forecast uncertain or
potential values of other attributes of interest, with a process as shown in Figure [5.1].
Description refers to the process of discovering new patterns in the data, that humans can
interpret.
In this Chapter we use data mining methods to pre-process and analyse students’ data,
and mine a students’ performance prediction model, with the objective to understand
any general relationships between different student’ characteristics, including the emotions
features and the likelihood to achieve good results.
Figure 5.1: Structure of the prediction system
5.2 Prediction Tool: WEKA
As with Experiment 1, described in the previous Chapter, in the spirit not so much of finding
the best possible prediction, but to simply demonstrate the feasibility of the task using
off-the-shelf tools, we selected a tool called WEKA (Waikato Environment for Knowledge
Analysis), version 3.8.2 [75, 81], a comprehensive tool covering all data mining steps, as
one of the most commonly used open-source toolkits, comprising a collection of machine
learning algorithms for solving data mining problems, and with the bonus of a simple and
friendly Graphical User Interface (GUI). In this section we mention very briefly the main
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notions needed to understand our experiments, as they are not the focus of the study, and
we refer the reader to any general textbook (for instance [83]) for a more comprehensive
discussion.
5.2.1 Algorithm: Naive Bayes
The WEKA classifier algorithm used in this study is the Naive Bayes (NB) model [110].
A NB classifier is a simple model of probabilistic machine learning, used for classification
tasks, built on Bayes theorem [88]:







P(A|B) is the posterior probability calculated from P(A), P(B),and P(B|A), where
• P(A|B) is the posterior probability of class (A, target) given the predictor B:B1, B2, . . . , Bn,
where B_i is an attribute.
• P(A) is the prior probability of class, i.e. the class label.
• P(B|A) is the likelihood, i.e. the probability of the predictor P(B) given the class A.
• P(B) is the prior probability of the predictor.
The algorithm has many advantages:
• Lazy training: the algorithm does not need a large dataset for training because it
depends on the property theorem, and can trained by little instance. It suggests that
the algorithm can be effective with less training data as compared to other algorithms
and that the capability of the algorithm is often a function of the amount of training
data, whereas other algorithms may be unstable with insufficient data [34].
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• Light weight in performance, so it is particularly useful for large datasets.
• Has a Java API available.
• Does not need as many parameters as Artificial neural networks (ANN) or Support
Vector Machine (SVM) algorithms and similar.
The NB classifier has been used extensively to predict student grades. Mueen et al [140]
conducted a study comparing three classifiers Naive Bayes, Multilayer Perception which is a
most widely used form of Artificial Neural Network (ANN) that consists of multiple layers,
and C4.5 (J48) which is used to envisage a Decision Tree (DT), and they found out that
NB was the most accurate model among them, with overall prediction accuracy of 86%, for
predicting student achievements (see Figure [5.2]). Similarly, a work by Devasia et al [48]
found that NB could predict the performance of students at the beginning of the semester,
outperforming other methods like Regression (which is refers to mathematical techniques
that allow data scientists to predict a continuous value), Decision Tree (DT) (which is a
flowchart represents a possible decision taken from all features), or Neural Networks (NN)
which is refer to a group of algorithms are designed to imitate the human brain.
Figure 5.2: Comparison of classifiers on student grade prediction, reproduced from [140]
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5.2.2 Measuring the Performances of Machine Learning
The performance of a learning algorithm when applied to data is measured by a metric
called "Accuracy". This is calculated by using the formula:
• Accuracy = Number of samples Predicted CorrectlyTotal Number of Samples
Accuracy =
TP + TN
TP + TN + FP + FN
(5.2)
Where TP = True Positives, TN = True Negatives, FP = False Positives, and FN = False
Negatives.
Combined with accuracy, the other metrics used are Precision and Recall. Basically,
precision gives a measure of how close are the predictions to one another (very distant
predictions which average on a good accuracy are not a sign of a good outcome), while
Recall provides an indication of missed positive predictions. Often a metric called F-Measure
is used to provide a single statistic unifying precision and recall. While Specificity (True
Negative Rate) refers to the ability of the classifier to distinguish negative results. The
formulas for calculating these are as follows:










• F-Measure = (2 * Precision * Recall) / (Precision + Recall)
F-Measure =
(2 · Precision · Recall)
Precision+ Recall
(5.5)
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When learning from a small data sample, one method for validating the result is to use cross
validation: this procedure is a practical way to check how the algorithm classifies unseen
data, and consists in splitting the data sample into a number K of groups, or "folds", and
then taking in turn one fold out of the sample, training the algorithm on the remaining
K − 1 groups, and see how it performs when applied to the group that has been taken out.
This reduces the variance and stabilises the accuracy by averaging over k different data
subsets [167]. Most supervised learning algorithms, and WEKA as well, follow this method
[81] It has been shown that generally a value K = 10 provides a model with low bias and
variance [83]. We will describe the parameters for evaluating the results of this process
when we show the experiments results in Section 5.4.
5.3 Dataset for Experiment 2: Stanford MOOCs
For this experiment we needed a dataset coming from actual class interactions, and we
have opted for the Stanford MOOCs dataset, as made available by the Center for Advanced
Research through Online Learning (CAROL) [35], and which has been used in a number of
studies on learning analytics, e.g. [139, 150]. MOOCs, or Massive Open Online Courses,
have become popular since the early 2010 as learning offered by a number of universities
and training centres around the globe, offering often free courses in all disciplines and areas.
Because of their nature, MOOCs see a huge dropout rate, and have therefore become an
invaluable source to understand why students withdraw from online courses.
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The Stanford MOOC dataset consists of data coming from courses taught by Stanford
University and offered on various platforms (NovoEd1, Coursera2and a Stanford installation
of OpenEdX3. Data is anonymised and divided into a set of files extracted by OpenEdX
and provided as Comma-Separated Values (.csv) files. These are listed, with the descrip-
tion provided by [35], in Table [5.1]. Attribute anon_screen_name is the anonymised
participant identifier and serves as key to identify data related to the same student.
Table Content
EventXtract A much slimmed view of the OpenEdX tracking log events. The
view only includes fields that are currently in use by the platform
ActivityGrade Assignment grades; includes right/wrong for each problem part, the
learners’ solution choice for each answer part, and the first and last
solution submission times.
VideoInteraction An excerpt from tracking logs, focusing on participants’ interactions
with video.
Performance Daily cumulative assignment performance per learner.
Demographics Combines learner self-reported demographic information across
multiple tables.
FinalGrade FinalGrade contains the learners’ grades as computed by the plat-
form at the end of the course.
ABExperiment Data resulting from the use of the OpenEdX AB testing facilities
OpenAssessment Data resulting from the use of the OpenEdX peer grading facilities.
UserCountry country of origin by IP address
EdxForum.contents Forum entries since about June 2013. The entries are in relational
form. Two versions can be generated: anonymised with hashed user
ids different from the hashes used in other tables, and anonymized
using the same hashes.
EdxQualtrics.question Survey questions administered via the Qualtrics service.
EdxQualtrics.choice Choices for multiple choice questions above.
EdxQualtrics.Response Learner responses to survey questions.
EdxQualtrics.ResponseMetadata Information about the learner behind each survey response. This
table can be used to link survey responses to learners in the course.
CourseInfo Facts about courses, such as start/end dates, academic year and
quarter in which a course was offered.
EdxProblem Metadata on problems offered to learners in courses.
EdxVideo Metadata on videos in courses.
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5.3.1 Dataset Preparation
For our experiment, we needed to identify students for whom we could collect a complete
set of data, and we concentrate on the following tables:
• ActivityGrade containing grades, including right/wrong answer and student’s choice,
and submission times;
• FinalGrade containing the grades computed at the end of the course;
• EdxForum.contents containing text entries to the discussion forums;
• Alldata an export table collecting engagement data, containing the name of the Name
of the course, and other statistics per anon_screen_name, such as the length of each
session.
From all the items in the dataset, we extracted 229 records, related to students who could be
followed through all data files, through key attribute anon_screen_name cross-referenced
with student_id, used in a group-by SQL query to collect a student profile, forming one
vector for each student. For practicality, we classified the final grade into four classes: Fail
under 50%, Pass 50-59%, Merit 60-69% and Distinction 70% over.
5.4 Experiment 2: Using WEKA on the Stanford MOOCs
Dataset
This experiment focusses on the feasibility of producing a model which can predict students’
performances, using data analysis, and including also emotionally loaded data. The latter
characteristic of the experiment is what makes it different than the usual learning analytics
experiments on student engagement, and it is in line with our conceptual framework,
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which proposes to design an "emotional observer" for the student activity. We divided our
experiment into four phases. The first phase is a simple application of the NB classifier
to the identified tables in the Stanford MOOCs dataset, without considering any emotion
or sentiment, to understand what can be predicted from the data on the basis of "classic"
learning analytics. Then, we consider only the portion of data for which we can perform
an emotion analysis from text, that is data from traceable students who provided textual
comments during the interaction with the course. On such subset, we first replicate the first
phase, to create a baseline for comparison, and then we add the emotion element to the
analysis. Finally, we analyse the impact of each emotion towards the prediction goal.
5.4.1 Phase 1: Testing the Dataset without Emotion Analysis
For the first phase in our experiment, from all the items in the dataset, we extracted 229
records, related to students who could be followed through all data files. Features are
selected from three of the four tables we identified, that is (ActivityGrade, FinalGrade,
Alldata), so we exclude table EdxForum.contents containing text entries to the discussion
forum. The features Percent_grade, SessionLength(sec), NumEventsInSession,
Module_type , and FinalGrade are selected to train the NB classifier. A sample of the
content of these record is shown in Table [5.2] (record contents are included in Table [B.1]
in Appendix B). Figure [5.3] shows the WEKA interface for the attributes to be trained by
the tool.
Percent_grade SessionLength(sec) NumEventsInSession Module_type FinalGrade
100 13283456 235264 problem Distinction
100 11873125 709544 problem Distinction
33.33 30002 322 chapter Fail
33.33 4944 12 problem Fail
33.33 391923 14910 course Fail
50 112800 975 chapter Fail
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Percent_grade SessionLength(sec) NumEventsInSession Module_type FinalGrade
33.33 71288 672 problem Fail
66.67 550671 5973 chapter Fail
50 480792 3000 problem Fail
83.33 1964286 15225 chapter Fail
100 1552680 12000 course Merit
100 283275 900 sequential Merit
100 3355380 66780 problem Pass
100 398060 1404 problem Pass
Table 5.2: Features used in Phase 1 for the classifier
Table [5.3] shows the accuracy result for using the NB classifier for predicting student’s
FinalGrade from the features selected, when applied to the identified 229 records, and using
a cross-validation with k-fold 10. The correctly classified instances were 185, the incorrectly
classified instances were 44. The output from the WEKA interface is shown in Figure [5.4]













80.78 19.21 0.755 0.808 0.777
Table 5.3: Naive Bayes algorithm accuracy for Phase 1
In the next experiment phase 5.4.3, we will use other features for more reliable results
in an educational platform.
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Figure 5.3: WEKA interface - Features used for training in Phase 1
5.4.2 Phase 2: Focus on Records with Textual Comments
In this phase, we extracted, from the 229 records identified in the first phase, those for
which there were correlated entries in the EdxForum.contents table of textual comments.
This gave us a subset of 71 records. In this phase, we repeated the same experiment in
Phase 1, but restricting the dataset to these 71 records. We note that among these records,
no student received a final Merit or Pass grade, so we test only for Fail and Distinction
(see Fig. 5.5).
We train the NB classifier as in the first phase, by using features SessionLength(sec),
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Figure 5.4: WEKA result of the NB classifier in Phase 1
NumEventsInSession, percent_grade, down_count, up_count , and FinalGrade ,
Where we add down_count (Number of down votes) and up_count (Number of up votes)
attributes from the EdxForum.contents table. Then, we perform a 10-fold cross validation.
This time the correctly classified instances were 91.5%. The summary of the statistics is













91.54 8.45 0.918 0.915 0.916
Table 5.4: Naive Bayes algorithm accuracy for Phase 2
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Figure 5.5: Features used in Phase 2
5.4.3 Phase 3: Prediction adding Emotion Analysis
In this phase we use again the 71 instances, extracted from the initial 229 records, and
we add to the training the textual comments associated to these records from table
EdxForum.contents. In order to prepare the textual comments for use by the classi-
fier, we employed the emotion analysis tool used in Experiment 1 (Section 4.2), Synesketch,
to perform a sentence analysis of the comments. We noted in Experiment 1 that the tool
performs reasonably well with short sentences, as these are, and we extracted from the
comments features corresponding to the six emotions recognised ((Anger, Disgust, Fear,
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Figure 5.6: Accuracy result of Naive Bayes to predict final grade without emotion features
Happiness, Sadness,Surprise). Table [5.5] shows a sample of this new dataset, while a
complete set is in Table [B.2], in Appendix B. Figure [5.7] shows the WEKA interface for
the attributes to be trained by the tool.
With this augmented dataset, including all features used in the previous two phases,
plus the emotions identified, we again applied the NB classifier, applying a 10-fold cross
validation. The output from the tool when adding the emotion features is shown in Figure
[5.8], and the summary of the statistics is Table [5.6].
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88.73 11.26 0.887 0.887 0.887
Table 5.6: Naive Bayes algorithm accuracy for Phase 3
5.4.4 Phase 4: Most Influential Emotions
If we compare the results of Phases 1 till 3 (see Table [5.7]) we do not seem to arrive to
a conclusive result: this is not unexpected, in the sense that much more work need to be
done should these phases be implemented for real, both from the point of view of testing
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Figure 5.8: Accuracy result of Naive Bayes to predict final grade with emotion features
different classifiers, and from the point of view of selecting a more sophisticated emotion
analysis tool, as we discussed in the previous Chapter. Nevertheless, we want to push our
analysis further, in the spirit of our feasibility test, and see what can be done if we decide
for instance to have a closer look at the different student emotions, and how each of these
individually can influence the prediction.
This task is also common in data analysis: when performing a classification using
machine learning, if the number of features increases, not only the training time but also
the risk of over-fitting increases exponentially [25, 227], where over-fitting is a situation
where the model is so complex that it "learns the noise" rather than actual patterns in
data. A way to prevent this is to use "Feature selection", where less relevant features are
excluded from the model to make it more accurate and reliable [25, 48, 130, 227]. Feature






Distinction 58.1 0.735 0.581 0.649
Fail 95.8 0.847 0.958 0.899
Weighted
Average
80.8 0.755 0.808 0.777
Phase 2
Distinction 90.5 0.950 0.905 0.927
Fail 93.1 0.871 0.931 0.900
Weighted
Average
91.5 0.918 0.915 0.916
Phase 3
Distinction 92.9 0.886 0.929 0.857
Fail 82.8 0.889 0.828 0.857
Weighted
Average
88.7 0.887 0.887 0.887
Table 5.7: Comparison of the NB performances for the three phases
selection consists of an evaluation of attributes, to determine which belong to the context of
the output and which do not, and a search method, where various attribute combinations
are explored to come up with a shortlist of the selected features [130, 172].
The most widely used technique for or selecting the most relevant feature in a dataset is
correlation, based on Pearson’s correlation coefficient [3, 52], and involved calculating this
coefficient between each attribute and the output variable, then selecting only the attributes
with a moderate to high positive or negative (coefficient close to +1 or to −1) and removing
all low-correlation attributes (coefficient close to 0) [180].
WEKA supports the selection of correlation-based features using the CorrelationAt-
tributeEval feature, which involves the use of a Ranker search tool, evaluating each attribute
and listing the results in a ranked order. Figures [5.9] and [5.10] show the configuration
setting in WEKA for attributes CorrelationAttributeEval and Ranker.
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Figure 5.9: Configure CorrelationAttributeEval
Figure 5.10: Configure Ranker
Figure [5.11] shows the result of running the Features Selection process on our dataset,
with the suggestion that one attribute, Session Length, has the highest correlation with the
output class, and provides a rank of the remaining attributes. If we set a coefficient cut-off
for relevant attributes equal to 0.1, then the remaining attributes (Disgust, Fear, Surprise,
down_count) could possibly be removed to improve the performances.
Figure [5.12] shows the result of applying the classifier to the dataset of Phase 3 after
removing such non-relevant attributes: the new accuracy, result of feature selection is
(91.54%) which is 3% higher than with all emotion features which was 88.73%. The
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summarised output is given in Table [5.8].













91.54 8.45 0.918 0.915 0.916
Table 5.8: NB classifier accuracy after removing non-relevant attributes
5.4.4.1 Analysing the Impact of each single emotion
As a final part of the experiments, we performed a study by selecting each emotion in turn
and considering only that emotion in addition to the other features for our NB classifier,
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Figure 5.12: NB classifier accuracy after removing non-relevant attributes
using therefore as dataset the one used in Phase 3 but with one single emotion in turn (see
extract in Table [5.9] for when the selected emotion is Anger). The average results when
adding each emotion in turn is shown in Table [5.10]. Sadness was the most influential
emotion to predict final grade, and this is consistent with the previous result of feature
selection shown in Figure [5.11], where sadness was the top ranked attribute in terms of
relevance to the final grade. In fact, the model with the inclusion of the Sadness feature only
outperform every other model used in Phase 1, 2, or 3. The statistical significance of the
difference between these values have been assessed through a descriptive statistics, analysis
of variance (One-way ANOVA), in order to identify the most influential emotion, and the
summary of the ANOVA test between the variables showed in the table [5.11], (complete
analysis between the different pairs are included in Appendix B section [B.3].)
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SessionLength(sec) NumEventsInSession percent_grade down_count up_count Anger Finalgrade
43434 342 100 0 0 0 Fail
112800 975 50 0 0 0.1 Fail
119102 1240 50 0 0 0 Fail
119102 1240 50 0 1 0.1 Fail
958783 9457 100 0 0 0.1 Fail
1058080 17320 100 0 0 0.1 Fail
1623812 54199 100 0 0 0 Fail
1623812 54199 100 0 0 0 Fail
1623812 54199 100 0 0 0.1 Fail















Anger 91.54 8.45 0.918 0.915 0.916
Disgust 91.54 8.45 0.915 0.915 0.915
Fear 91.54 8.45 0.915 0.915 0.915
Happiness 90.14 9.85 0.902 0.901 0.902
Sadness 92.95 7.04 0.930 0.930 0.930
Surprise 90.14 9.85 0.902 0.901 0.902
Table 5.10: Model accuracy with each emotion
Groups Count Sum Average Variance
Happiness 71 15.348394 0.21617456 0.08342298
Disgust 71 4.796696 0.0675591 0.02503918
Fear 71 5.15031 0.07253959 0.0228789
Anger 71 5.64398 0.07949268 0.02008261
Sadness 71 10.384967 0.14626714 0.0206287
Surprise 71 3.153322 0.04379614 0.01607516
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 1.48839739 5 0.29767948 9.5049707 1.32901E-08 2.23542594
Within Groups 13.1850023 421 0.0313183
Total 14.6733997 426
Table 5.11: Summary of the One-way ANOVA test for feature set comparisons
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5.5 Conclusions
In this Chapter we performed a feasibility study for the portion of our conceptual framework
concerning the analysis of student performance in the classroom and how this may or may
not correlate with the emotions the students are expressing through their interactions. The
experiments made use of an off-the-shelf data analysis tool, WEKA, and were applied to an
open source dataset based on Stanford MOOCs.
The limitation of the specific experiment are of course evident, starting from the technical
point of view: just as we discussed in the previous Chapter on the suitability of Synesketch
to the task, here more fitting algorithms need to be explored for machine learning, with a
dedicated study to decide the most appropriate classifier to the task at hand. Nevertheless,
the experiments demonstrated the technical feasibility of the task, and were crucial to collect
useful considerations towards a possible implementation.
An impactful limitation to mention here comes from dataset itself, which, by coming
from a MOOC type of educational offer, is not expected to show much interaction among
participants in the module: more traditional environments, in which the same cohort of
students sits several modules in their progression towards obtaining a formal degree will
create more cohesion in the classroom, and therefore a higher number of interactions: the
textual comments in the Stanford dataset were simply not enough to make a difference.
This brings us to the next step of the study, which relates precisely to this issue, i.e.
that our framework is intended to be applied to traditional online situations, where the
notion of cohort exists. The next Chapter will explore this notion, and will complete our
discussion around the feasibility of the framework.
Chapter 6
Experiment 3: Emotional Profile and
the Notion of Cohort
6.1 Introduction: Experiment 3 Overview
In the previous Chapters we have explored some of the tasks that a system implementing
our conceptual framework would need to tackle, and we have demonstrated their technical
feasibility by using simple, off-the-shelf tools, tested on available datasets. However, the
tasks considered were not too far from what a complex learning analytic tool might do, and
are far from the more sophisticated concept of "emotional observer" we have included in our
framework. In this Chapter we want to explore this further, and consider the complexity of
putting in place such a notion.
The main limitation of the experiments seen so far, and of the use of learning analytics
in general, even with the added emotion element, is that each episode/student is considered
in isolation: a tool would detect a situation, and create a trigger, but the situation is seen
as an independent event. However, real life scenarios are much more complex, and from
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an educator perspective it is not very informative to be able to detect that a student’s
communication is of a certain type, or has a certain emotional content: it could be that this
student has always communicated in that particular way, and the aggregate of the messages
captured in one course is just perfectly in line with the usual behaviour. In Experiment 2
we have seen that the correlation between emotional content and grades can be quite loose:
students could be classed as overall "sad" and still get good grades in the end.
Also, the communication from a student cannot be considered in isolation without
knowing what is going on in the classroom: has the course get to a point where a complex
topic is being discussed? Is there a deadline approaching? Is there, for courses taken in
parallel, an event in another classroom that is impacting the behaviour of this class? Is
the specific student cohort of this particular classroom especially edgy, for one reason or
another? These are all situations that an educator knows all too well, and that we would
like to be able to capture in an ideal "emotional observer" system.
ln this Chapter we want to explore the feasibility of two tasks:
1. Creating a baseline for a student emotional profile, by looking at the textual output of
a student. This baseline will incorporate the notion of "style" of the student’s text, in
terms not only of emotional content, but also on writing features, such as how rich the
text produced by the student is, and what characteristics the Part of Speech (POS) of
this student’s usual textual output show. This will help establish whether a student’s
writing style is out of line with the norm for that particular student, and therefore
whether this is a situation which may need to be explored further by the educator.
2. Creating a notion of classroom, or cohort, to be able to establish whether the textual
output of a particular student is out of line when compared with the rest of the
classroom, and therefore, again, whether this situation needs to be explored further.
The main aim is, we repeat, not to create a system that could substitute the teacher,
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and intervene, but to create a mechanism to alert the teacher that something might need to
be looked at. In summary, we envisage a flow of events like the one in Figure 6.1.
Figure 6.1: The emotional observer flowchart
Testing the feasibility of such system requires a more sophisticated text analysis algorithm,
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and more importantly, a more suitable dataset, which is very different from those made
available by online education providers, and in this Chapter we detail how we approached
the problem.
6.2 Text Analysis Tool: Algorithms for Stylometric Analysis
Stylometry traditionally is the field of research which studies the characteristics of "style"
(usually of text, but also music or art) [119], usually with the aim of determining authorship,
and has now found a new popularity thanks for the massive increase in the availability of
text over the Internet. Stylometric analysis, as a statistical analysis of textual input, has
been used at example for studying blogging and micro-blogging (Twitter) [21, 71] or also to
improve cybersecurity algorithms [197].
For Experiment 3, we perform a word level classification, devising an algorithm based on
previous work by Whissell [214], who used stylometric analysis to study the evolution of the
lyrics of Beatles’ songs over the years, using the emotion clock where categorical emotions are
based on Russell’s model dimensions [171], so for instance establishing how John Lennon’s
lyrics become less and less cheerful over time. This is the type of task we need to perform
on our students’ textual input, in order to determine whether something has changed in the
style of writing throughout the studies from enrolment. Whissel demonstrated that whole
passages of text can be associated with a measure quantifying the emotional meaning of the
words forming them, and the addition of emotion improves on other classifications based on
classical stylometric measures like length of text, use of pronouns etc.
The algorithm calculates the Emotion Polarity, based on the frequency of emotional
word during various stages. We do this for 12 emotional states, using the emotion clock
[214]: (peaceful, friendly, admiring, cheerful, brave, alert, alarmed, furious, distant, sad,
depressed, indifferent).
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The algorithm works as follows (and is depicted in Figure [6.2]):
Algorithm 2 Calculating the Emotion Value
1. Initialise an Array of words associated to the 12 emotions: this is done using dic-
tionary.com and including all associated words in the definition of each emotion, all
synonyms and associated words;
2. For each text "session", that is a portion of text output by a user (Client010_a in the
picture):
(a) parse the session using WordNet R© for reference, and collect all words and all
synonyms for such words
(b) compare set of words for the session with the emotion Array of words for each
emotion
(c) produce a vector containing the number of words in session for each emotion;
note that this is not a vector of normalised values, as we want to represent also
roughly how verbose this participant was when expressing the emotion, as a
useful stylistic metric that can signal change in a person’s attitude or mental
state.
In addition to this value, we use the following two metrics to measure a passage:
• Richness ratio: this is a measure of the size of the writer’s vocabulary, to calculate
this we use the technique in [196], and we calculate the Total different words in the
passage, normalised by total number of words (tokens). It has been demonstrated
that a change in this statistic is a sign that writer has changed writing style [2, 196].
• POS, or Part of Speech ratio: this is a measure of the extent to which the writer
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Figure 6.2: Emotion extractions and analysis
uses well formed sentences, as opposed to sentences that break or interrupt. This is
calculated very coarsely by calculating the number of sentences which contain the
three main parts of speech (nouns, verbs, adjectives) normalised by the total number
of sentences in the passage (where a sentence boundary is determined by a full stop).
In the next section we describe how we put together a dataset in order to test the above
measurements.
6.3 Dataset for Experiment 3: Motivational Interview Corpus
The educational resources we have explored in order to find a suitable dataset for this
experiment did not provide much choice. In our requirements, we wanted to be able
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to capture a series of conversation over potentially a long period of time from the same
student/user, and which could give us enough textual output to be able to perform a good
stylometric analysis. We wanted to be able to follow the same student over a number
of modules. We also wanted to analyse cohorts of students, to be able to capture the
"emotional state of the classroom".
We found a suitable source when we moved outside of the educational boundaries,
and in particular when we analysed datasets coming from psychology and behavioural
sciences. In particular, the field of Motivational Interviewing [168] provided a good source
of conversational data. Motivational Interviewing is an approach to counselling aimed at
helping clients modify their behaviour by going through a dialogue which prompts questions
inspiring positive change.
We use for this experiment a Motivational Interviewing corpus of transcripts [5]. The
corpus consists of a searchable collection containing real transcripts of counselling and
therapy sessions between a client and counsellor. The database contains more than 2,000
session transcripts, 44,000 pages of client narratives, and 25,000 pages of secondary reference
material. Transcripts are anonymised, but grouped by sessions related to the same client,
so it is possible to track the same client over a number of counselling sessions, and this was
particularly important. For each anonymised client, the source provides information on age,
gender, marital status, any symptoms or condition, as well as some general information on
the therapist, such as gender and level of experience.
The index of all sessions on the database provides the client code and a brief description
of the issue (see Table 6.1 for some examples).
For each client, the database provides a number of sessions, where it is also indicated a
list of "subjects", the main issues under discussion during the session. There is a number
of emotional state and personality factor which is annotated by the therapist. Also, it
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Session Transcripts
Client 004: Heterosexual male between 25-30 years of age suffers from dysphoria, (1970), pp. 1-28
Client 011: Female in her early twenties suffers from a lack of self-confidence and problems in interpersonal relationships, particularly with men, (1971), pp. 1-39
Client 016: Female in her early twenties presents with a sense of lack of control in her life; she wants to be her own person, (1971), pp. 1-11
Client 019: Female in her early twenties presents with anxiety and lack of confidence, (1971), pp. 1-23
Client 031: Client presents in therapy with low self-esteem, (1971), pp. 1-10
Table 6.1: A sample of the session in transcripts corpus
is include information about the client demographic, gender and age (see an example in
Fig. 6.3). For each session, a transcript of the conversation is provided (see example of an
extract in Fig. 6.4).
Figure 6.3: Sample of Client016 Session1 information
The choice of the corpus has some important benefits:
1. the conversations are very rich in terms of topics and emotional load, so the corpus is
a useful testbed to understand how emotion and style of writing interact;
2. the conversations have been labelled by the curator of the corpus, so we have an
objective way to identify parameters in the dialogues;
3. the conversations happen over more or less long periods of time, between the same
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Figure 6.4: Sample of Client016 Session1 transcripts
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client and the same counsellor, so they give us the opportunity to follow the same
person over time, and to identify possible change in emotion or writing style.
However, the corpus has the following obvious drawbacks:
1. each conversation happens independently, all clients have individual sessions with the
therapist, so there is no notion of "group", something we said we needed to consider,
in order to analyse a "classroom" behaviour;
2. the domain of conversation is not education.
While there is nothing we can do with respect to the second drawback, which we have to
accept as there was no equivalent dataset we could have used in the educational domain, we
can work on the first drawback and create a simulated environment, which is the exercise
we will present in this section.
6.3.1 Creating a Dataset from the Motivational Interview Corpus
For Experiment 3, we built a dataset, out of the transcripts of the Motivational Interview
Corpus, by grouping and labelling the sessions in the way explained below.
We extracted data related to all clients in the corpus, excluding those for whom only one
session was present: this gave 76 clients in total. We gathered together all sessions related
to the same client, and this constitute the textual output of the client. For the purpose of
the experiment, we considered only the client’s turns in each dialogue, so we discarded the
counsellor comments, and any other comments by the scribe (e.g. annotating pauses etc).
For each session Session_name, we created a Vector={Session_name, Topic, Emotion,
Emo_value, Richness, POS} where each field has the following meaning:
1. Topic = the general topic title for the session, as retrieved from the transcripts);
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2. Emotion = the most predominant emotion of the session (emotion type), calculated
with Algorithm 2
3. Emo_value = the value, or size of the predominant emotion: calculated in number of
words;
4. Richness = richness ratio, calculated as in the formula previously presented;
5. POS = part of speech ratio, again calculated as in the formula previously presented.
At the end we export all results into a comma-separated values (.csv) file. An example
of this file is in Table 6.2, while Table [C.1] in Appendix C contains the complete set for all
the 76 clients’ sessions.
Note that there are other features that the transcripts report that we chose not to use,
most notably the Emotional states, and the Personality factors and traits (see Fig. 6.3).
While this information would be very useful to evaluate an emotion extraction algorithm, for
the purpose of this particular experiment we wanted to rely exclusively on the stylometric
features, even if in a simplified form: we would not think a realistic scenario where the
students receive an expert psychological evaluation for each course they take on.
Topic Session_name Emotion Emo_value Richness POS
Ability Client004_a sad 20 0.334792123 0.411255411
Relationships Client004_b sad 40 0.333333333 0.495934959
Relationships Client004_c sad 33 0.310679612 0.506410256
Relationships Client004_d sad 22 0.426035503 0.41509434
Relationships Client004_e sad 9 0.381322957 0.397590361
Behaviour Client004_f sad 15 0.388779528 0.352601156
Behaviour Client004_g peaceful 21 0.359242325 0.473170732
Behaviour Client004_h indifferent 11 0.355733662 0.497409326
Ability Client004_i sad 177 0.200187091 0.450715421
Ability Client011_a friendly 945 0.112697198 0.824940048
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Topic Session_name Emotion Emo_value Richness POS
Ability Client011_b friendly 146 0.229634672 0.83203125
Relationships Client011_c friendly 64 0.29015919 0.833333333
Relationships Client011_d friendly 126 0.260787992 0.884615385
Relationships Client011_e friendly 143 0.256395178 0.752941176
Ability Client011_f peaceful 67 0.238571815 0.90797546
Behaviour Client011_g peaceful 54 0.199496855 0.79342723
Culture Client011_h friendly 113 0.22172619 0.790598291
Relationships Client011_i friendly 142 0.265526553 0.820512821
Relationships Client016_a peaceful 41 0.315902579 0.669421488
Relationships Client016_b friendly 14 0.433849821 0.627118644
Relationships Client016_c friendly 46 0.343678686 0.645714286
Relationships Client016_d peaceful 49 0.382887189 0.725352113
Relationships Client016_e peaceful 41 0.415368082 0.687022901
Development Client016_f peaceful 33 0.364278507 0.78030303
Relationships Client016_g peaceful 36 0.278882576 0.74796748
Behaviour Client016_h peaceful 29 0.322977346 0.666666667
Behaviour Client016_i peaceful 32 0.304277206 0.833333333
Development Client018_a sad 73 0.248955224 0.699152542
Relationships Client018_b peaceful 51 0.302836596 0.716666667
Behaviour Client018_c sad 57 0.320996979 0.75
Ability Client018_d sad 39 0.292576419 0.668639053
Personality Client018_e peaceful 63 0.274716029 0.624277457
Relationships Client018_f sad 78 0.301617149 0.71
Personality Client018_g sad 42 0.361516035 0.823529412
Relationships Client018_h peaceful 59 0.241905471 0.628318584
Ability Client018_i peaceful 71 0.344947735 0.841269841
Behaviour Client018_j peaceful 36 0.303336704 0.771929825
Personality Client018_k peaceful 42 0.293458619 0.762295082
Table 6.2: Sample results of emotion extraction and writing style features for client’s sessions
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6.3.2 Simulating "Classroom Behaviour" from the Dataset
One of the purposes of collecting a new dataset was to be able to test the feasibility of
measuring the behaviour of a student when compared to the rest of the classroom, and
of the classroom as a whole: this aspect is our research is particular important, as there
are not very many studies focussing on social learning analytics [60, 78] and looking at the
emotional factors, but this is of course an important element missing from the Motivational
Interviewing corpus.
To this aim, we produced a simulation from our dataset, by grouping and labelling a
series of sessions. We start from the assumption that in an online course we essentially have
a number of students, a cohort, that is going through a specific topic together, and that
course will be divided in well balanced periods (weeks, terms, etc). While each student has
their own journey, and do not necessarily interact directly with the other students, unless
there is any groupwork, the conversations in the classroom and with the teacher around the
topic, will follow the same pattern. From our dataset, we obviously have that each session
and each dialogue is very specific to the needs of the single client, however, given the nature
of the motivational interview approach, each conversation will explore the issue further and
build on the previous one, just as when learning a topic.
Given this assumption, we want to see if we can group together sessions that have been
labelled with the same topic in the corpus for a client, gather together a number of clients
who were exploring the same topic with their therapist, and "align" them together, as if
they were all part of the same group. We disregard the content of this conversation, as of
course different clients will have been talking about different topics, and we only consider
the vector of values identified in the previous section for each session, while also grouping
together sessions to form a series of "terms" or periods of time. Finally, we provide a vector
of value to the whole cohort, but calculating the same metrics but applied to the collation
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of all clients’ session together, and use this as a measure of how the textual output of this
"cohort" as a whole.
The main topics identified on the 76 records of clients we extracted are "Behaviour,
Development, Relationships, Culture, Ability, Personality, Health", and an example of what
we obtain, for instance, for the topic Relationship, by collecting together 20 clients with
the same number of sessions, considering 4 "periods", and maintaining the temporal order
between each session for each client, is a set of vectors, calculated as shown before, like the
ones shown in Tables [6.3],[6.4],[6.5],[6.6].
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Topic Session_name Emotion Emo_value Richness POS
Relationships
- Session 1
Client004_a sad 40 0.33333333 0.49593496
Client011_a friendly 64 0.29015919 0.83333333
Client016_a peaceful 41 0.31590258 0.66942149
Client019_a sad 42 0.3358271 0.48031496
Client031_a friendly 26 0.31234867 0.61417323
Client032_a sad 9 0.2847769 0.28037383
Client034_a friendly 32 0.39128035 0.63636364
Client110_a friendly 19 0.39380197 0.58947368
Client112_a peaceful 22 0.26323676 0.51485149
Client123_a admire 14 0.40567376 0.50980392
Client124_a peaceful 20 0.42585551 0.68055556
Client137_a alert 30 0.36671725 0.53846154
Client219_a peaceful 38 0.27243844 0.76428571
Client222_a alert 8 0.35379464 0.5308642
Client224_a sad 19 0.43661972 0.40131579
Client405_a sad 45 0.31047266 0.48201439
Client417_a friendly 32 0.30936073 0.42222222
Client419_a peaceful 17 0.4200542 0.5915493
Client420_a peaceful 20 0.31132075 0.64210526
Client421_a friendly 23 0.37980769 0.60792952
COHORT peaceful 95 0.251930262 0.543103448
Table 6.3: Clients at their first session under Topic Relationships
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Topic Session_name Emotion Emo_value Richness POS
Relationships
- Session 2
Client004_b sad 33 0.31067961 0.50641026
Client011_b friendly 126 0.26078799 0.88461538
Client016_b friendly 14 0.43384982 0.62711864
Client019_b peaceful 4 0.40924464 0.29090909
Client031_b admire 43 0.33153275 0.53125
Client032_b sad 18 0.24479541 0.32338308
Client034_b peaceful 25 0.3545611 0.75609756
Client110_b peaceful 39 0.40437158 0.71764706
Client112_b alarm 13 0.31298905 0.51639344
Client123_b peaceful 15 0.36507937 0.59868421
Client124_b alert 40 0.29547229 0.62096774
Client137_b friendly 40 0.3564317 0.44262295
Client219_b peaceful 15 0.41621622 0.59459459
Client222_b peaceful 15 0.41421144 0.60526316
Client224_b peaceful 13 0.43168605 0.44642857
Client405_b sad 37 0.3315 0.59821429
Client417_b friendly 13 0.32740214 0.37719298
Client419_b peaceful 9 0.43933589 0.54794521
Client420_b sad 64 0.31663788 0.73684211
Client421_b peaceful 22 0.3998968 0.58762887
COHORT sad 124 0.260240964 0.549050633
Table 6.4: Clients at their second session under Topic Relationships
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Topic Session_name Emotion Emo_value Richness POS
Relationships
- Session 3
Client004_c sad 22 0.4260355 0.41509434
Client011_c friendly 143 0.25639518 0.75294118
Client016_c friendly 46 0.34367869 0.64571429
Client019_c sad 6 0.29503106 0.2970297
Client031_c peaceful 20 0.37112011 0.5974026
Client032_c alarm 15 0.29344074 0.3984375
Client034_c peaceful 25 0.36147757 0.75308642
Client110_c alert 37 0.30006835 0.46564885
Client112_c sad 23 0.35880708 0.42268041
Client123_c sad 10 0.32725766 0.59504132
Client124_c sad 38 0.33865506 0.728
Client137_c alert 22 0.47411616 0.5505618
Client219_c sad 23 0.3315508 0.48888889
Client222_c peaceful 8 0.31368697 0.45045045
Client224_c sad 34 0.37070778 0.45535714
Client405_c peaceful 37 0.31032216 0.50980392
Client417_c peaceful 12 0.30009775 0.36363636
Client419_c peaceful 14 0.45905707 0.47435897
Client420_c friendly 10 0.33677522 0.60869565
Client421_c peaceful 22 0.34336963 0.53246753
COHORT peaceful 61 0.26454616 0.464516129
Table 6.5: Clients at their third session under Topic Relationships
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Topic Session_name Emotion Emo_value Richness POS
Relationships
- Session 4
Client004_d sad 9 0.38132296 0.39759036
Client011_d friendly 142 0.26552655 0.82051282
Client016_d peaceful 49 0.38288719 0.72535211
Client019_d sad 15 0.37931034 0.36206897
Client031_d friendly 27 0.3345021 0.46341463
Client032_d peaceful 22 0.25981308 0.3697479
Client034_d peaceful 35 0.3661032 0.62441315
Client110_d peaceful 34 0.33647059 0.50458716
Client112_d sad 18 0.29724277 0.51485149
Client123_d indifferent 16 0.33661202 0.4950495
Client124_d alert 11 0.35609244 0.61363636
Client137_d sad 25 0.43613933 0.58064516
Client219_d peaceful 50 0.27782324 0.59803922
Client222_d admire 12 0.32696391 0.45679012
Client224_d peaceful 30 0.34348047 0.47204969
Client405_d friendly 31 0.36331939 0.39473684
Client417_d friendly 19 0.25109745 0.42739726
Client419_d alert 12 0.45131846 0.56140351
Client420_d sad 29 0.34527873 0.62765957
Client421_d peaceful 21 0.34468381 0.59259259
COHORT peaceful 70 0.237706093 0.477794793
Table 6.6: Clients at their fourth session under Topic Relationships
Now that we have completed the dataset, we can see what tasks can be performed with
it, as described in the next Section.
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6.4 Experiment 3: the Emotional Dashboard
Once all machinery is in place, this gives us the opportunity to look at a set of client sessions,
and to use them to simulate the behaviour of a classroom. As explained above, the working
hypothesis is that each "topic" of discussion is analogous to a topic in the classroom, and
that each of the clients will react to different topics in a different way. The observer system
we hypothesise in our conceptual framework will be able to perform an emotion/sentiment
analysis and a stylometric analysis, and decide if there is a situation to flag, as shown in
Figure [6.1]. In this session we present our informal experimentations with a set of different
strategies for dashboards and visualisation techniques, which we have also presented at two
educational conferences (ITiCSE1 and EDEN2) [6, 7] for feedback from practitioners.
The first obvious task to perform is to explore the data for individuals, and track their
changes overtime, to understand whether a change happened, and if this can be associated
to a specific topic (Figure [6.5]). Ideally, we can look across the same session/topic and
between different sessions/topics, and create a baseline for the same student which could
help identify substantial changes in style or emotional behaviour, which the Observer can
flag to teaching or pastoral staff.
Another task might be for the educator to understand if some topics are more prone
to arouse negative (or positive) emotions in the class, therefore one might want to explore
what are the main emotions that have been observed for each topic (Figure [6.6]).
There might be many variations of the same type of tasks, but the key notion that we
want to explore in this Chapter is the notion of "change". We mentioned that one of the
objectives we wanted to focus on, by identifying writing style features from conversations,
was to be able to spot students who were "outliers" in terms of the general behaviour of the
1ACM Innovation and Technology in Computer Science Education (ITiCSE) https://iticse.acm.org/.
2European Distance and E-Learning Network https://www.eden-online.org/.
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Figure 6.5: Example of a Dashboard to study the association topic/emotion for an individual
(Client004)
class. Change could be defined in many ways, and in order to test a workable measure, we
introduce a simple procedure in Algorithm 3.
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Figure 6.6: Example of a Dashboard for the association topic/emotion
Algorithm 3 Determining if a Change occurred
if C.emotionType 6= Avg.GEmotionType and |C.Richness − Avg.GRichness| ≥ x or







x = threshold value,
GEmotionType = General Emotion Type of the class,
GRichness = General value of Richness,
GPOS = General value of Part of Speech tagging.
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To demonstrate how this might work, let us consider as an example from the group of
sessions in our dataset, with the first session in Table [6.3] and following. From the data
we can see that there is a group of clients who differ from the positive general emotion
of (peaceful) in the session. If we apply Algorithm 3 and set a threshold x = 0.05% we
are able to create a map of changes, across sessions, and for all students, in order to flag
students who are drifting away from the general class behaviour, like the one in Figure
[6.7], reporting clients for whom a change can be identified (cells labelled "TRUE" when a
change is detected, and also highlighted in yellow when a change in all three components is
detected) which shows, for instance, that client124 and client 137 behave differently both
from the group on the same session and from themselves on their first session, so could be
candidates for alerting to the teacher.
Figure 6.7: Example of a Dashboard flagging clients who are outliers
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6.5 Conclusions
This Chapter concluded our set of studies to demonstrate the feasibility of the framework
presented in this thesis, by describing how to attempt putting together a mechanism for
creating an emotional baseline for a student, which would enable the emotional observer
to notice if something has changed during the studies, and also to measure the status of a
class as a whole, and in terms of students who could be outliers.
The technical limitation of the experiment, as with the others, is that the algorithms
used were not optimised to the task; for example, in the first experiment: the emotion
detection approach we found in off-the-shelf tool was not entirely fit for purpose, it was
mostly based on a keyword-spotting approach which performs less with complex sentences,
with a complicated structure and figurative language, while the main limitation in the
second experiment are coming from the data itself as it does not show as much interaction
among participants in the module.
Furthermore in the third experiment: if the system was going to be implemented for real
then effort should be spent on deciding the most appropriate stylometric measures to be
applied to classroom discussions, as well as creating a more fitting set of emotion keywords.
In the original study by Whissell [216], improved further in [215], a Dictionary of Affect
was created by a study with human participants who were asked to score words with their
emotional load coming from literary corpus. This exercise would need to be repeated with a
more relevant corpus, in order to provide more meaningful results.
The main limitation of the third experiment is of course that the dataset was a simulation
of a classroom, so the aggregation in cohorts is only fabricated, as well as the identification
of topics. Also, by coming from counselling session, the corpus is very emotionally loaded:
again, a more relevant corpus should be collected directly from the classroom, but this poses
many ethical challenges [178].
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As a way to address this issues, and to evaluate the level of acceptability of this proposal
with practitioners in the field, we organised a focus group studies, which will be described
in the next Chapter.
Chapter 7
Focus Group Evaluation of the
Approach
7.1 Introduction: Study Overview
One of the crucial issue of implementing a system like the Emotional Observer we have
conceptualised, is understanding how useful it might actually be, and this needs to be
mediated by ethical issues around using data for observing students. It could be that
students would resent this, as they think their privacy is violated. It could be that teacher
would resent this, as they believe they would lose the human touch in their communications
with students.
Uptake is an important issue that needs to be addressed: too often computational
systems only focus on the technical aspects, and do not explore the environmental ones. It
was therefore felt important to conclude our set of experiments by exploring this precise
issue, and refer back to practitioners to understand what they feel. In order to this, we turn
to qualitative research, and we decided to use the mechanism of Focus Group Discussions.
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This Chapter will introduce briefly this mechanism, just as any other tools we have used in
this thesis, then explain how the study was conducted, and discuss the results of the study.
7.2 The Tool: Focus Group Discussion (FGDs)
The focus group approach has been widely used over time for a wide range of disciplines,
such as scientific, educational research, sociology, communication and media studies [41, 63,
116, 136]. It is defined as a qualitative and observational process to gather information on
specific topic from a small group of participants with similar characteristics, rather than
a representative sample of a larger population [41, 135]. This method is being used to
discuss a particular topic aiming to enhance, change or develop services, product, brand or
campaign [145].
The focus group method is viewed as a cost-efficient technique in comparison with
other techniques [136]. The significance of a focus group is its ability to produce data
based on group interaction cooperation. Therefore, the group participants should feel
completely comfortable with each other and feel free to participate in the discussion [163].
Sometimes FGDs are seen as synonymous with other types of interviews, in particular the
semi-structured interview, but usually such interviews occur with individuals [151].
According to [145], in the literature there are seven types of focus group discussion:
1. Single focus group
It is most frequently used in various fields by researchers and practitioners [136].
A single focus group is where a single moderator is asking questions and all the
participants as one group discuss the topic in one place.
2. Two-way focus group
Two focus groups (each with its own moderator) collaborate together. One group
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discuss a topic and the second group observe the discussion of the first.
3. Dual moderator focus group
With this format, unlike the first type, we have two moderators collaborating within
the same focus group. It helps to overcome the distraction of a single moderator.
4. Duelling moderator focus group
Also with two moderators, this form of focus group places one moderator against
another in order to discuss opposite sides of the issue to make sure that all topics are
covered.
5. Respondent moderator focus group
This format involves one or more of the focus group respondents taking up a temporary
role as moderator to increase the chances of asking questions and to get more responses.
6. Mini focus group
This features a small group of respondents, usually four or five. A smaller group of
people provides a more friendly conversational atmosphere in contrast to other types
of focus groups.
7. Online focus groups Sometimes called "Remote" focus group. It is not a different
type but it used as adaptation of the traditional face-to-face methods, utilising
the Internet to connect remote group members. It is done using phone or video
conferencing, chat rooms or other online programs. This method makes it a good
option to gather participants to discuss topics from multiple locations.
There are many advantages of using a focus group interview. First of all, it allows one to
explore and test your hypotheses about a new product or service to solve any unexpected
problems. It allows for exchanging ideas among participants as it is flexible structured
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discussion. Using focus groups could save time as it is the quickest way to get beneficial
information and observe key messages that will help to take a decision about your product.
In addition, one could better understand negative and positive opinions about your new
product, design idea, or services. It is a way to gather trusted data from a potential expert.
It is important to realise that the focus group approach has some downsides. It provides
qualitative data and cannot be used for quantitative purposes such as testing for a large
population survey. Also, it is not recommended to use it for sensitive issues, as respondents
will hesitate to talk freely and express their feelings and experiences. The data generated
from the discussion could sometimes be difficult to analyse.
The focus group experiment conducted in this thesis represents, in the lifecycle of a
potential system implementing our approach, the stage after the concept was identified
and explored theoretically, but before committing to an implementation, and proceed to a
complete system analysis and design. The concept was presented to experts and practitioners
for feedback on its potentials, and comments on possible uptake. Therefore, we are not
at a stage where we need to involve potential users for a complete requirement analysis
exercise, before starting the deployment phase and make sure the system is fit for purpose,
but rather at the stage where we need to be satisfied that the concept itself has potentials,
by collecting opinions on the concept, after it was formulated in a framework, and studies
were conducted to reassure the participants of its feasibility. This is also why we opted for
a mini focus group approach, by gathering opinions from a small set of invited experts in
online education. And, as participants were from different countries, we opted for an online
approach, by using an e-conference tool.
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7.3 Process of FGDs and Essential Steps
Focus groups are effectively a conversation with your potential participants to investigate a
concept. The process consists of four main steps [137].
In the first step, the process begins by defining the research goals, purpose, and planning
a moderator guide or discussion guide. We must consider what information we need to
gather, and then decide how to do it. The questions should be appropriate and match the
research goals. Then, we should consider the group participants; Should they have similar
backgrounds or experiences? The participants should be collected from a community that
you think will give you the best data.
The second step is the data collection, where the participants are grouped together over
a period of time. Usually the time for the group to meet should not exceed two hours.
Members in a focus group session are often encouraged to take their time to consider the
subject that is under discussion. The place of the meeting should be comfortable and private
where all participants feel free to talk. The moderator leads the session conversation by
making sure that all the participants have arrived, and then starting the introduction and
discussing the content. Next we ensure that all participants take part in the discussion by
asking appropriate questions. The moderator tries to keep the conversation on track so that
the groups do not lose their interest and are helped to maintain a focus on the topic.
The third step is to analyse the focus group data. The conversation session might be
recorded, or a transcript may have been taken by a note-taker, or the moderator may
summarise the findings. They would then write any additional notes or any observations
that happened during the session.
Finally, we have the results and reporting step where the results and findings are
published. All the data should be analysed in a coherent report in order to present the
findings in an organised fashion. The interpretation of focus group data could take a
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wide variety of forms. The findings of the focus-group interviews can be described in an
uncomplicated manner using relevant participant quotations [163]. This helps to make
sense of the individual quotes and see how they relate to the findings, but also to identify
connections between the data as a whole.
7.4 A Focus Group Meeting to Evaluate the Conceptual Frame-
work
We describe here how we have implemented the four steps of the FGD, as depicted in Figure
[7.1].
1. Determine topic and goals:
We want to establish (1) how mental health is perceived as an issue by the practitioners
(2) to what extent they use learning analytics or other automated tools to understand
whether a student or a colleague is struggling (3) what is their reaction to the proposed
framework, especially with respect to barriers to its uptake.
2. Identify questions:
We would like participant to provide some feedback on the theoretical framework, by
drawing on their practice and expertise, so we identified some prompting questions
and follow up. The list of the questions asked in the focus group are represented in
the "Interview Schedule" sheet, see appendix [G].
3. Identify participants:
The invitation was sent to three professionals in the field of e-learning, two long term
educators, who are also either Director of Studies or Lead of the Faculty in online
programmes, and one who has lead the Student Experience department of online
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programmes, and who has therefore an oversight of both the student experiences
and the type of questions online instructors are facing on a daily basis. We started
by asking each of them to introduce themselves, briefly describe their job/area of
expertise, and what their contribution might be to the discussion, appendix [H].
4. Prepare location and select time:
A focus group was held on Monday, April 20, 2020, from 4:30-5:30 p.m. It was held
online, conducted via Microsoft Teams, which allows communication and collaboration
through groups, or teams https://products.office.com/en-us/microsoft-teams/
group-chat-software. The session was recorded to aid the production of transcripts.
The participants agreed to take part in the study by signing the "Participant Consent
Form" which is attached in appendix [E]. The transcripts were anonymised. The video
was not made public but was destroyed, subsequent to a transcript being made of
the conversations. All the information about the study was made available on the
"Participant Information Sheet", Appendix [F]
The study underwent full ethical approval according to the University of Liverpool
regulations, See Appendix [D].
The full transcripts of the dialogue are in Appendix [H], and will be summarised in the
following section.
7.5 Outcome of the Focus Group: Discussion
According to our brief, the conversation covers three main topics: the issue of mental health,
the appropriateness of the use of Learning Analytics, the feasibility of the framework.
Participants described themselves as follows:
• Participant A:
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Figure 7.1: The steps of the focus group discussion technique
"I have been involved in online teaching and learning since 1995. I started
working in the commercial area in online format and then eventually moved
to the academic world in 2002. I am currently working as a lecturer in
Higher Education and innovative use of technology in education. I have
been involved in the overseeing [University name omitted] online programs,
I worked on master’s degree program and computing, so I looked at online
teaching and learning from two different disciplines perspective. I also worked
in online learning for my own campus environment as well as working in one
of the other partnerships, the [University name omitted]. Then, in another
commercial, for profit institution in the state of [name omitted] as well. I
had a kind of interesting background in terms of working for different types
of institutions. I have been working in the commercial IT area, first for
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Microsoft and then continued to do research, conduct research in the notion
of online presence for faculty and students."
• Participant B:
"I had a number of years working on campus with students, with some
teaching, but mainly in a support role. Then, I worked for 14 years in online
master student primarily in student support and leading teams of advisor
who are available for students studying online. I could offer some insight
to how best able to do that how they support the students and what he saw
on the campus worlds. Also, I have spent some time looking at predictive
analytics and that’s an area of increased research."
• Participant C:
"I worked for a university face to face and retired in 2013, and during
that time I was doing some part time online work for the [University name
omitted] until 2013. Then, I became full time as the program director for
the director of online studies there. And in 2019, I moved to [University
name omitted] as a full time program director of their master’s programs
and their doctoral program. So, I have had some significant experience on
ground teaching and about 20 years worth of online program."
7.5.1 On Mental Health
All the participants describe their experiences of the student mental health state. It has
become more acceptable for students to come and talk about their concerns or their mental
health issues. The respondents noticed there is an increase in the volume of students who
come and talk about suffering from mental health issues.
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Participant A for example said:
"I definitely have had students who have come to me with mental health issues;
they talk about the stress of trying to manage their family or trying to manage
their work. I have had students actually come to me and say, I have to take a
break. I have a mental health document that I will share with you, but I ask for
privacy, things like that."
Participant B said:
"I would agree with Participant A. There was certainly a lot of cases or a number
of cases where students would come forward and talk quite candidly about their
experience; what they were going through."
Participant C raised a concern about what caused the mental health issues. Students’
mental issues might be different and affected by the context or a specific event. Particular
contexts that create stressful and increased levels of mental health concerns are shared by
many students. As mentioned by Participant A for example, a night before the submission
date of an assessed piece of work. Also, Participant B mentioned that technology barriers
would raise mental health issues. Some students get nervous or anxious, for example, when
the server went down; especially if there is a submission due.
Participant C said:
"If the student cannot meet deadlines because of health issues, they have to go
and do a petition. They have to do an exception and then have to wait for a few
days, maybe a month or two to really find out what has happened to them. A lot
of the mental health, I think is exacerbated because they can not find out what is
going to happen to them right away."
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Immediate interventions regarding student mental health or health issues help the student
as Participant C said, when referring to her personal experience "immediate petition’s
experiences" example when she compared the rule taken by two Universities they worked
with when they deals with student health issues.
Participant C argued that the online environment is less stressful than the traditional
face to face class. But as Participant A and Participant B mentioned, it is clearly
indicated that online factors tend to increase worries or stress among online stakeholders.
Participant A said that:
"I am wondering, one of the things that we are talking about is that particular
online context, in which we are working somewhere where it may be creating
stressful and increased levels of feeling of mental health concerns."
Participant C said:
"I think a lot of the times, the experience I had was that students would talk
about some of the perhaps mental health issues that they face. They would come
up when those kind of additional factors happened (the library service was down
or the assignment is not clear) and you hear and see the anxiety, the outpourings,
long emails or distressed phone calls."
Teachers or student support might disclose some particular issues that students face
even if they do not declare something. For example, Participant A said that "I have
picked up something, a mess that is not typical as a student and often it is near the end of
the module.". Also Participant C mentioned that "You do get the feeling that a student is
not in a good place, you can see behind what they have written; that they are in a very bad
place and they really need to step back and talk to somebody about it."
Participant B raised the point that:
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"We get to know students more through their online behaviour and their online
work because everything is visible."
7.5.2 On Learning Analytics
When the participants talk about the online environment, it becomes clear that their actual
experience reveals that online messages provide a clear way to see what is going
on from the writing.
Participant B mentioned that:
"I think one of the things that is absolutely key is of course, it is sentence because
it is recorded. So I had a case two years ago, where a student wrote to us to
tell us that he was in a very, very bad way, he was going to commit harm to
himself."
They also talk about how important it is to build that relationship between the student
and their supporter. What is vital is, as much as possible, to have students supported by the
same person throughout their journey. Being able to recognise any changes in the student’s
behaviour produced a much more personalised intervention with a student while they are in
the middle of learning. There seems to be a belief among participants that knowing the
individual students very well will help to identify anything that might be seen
as a change in behaviour or a sign of concern.
Participant C said that:
"It kind of stands out, if you have been doing it for a while and you have been
tuned in to the student. You know when something is different. Participant A
had the same approach to detecting changes in a student "Often it is how they
are write things. Their style of writing. How they phrase, how they present an
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idea. If their typical approach is to be logical and then they stop writing it in
logical format that you are used to seeing."
Participant B discussed the role of using the predictive analytics to efficiently identify
what the particular behaviours. He said that
"I think the idea that we can potentially know the students online through all
of their footprints "the millions and millions of footprints" left by every single
click."
Participant A supported the benefit of using LA by saying:
I have understood right now looking at learning analytics as a vehicle for real
time interventions within the learning platform. To produce a much more
personalised intervention to a student while they are in the middle of learning
as opposed to understanding the student on an ongoing basis; having a profile
at the start and then predicting how they might perform down the road.
Not every instructor wants to know how learning analytics measures student data. It
is difficult to monitor every student’s learning pathway, especially if we have
large number of students as Participant C said "We have a lot of students. So the
only thing the instructor sees is what that student brings to that classroom today for this
week, or eight week term."
7.5.3 On the Ethical Aspects
Greater attention is placed by the respondents when they talk about the ethical issues
related to our model. Ethically, this approach is potentially very challenging even though
the intention of the research is to enhance online teaching and learning. What is difficult
about it is what was mentioned by Participant A "They are related to categorising or
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prejudging students.". Participant B "I imagine all of the potential pitfalls and dangers
of living in a world where online personality can be relatively accurately, and maybe not
entirely accurately predicted, as all."
Participant B said:
"I think it is really the most important issue around. I do not think students
signing up for a study at an online university are possibly even necessarily aware
how much data you can gather and are able to gather from them to build up your
model of who they are and what their behaviour might be. It is a super strong
point, and ethically very challenging to get the balance right, I think between
support and invasion of privacy. All kinds of privacy."
If the model works for instructors monitoring students it will be easier to
defend the privacy issues. Participant C said:
"This could be more predictive for a faculty member. And we do not have that
many ethical issues."
7.5.4 On the Conceptual Framework
The respondents were asked what they think about the proposed framework and the
subsequent flowchart of the text analysis steps. The system, as mentioned by the participants,
would help anybody who is trying to keep track of how well faculty members
or students are doing while they are working alone. Participant B said:
"What I saw is really important to the support staff for building one to one
relationships and getting to know the personalities, and getting to potentially
prevent or see signals of future difficulties."
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Participant B supported the usefulness of the framework "I do think that this will be
useful prediction."
If the system addresses the issues for faculty members or students it would be something
that would be helpful. It seems that still it is important to have human follow up even
if those flags would be as accurate as possible. Whatever outcome the algorithm
produces we leave the decision to teachers to intervene. The proposed system would be
useful as mentioned by Participant A "If I take myself out of the current platform, and put
myself into what if we had an educational platform that allowed real-time knowledge about
students and shifts in students behaviour through the use of analytics. What potentially could
that do in terms of improving our ability to intervene in a more timely basis, or potentially
in a slightly different basis than what we would have ourselves have even thought about."
Interesting information can be retrieved from discussion about the visualisation aspect
of the dashboard. The participants are asked directly to speak from their experience as to
what they think about the future output of an ideal system. All participants extensively
agreed that the system would benefit from presenting a single score, that would
enable the e-learning mentor to decide who they needed to look at in more
details. There seems to be a belief that as soon as the system presents multiple scores,
the ability to decide who you want to try to look at would be impossible. Participant B
agreed that "If you are focusing on this one issue, you want essentially a single score as
much as possible for any particular student."
7.6 Conclusions
We have highlighted in bold-font in the previous section the passages of the conversation
that we believe provide more insight into the evaluation of our system. We summarise them
here:
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• Participants already feel a strong sense of the presence of mental health problems
among students. The participants noticed that students’ mental health is a growing
concern and the number of cases they came across was obviously more than in the
past. This could be because we have technology that allows students to talk about
it in a way that maybe they did not do historically. They feel more connected now
because they can meet beyond just the text.
• Participants generally understand that on-line learning is kind of a stressful and
worrying environment. It could be more difficult for some students, and lead to
emotional distress because of many factors. On-line learning requires self-monitoring
and self-motivation and in consequence could have negative effects. Students’ ability
to control their behaviour, cognition, and motivation requires support from their
universities. Consequently, the use of learning analytics is becoming important in
higher education because it is opening up a new way to support students by analysing
their learning behaviour.
• Participants identified the importance of predictive analytics or learning analytics
and how we use the past data of students to support their learning. These data are
gathered to monitor students’ performance and help to implement powerful learning
formats to optimise the learning experience. Indeed, there is an increase in using
tracking systems in e-learning environments as a result of the willingness of researchers
to enhance on-line teaching and learning experiences. Universities use statistical data
for students as individuals or groups in order to support their learning outcomes. They
are also confident that the way in which the students is informative about their mental
state, and a change in their style a powerful indicator that something is going on.
• Participants recognised the ethical issues related to sensitive data automatically
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recorded in an online environment. And they identified how we consider data privacy
regarding user tracking and personal data usage. Ethical considerations should include
significant information describing how your data is used and who has access to it. One
interesting indication raised in this discussion is related to categorising or prejudging
students according to their history of learning activities and their profiles. This
ethical concern is manifested in the potential wrongful discrimination of students as
individuals of interest according to statistical risk. This could lead to that student
being stereotyped and mistreated in the assessments. Some groups of students will be
treated differently from other groups. This is indeed the case, but the concept here in
our research is to use the tracking data and benefits of learning analytics to help keep
students safe, and intervene only to identify a student at risk, not to exclude them
from the programme of study.
• The tracking of students is a challenging task for the e-tutors. Therefore participants
had strong levels of trust for a system that would help to provide an early intervention,
and which could help to identify warning signs of student behavioural changes or
problems, before these result in a crisis situation. They described their ideal system
as a system that would show an alert flag for a student who behaves differently than
usual. They addressed the importance of having one single score rather than multiple
scores to focus on the issues of any particular student.
From the focus group, we are encouraged to have confidence in the fact that our approach
is both appropriate, and our proposal very needed and timely. This concludes our series of
experiments, and we are ready to draw general conclusions in the final Chapter.
Chapter 8
Conclusion and Further Work
8.1 Summary of Contributions
In this thesis, we studied how we could enhance certain aspects of the students’ online
learning experience, proposing a system aimed at incorporating an emotional "tracking"
mechanism to follow students in a VLE. We discussed the pedagogical research underpinning
this, and how experiencing positive emotions such as feeling secure, happy and excited, or
on the contrary, negative emotion like frustration, fear and sadness, can enhance or disrupt
the learning efforts of students.
We discussed how early identification of emotions/sentiment of students in an online
learning environment help identify students that are about to struggle on the course or
program of study, and that, while in a typical in-person class, it is easier to observe students
and their reactions, in an e-learning environment observing these reactions is challenging.
In addition, these type of environment, with the feeling of isolation that remote learning is
associated with, many more mental health issues can arise.
In order to address this problem, a new system architecture was proposed, with the aim
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to observe and analyse student behaviour at real-time in an e-learning environment. The
objective of the thesis was to study the feasibility of such system improving the efficacy
of the e-learning environment, with the aid of well known AI technologies. A conceptual
framework, together with a workable flowchart of how events are triggered in a classroom,
was proposed.
The feasibility study gave a flavour of the techniques currently used to detect emo-
tions/sentiment and other features from text, and while the selection of the tools was not
intended to provide the most sophisticated results, we discussed the limitations of those
tools, and recommendations for identifying suitable approached for emotions/sentiment
extraction, as well as a proposal to combine social learning analytics and social emotion
analysis to the interpretation and evaluation of classroom behaviour.
In particular, the findings from the first experimental study indicated that off-the-shelf
tools for text emotion recognition could be utilised to extract the emotions from text, and that
these could integrate with online learning platforms. The second experiment demonstrated
how features could be selected from the analytics provided by online learning platforms in
order to predict student performance or student final grade. The third experiment showed
how to combine emotion detection and writing style analysis to detect changes in behaviour,
both at individual and group level. Finally, as we noted the importance played by the level
of acceptability towards the idea of using AI technology to help teachers observe student
behavioural changes, an online focus group discussion with three experts demonstrated that
practitioners would value a solution based on the analysis of student emotion as an aid to
investigate any issues around student behaviour.
A summary of the main contributions of this work are therefore as follows:
• A novel architecture for an "emotional observer" system sitting on top of a general
Virtual Learning Environment. This was fully evaluated from both the technical feasi-
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bility and the acceptability to stakeholders perspectives in what is, to our knowledge,
the first complete feasibility study for a system of this kind.
• A roadmap for the implementation of such architecture, which draws on a combination
of existing techniques and algorithms. The combination is new to the educational
field, and provides a new way to look at student outcomes. The roadmap was tested
on either available or especially built datasets.
• A new notion of "emotional tracking" of either an individual or a collection of
individuals with respect to a task, able to provide longitudinal analysis of how
emotions change overtime, and in combination with changes in the style of writing.
Our approach using a combination of emotion, sentiment and stylometric analysis is
novel, and showed great potential for identifying when something "unusual" happens
for an individual or a group, which is especially important in e-learning for early
detection of drop-outs or risk of failing the course.
• A new data structure and set of algorithms for providing such emotional tracking in a
simulated classroom, incorporating features for emotion/sentiment analysis together
with stylometric parameters, like richness of the text and complexity of the grammar.
A dataset was created to flesh out this structure as an elaboration of a proprietary
corpus from the field of Motivational Interviewing.
• A set of recommendations for the a visual "emotional dashboard", which could help
faculty track students at risk.
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8.2 Limitations of the Approach
In this thesis we took the ambitious view of going broad rather than specific, by addressing
the overarching problem, rather than finding optimised solutions to specific tasks. Therefore,
the limitations of the approach come from the fact that each issue would merit a study in
its own right, going deeper into the analysis of the solutions.
The fundamental limitation of this study, as any other study in the field, is given by
the lack of suitable datasets. The ethical implication of collecting extensive datasets, going
beyond simple statistics on logging time and grades, and using them to categorise students,
is possibly the hottest theme in educational research [178]. All our experiments would have
been much more meaningful if we managed to access or collect a real dataset, from courses
delivered to students progressing across different modules (so, not necessarily MOOCs) of
whom a bigger picture could be derived by also including communication with personal
tutors and so on. Of course, this was not possible, the ethical approval process to obtain
this from any university we contacted was not feasible in the time span of this PhD.
For a more technical point of view, the emotion detection approach we could find in
off-the-shelf tools was again not entirely fit for purpose, they were mostly based on a
keyword-spotting approach, together with syntax based rules, but ambiguity in text related
to emotion is a big issue, the classical example is the sentences "I laughed at him" and "He
laughed at me" which carry very different emotions. We already discussed in the relevant
chapters how more investigation would be needed to find the most suitable tool, possibly fed
by a good corpus of student based conversations, which leads us back to the previous point.
Finally, while we discussed the technical feasibility, and the perceived acceptability
of the framework, we could not address the issue of practicality of the approach, which
would need to look at problem like integration with major e-learning platforms from
computational perspective, or how learning and teaching agreements might need to change
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from a business/educational perspective, to insure and reassure students what level of
privacy is preserved, and how giving it away will result in a measurable positive impact.
This remains outside the scope of this work, although we recognise it is possibly the set of
issues with highest priority to consider.
8.3 Directions for Future Research
The learning and teaching methods could be enhanced by analysing the learner data in
certain ways. The central contribution of this research is the use of emotion features to
detect student behavioural change in addition to learning analytics data. We present here a
road-map for some possible future directions in the various topics we have touched in this
thesis.
Further study is required to find methods, approaches, and techniques to study implicit
emotional/sentimental statements. Modern machine learning techniques are available to
get more accurate results in emotion detection, however ML is not always optimal for the
training on complex sentences, which are the most problematic to classify with respect to
emotions. Deep learning techniques (e.g. Convolutional Neural Networks(CNN)), have been
used to recognise emotions from facial expressions or speech, it could be interesting to see
how they perform in recognising emotions from text.
For sentences, while there is advanced research in sentiment analysis, fewer approaches
concentrate on emotions and the combination of sentiment and emotions: we have addressed
this in Experiment 3, but much more is needed. In particular, for complex sentences, for
example those containing more than one emotion, identifying implicit emotional/sentimental
requires a set of grammatical and semantics features. Most of the available techniques use
an Hybrid Approach which combines lexicon and machine learning approaches. Further
development of this would require better affective lexicons in conjunction with other
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techniques that extract effective features for sentiment and emotion classification, on the
same line as resources for opinion mining SentiWordNet1, SenticNet2 and its evolution
EmoSenticNet3.
The combination of emotion/sentiment analysis and stylometric analysis is a strong
candidate for robust further research, there are many stylometric metrics that could be
investigated, also in combination with authorship detection, something what would appeal
educational research on academic integrity and plagiarism. And the application of this to
the cohort of students, rather than individuals, is also something requiring more research,
especially in the context of Social Learning Analytics.
Prediction has been a strong drive for the use of learning analytics so far, with research
concentrating on drop out or failing students, in the effort to improve attrition and per-
formances, however we maintain that there are other features worth predicting, and the
emotional and mental wellbeing of students one of these. The lack of large datasets for
training remains an issue, but new models of machine learning so called "one-shot" or
"few-shots", based on generalisation from few examples [210], are definitely something to
explore further.
A last avenue for further research that we want to mention, but not the least by any means,
is the one related to visualisation. The focus group discussion concluded with agreement
that the online educator overload of information is an issue, and that any tool providing
extra information related to the classroom needs to be very effective from a visual/attention
perspective. In e-learning environments, information visualisation techniques supply useful
information to Learning Dashboards, and more research is needed to find the most effective
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framework to educators, we have considered various prototypes for instance for visualising
the performances of a classroom and outliers, either in positive (green stars) or negative
(red triangles), e.g. see Figure 8.1 which we presented in [6].
Figure 8.1: Visualisation prototypes to represent base line class data and outliers
In addition to classic analytics representations, it is worth investigating further the more
creative visualisations of the emotional state, and its evolution. One good example, to
stay in line with our choice of tools for the experiments, would be to see how Synesketch
visualisations of emotion growth or intensity [105] (see Fig. 8.2) could be integrated with
the learning analytics visualisations.
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Growth of the six emotions (from top: Happiness, Fear, Surprise, Disgust, Anger, Sadness).
Intensity of emotions (from left to right, top to bottom: neutral / strong sadness / middle happiness
/ weak fear / strong anger / weak disgust / weak sadness / weak happiness / strong surprise / weak
anger / strong disgust / middle sadness).
Both images are reproduced from https://krcadinac.com/work/projects/synesketch
Figure 8.2: Synesketch visuals of emotions growth and intensity
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8.4 Final Remarks
UNESCO’s Beijing Consensus on Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Education [204], the
"first ever document to offer guidance and recommendations on how best to harness AI
technologies for achieving the Education 2030 Agenda", was published in 2019 and adopted
by representatives of member states as well as UN agencies, academic institutions, and other
stakeholders in the private and public sector. Among the recommendations included in the
document, we particularly note one:
Ensure AI technologies are used to empower teachers rather than replace them,
and develop appropriate capacity-building programmes for teachers to work along-
side AI systems.
Despite the start of our work on this PhD predates this document, this is one of the
driving motivations for this research: we believe in AI learning technologies that support
and improve learning outcomes, that open up possibilities for real time feedback, but also
that are designed for supporting and completing the role of the teachers, never to replace




Complete Results for Experiment 1
A.1 Complete Sample of the Records from ISEAR Dataset
.
Text from ISEAR dataset labelled Emotion
I was selected to come here (University, College) when I was
least expecting it.
Joy
When my brothers had passed all of their exams and were
able to graduate from their courses.
Joy
When I was told that I was selected to attend Medical Assis-
tant Training.
Joy
When I was accepted for my third year (G-10) at my former
secondary school.
Joy
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Text from ISEAR dataset labelled Emotion
A neighbour’s girl had disappeared and many people were
looking for her. Someone had gone to notify the police.
Something had certainly happened to her.
Fear
When I was at home alone, I felt a super-natural force,
dangerous for me and the people close to me.
Fear
My fear appeared in the form of jealousy. I was afraid that
my girl-friend had fallen in love with another man, I was
afraid to lose her.
Fear
When a big angry dog put its snout on my arm and had I
made one movement it would have bitten me.
Fear
A classmate told me I must have bribed the class leader to
let me go to your English lecture.
Anger
I felt anger against a colleague of mine during a rehearsal
in acting. He hadn’t learnt the text of an opera act in the
course of several months and thus making difficulties for the
rest of my colleagues.
Anger
I had studied for almost one week for my physics- examination.
With difficulty, I passed the exam. I was angry about the
teacher and also about myself because I had not remembered
enough during the exam and because the time that I spent
studying was wasted.
Anger
When my car froze, and I could not start it. Sadness
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Text from ISEAR dataset labelled Emotion
Several years ago my mother died. She had been ill for a long
time, but nevertheless her death came unexpectedly. I did
not and I still do not want to believe that it is true.
Sadness
When I feel helpless after having tried to help someone with-
out any result.
Sadness
When my grandfather died, I saw my grandmother crying
against my aunt’s shoulder (I had never seen my grandmother
cry before).
Sadness
In 1977, my grandfather, to whom I had a very close rela-
tionship, died.
Sadness
When I was about to clean the draining board and saw it
looked a underneath the sink (I live in a students hostel).
Disgust
I was in a train when a woman started talking loudly and
attracting everybody’s attention. The worst thing was that
she was discussing something, about which she knew nothing,
with another person.
Disgust
My room-mate was drunk, he vomited on the floor and fell
face.
Disgust
Once I was not ready for a seminar and I was asked to leave. Shame
As a little girl, I was sick in the middle of a school day and I
vomited in the basin of the classroom.
Shame
I felt this when I was copying homework for one of my classes. Shame
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Text from ISEAR dataset labelled Emotion
My schoolmates were teasing a pupil who was not able to
defend himself very well; I should have taken his part.
Guilt
When I finished a love affair where I was responsible of the
sad end.
Guilt
In an exam I answered the questions rather carelessly and
afterwards I thought that the exam would have been better
had I answered more carefully.
Guilt
Table A.1: Complete sample of the records from ISEAR dataset
A.2 Complete Sample Results by Synesketch Tool
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A.3 Complete Sample of Failure Cases of Results by Synes-
ketch Tool


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Complete Results for Experiment 2
B.1 Complete Features Used in Phase 1 to Predict Final
Grade
Percent_grade SessionLength(sec) NumEventsInSession Module_type FinalGrade
100 13283456 235264 problem Distinction
100 11873125 709544 problem Distinction
100 4873033 58916 problem Distinction
100 10445416 150388 problem Distinction
100 19252548 410400 course Distinction
100 789064 17914 sequential Distinction
100 8005238 73868 problem Distinction
100 25570846 823669 sequential Distinction
100 13763520 328276 chapter Distinction
100 3142352 71392 problem Distinction
100 21825496 272426 video Distinction
100 8656479 122616 problem Distinction
100 41845342 982366 video Distinction
100 8184918 137529 problem Distinction
100 9864960 241080 problem Distinction
165
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Percent_grade SessionLength(sec) NumEventsInSession Module_type FinalGrade
100 2629604 36076 chapter Distinction
100 14656488 172788 problem Distinction
100 6446040 131400 problem Distinction
100 14910060 128172 sequential Distinction
100 5259870 69120 problem Distinction
100 11755891 200158 problem Distinction
100 8659770 71736 problem Distinction
100 9741589 125356 problem Distinction
100 82127699 1478728 chapter Distinction
100 4025738 131306 video Distinction
100 3358830 22660 problem Distinction
100 7829040 87720 problem Distinction
100 2965976 26104 problem Distinction
100 6958560 199360 sequential Distinction
100 1093540 6059 sequential Distinction
100 645405 4080 problem Distinction
100 504680 5270 chapter Distinction
100 9692280 402192 problem Distinction
100 278380 7130 chapter Distinction
100 2249933 36792 course Distinction
100 741356 7250 problem Distinction
100 340290 2793 problem Distinction
100 385777 1323 problem Distinction
100 23995020 701820 problem Distinction
100 1048163 4880 course Distinction
100 5111561 59423 problem Distinction
100 572152 15960 problem Distinction
100 529686 3723 sequential Distinction
33.33 30002 322 chapter Fail
100 6250480 84080 sequential Fail
33.33 3564 81 sequential Fail
33.33 1116 18 chapter Fail
83.33 151650 1525 chapter Fail
100 3816736 81543 course Fail
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Percent_grade SessionLength(sec) NumEventsInSession Module_type FinalGrade
66.67 143424 1044 chapter Fail
100 21346 208 problem Fail
83.33 241306 2886 sequential Fail
66.67 440418 3465 chapter Fail
33.33 18889 377 problem Fail
50 542848 21152 chapter Fail
100 43434 342 course Fail
100 4344 912 chapter Fail
66.67 284416 6226 video Fail
100 2123990 13805 chapter Fail
66.67 1824472 17992 chapter Fail
100 958783 9457 chapter Fail
100 295698 4131 sequential Fail
16.67 14928 816 sequential Fail
100 59416 3472 chapter Fail
50 427175 11515 course Fail
83.33 11229 456 chapter Fail
50 2655 180 chapter Fail
16.67 216961 2679 chapter Fail
100 365296 12444 video Fail
16.67 6180 12 course Fail
100 41384 2128 sequential Fail
100 144647 1265 sequential Fail
16.67 1418784 14400 sequential Fail
33.33 4432442 54733 sequential Fail
100 2188571 72611 sequential Fail
100 696444 7896 course Fail
100 181560 3264 course Fail
33.33 4944 12 problem Fail
33.33 391923 14910 course Fail
83.33 202554 2475 course Fail
100 2527 95 problem Fail
50 119102 1240 chapter Fail
50 364584 20240 sequential Fail
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Percent_grade SessionLength(sec) NumEventsInSession Module_type FinalGrade
100 2785730 110334 problem Fail
100 3109429 30876 chapter Fail
100 1417409 30788 chapter Fail
50 138402 1260 video Fail
100 62792 3337 sequential Fail
16.67 149616 5400 sequential Fail
50 191777 3689 sequential Fail
16.67 174100 1275 sequential Fail
100 22661819 368406 course Fail
80 1467461 16684 problem Fail
100 6314625 303450 sequential Fail
16.67 6461 221 sequential Fail
16.67 9192 192 chapter Fail
83.33 116028 704 sequential Fail
25 3454 55 sequential Fail
100 60 20 chapter Fail
83.33 2493021 21150 sequential Fail
16.67 1009935 44100 chapter Fail
57.14 5120 200 course Fail
100 1106370 32040 sequential Fail
100 1962940 78470 chapter Fail
100 56700 648 sequential Fail
100 81980 10320 sequential Fail
100 3502278 42042 course Fail
16.67 10699 442 chapter Fail
66.67 43280 2976 problem Fail
75 4849234 358586 problem Fail
66.67 452088 3744 chapter Fail
40 9849 294 chapter Fail
100 3821076 45528 sequential Fail
33.33 806 117 chapter Fail
100 3548748 38220 video Fail
83.33 518630 6634 sequential Fail
16.67 231390 1674 video Fail
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Percent_grade SessionLength(sec) NumEventsInSession Module_type FinalGrade
16.67 984 36 problem Fail
100 141466 2340 video Fail
80 319498 4692 problem Fail
33.33 500066 5796 video Fail
25 3216918 28290 sequential Fail
16.67 720 12 chapter Fail
100 7322861 80171 video Fail
83.33 7570450 224480 video Fail
66.67 25470 170 sequential Fail
33.33 4090 80 course Fail
100 578748 6528 sequential Fail
50 32396 840 course Fail
16.67 71324 902 problem Fail
50 91050 1100 sequential Fail
50 2450 40 sequential Fail
100 81512 736 sequential Fail
100 2130332 23316 sequential Fail
83.33 201860 1040 sequential Fail
100 5807680 140608 video Fail
100 2384370 26136 video Fail
100 1596627 20178 chapter Fail
50 30 30 chapter Fail
100 3660280 135148 sequential Fail
83.33 1005990 16140 chapter Fail
100 121550 1352 sequential Fail
100 283775 1625 problem Fail
100 626340 7290 chapter Fail
66.67 572814 10956 chapter Fail
83.33 39300 900 chapter Fail
33.33 78360 552 problem Fail
100 1928340 20340 chapter Fail
100 173147 4313 chapter Fail
100 285300 1830 sequential Fail
100 4202373 54946 chapter Fail
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Percent_grade SessionLength(sec) NumEventsInSession Module_type FinalGrade
50 79995 1335 sequential Fail
100 2557956 13668 problem Fail
83.33 105 105 sequential Fail
66.67 354970 12425 chapter Fail
100 463250 53925 video Fail
50 112800 975 chapter Fail
83.33 3184510 54250 sequential Fail
60 540040 23644 problem Fail
100 1623812 54199 chapter Fail
100 21830865 435540 video Fail
100 1400059 13617 course Fail
100 1012823 14104 chapter Fail
33.33 71288 672 problem Fail
66.67 550671 5973 chapter Fail
50 480792 3000 problem Fail
83.33 1964286 15225 chapter Fail
100 411138 4329 chapter Fail
33.33 553 21 sequential Fail
83.33 264390 2310 sequential Fail
83.33 56448 720 sequential Fail
66.67 58604 504 chapter Fail
83.33 1246350 11490 video Fail
100 428329 8648 sequential Fail
66.67 275010 1800 problem Fail
16.67 121569 1386 chapter Fail
40 169488 4136 sequential Fail
33.33 8832 64 sequential Fail
100 3027861 22359 problem Fail
100 31977 759 problem Fail
100 1069458 10608 chapter Fail
100 601152 6324 problem Fail
16.67 47376 392 sequential Fail
28.57 4140 80 chapter Fail
16.67 6 6 sequential Fail
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Percent_grade SessionLength(sec) NumEventsInSession Module_type FinalGrade
50 93090 551 course Fail
16.67 29985 885 sequential Fail
100 219852 1922 course Fail
50 374500 3136 course Fail
100 967681 22422 chapter Fail
16.67 24427350 301800 video Fail
100 504504 8400 course Fail
16.67 99099 1419 sequential Fail
100 70400 850 sequential Fail
33.33 350433 3996 course Fail
50 28025 228 chapter Fail
100 1058080 17320 chapter Fail
100 884442 5612 course Fail
50 90416 1056 chapter Fail
16.67 23208 204 sequential Fail
66.67 129246 858 sequential Fail
57.14 768876 11832 problem Fail
100 449595 18810 chapter Fail
100 579675 3717 problem Fail
25 18584 207 problem Fail
100 101711 775 sequential Fail
75 151935 1435 chapter Fail
100 475 114 problem Fail
100 4009 152 course Fail
100 26961 171 problem Fail
100 1552680 12000 course Merit
100 5428338 43962 chapter Merit
100 1032953 11446 chapter Merit
100 1342235 28560 problem Merit
100 397660 3835 chapter Merit
100 1390430 77010 problem Merit
100 618688 3080 problem Merit
100 283275 900 sequential Merit
100 3355380 66780 problem Pass
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Percent_grade SessionLength(sec) NumEventsInSession Module_type FinalGrade
100 3495168 226329 problem Pass
100 7892292 41412 chapter Pass
100 545532 2496 problem Pass
100 6141408 763680 video Pass
100 2483299 65611 problem Pass
100 302524 2067 problem Pass
100 5708400 120800 problem Pass
100 704047 12803 problem Pass
100 53760 756 chapter Pass
100 398060 1404 problem Pass
Table B.1: Complete features used in Phase 1 to predict final grade
B.2 Adding Emotion/Sentiment Features to the Dataset in
Phase 3
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B.3 Summary of the One-way ANOVA Test for the Six Emo-
tions









t Critical one-tail 1.658953458
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.000236689









t Critical one-tail 1.659356034
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.000329565
t Critical two-tail 1.982597262









t Critical one-tail 1.659929976
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.000528271









t Critical one-tail 1.659782273
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.070729939









t Critical one-tail 1.66088144
P(T<=t) two-tail 1.241E-05
t Critical two-tail 1.984984312









t Critical one-tail 1.655810511
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.848244723









t Critical one-tail 1.655970382
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.636692564









t Critical one-tail 1.655889868
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.002317902
t Critical two-tail 1.977177724









t Critical one-tail 1.656304542
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.323869317









t Critical one-tail 1.655889868
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.77785669









t Critical one-tail 1.655810511
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.003416725
t Critical two-tail 1.97705372









t Critical one-tail 1.656134988
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.220572378









t Critical one-tail 1.655810511
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.006031047









t Critical one-tail 1.655889868
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.114849047
t Critical two-tail 1.977177724









t Critical one-tail 1.655970382
P(T<=t) two-tail 1.31449E-05
t Critical two-tail 1.977303542
Appendix C
Complete Results for Experiment 3
C.1 Experiment 3:Complete Results of Emotion Extraction
and Writing Style Features for client’s Sessions
Topic Session_name Emotion Emo_value Richness POS
Ability Client004_a sad 20 0.334792123 0.411255411
Relationships Client004_b sad 40 0.3 0.495934959
Relationships Client004_c sad 33 0.310679612 0.506410256
Relationships Client004_d sad 22 0.426035503 0.41509434
Relationships Client004_e sad 9 0.381322957 0.397590361
Behaviour Client004_f sad 15 0.388779528 0.352601156
Behaviour Client004_g peaceful 21 0.359242325 0.473170732
Behaviour Client004_h indifferent 11 0.355733662 0.497409326
Ability Client004_i sad 177 0.200187091 0.450715421
Ability Client011_a Friendly 945 0.112697198 0.824940048
Ability Client011_b Friendly 146 0.229634672 0.83203125
Relationships Client011_c Friendly 64 0.29015919 0.833333333
Relationships Client011_d Friendly 126 0.260787992 0.884615385
Relationships Client011_e Friendly 143 0.256395178 0.752941176
Ability Client011_f peaceful 67 0.238571815 0.90797546
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Topic Session_name Emotion Emo_value Richness POS
Behaviour Client011_g peaceful 54 0.199496855 0.79342723
Culture Client011_h Friendly 113 0.22172619 0.790598291
Relationships Client011_i Friendly 142 0.265526553 0.820512821
Relationships Client016_a peaceful 41 0.315902579 0.669421488
Relationships Client016_b Friendly 14 0.433849821 0.627118644
Relationships Client016_c Friendly 46 0.343678686 0.645714286
Relationships Client016_d peaceful 49 0.382887189 0.725352113
Relationships Client016_e peaceful 41 0.415368082 0.687022901
Development Client016_f peaceful 33 0.364278507 0.78030303
Relationships Client016_g peaceful 36 0.278882576 0.74796748
Behaviour Client016_h peaceful 29 0.322977346 0.666666667
Behaviour Client016_i peaceful 32 0.304277206 0.833333333
Development Client018_a sad 73 0.248955224 0.699152542
Relationships Client018_b peaceful 51 0.302836596 0.716666667
Behaviour Client018_c sad 57 0.320996979 0.75
Ability Client018_d sad 39 0.292576419 0.668639053
Personality Client018_e peaceful 63 0.274716029 0.624277457
Relationships Client018_f sad 78 0.301617149 0.71
Personality Client018_g sad 42 0.361516035 0.823529412
Relationships Client018_h peaceful 59 0.241905471 0.628318584
Ability Client018_i peaceful 71 0.344947735 0.841269841
Behaviour Client018_j peaceful 36 0.303336704 0.771929825
Personality Client018_k peaceful 42 0.293458619 0.762295082
Relationships Client019_a sad 42 0.335827099 0.480314961
Culture Client019_b peaceful 19 0.427258806 0.341463415
Relationships Client019_c peaceful 4 0.409244645 0.290909091
Relationships Client019_d sad 6 0.295031056 0.297029703
Relationships Client019_e sad 15 0.379310345 0.362068966
Relationships Client019_f peaceful 4 0.34430727 0.326388889
Development Client019_g sad 21 0.275030902 0.38410596
Behaviour Client019_h peaceful 14 0.368909513 0.339449541
Ability Client019_i peaceful 8 0.371505861 0.364341085
Development Client019_j peaceful 11 0.327545383 0.415300546
Culture Client019_k peaceful 18 0.380355277 0.515789474
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Topic Session_name Emotion Emo_value Richness POS
Relationships Client031_a Friendly 26 0.312348668 0.614173228
Ability Client031_b Friendly 47 0.281586022 0.552238806
Health Client031_c Friendly 38 0.331909701 0.601851852
Relationships Client031_d admire 43 0.331532748 0.53125
Ability Client031_e Friendly 46 0.379844961 0.601851852
Relationships Client031_f peaceful 20 0.371120108 0.597402597
Health Client031_g Friendly 31 0.329383886 0.587719298
Culture Client031_h peaceful 17 0.299207398 0.577586207
Behaviour Client031_i peaceful 35 0.324137931 0.654411765
Personality Client031_j sad 15 0.413793103 0.432432432
Relationships Client031_k Friendly 27 0.334502104 0.463414634
Ability Client031_l peaceful 20 0.322201608 0.406779661
Ability Client031_m Friendly 17 0.29956427 0.436781609
Relationships Client031_n peaceful 16 0.337099812 0.5
Relationships Client032_a sad 9 0.284776903 0.280373832
Relationships Client032_b sad 18 0.244795406 0.323383085
Behaviour Client032_c peaceful 18 0.303212851 0.343065693
Relationships Client032_d alarmed 15 0.293440736 0.3984375
Relationships Client032_e peaceful 22 0.259813084 0.369747899
Behaviour Client032_f admire 10 0.322368421 0.302083333
Relationships Client032_g alarmed 11 0.284782609 0.388349515
Relationships Client032_h peaceful 9 0.288924559 0.443708609
Ability Client032_i peaceful 29 0.263542301 0.481481481
Relationships Client032_j furious 35 0.3175 0.567567568
Relationships Client032_k sad 22 0.297413793 0.555555556
Ability Client032_l sad 44 0.287434161 0.451428571
Personality Client032_m sad 26 0.394409938 0.488372093
Relationships Client034_a Friendly 32 0.391280353 0.636363636
Relationships Client034_b peaceful 25 0.354561102 0.756097561
Relationships Client034_c peaceful 25 0.361477573 0.75308642
Relationships Client034_d peaceful 35 0.366103203 0.624413146
Relationships Client034_e alert 29 0.31504639 0.503401361
Relationships Client034_f peaceful 40 0.337980566 0.390374332
Relationships Client034_g alert 32 0.308679707 0.471428571
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Topic Session_name Emotion Emo_value Richness POS
Relationships Client034_h admire 37 0.333790267 0.488888889
Relationships Client034_i peaceful 1 0.739130435 0.4
Relationships Client034_j peaceful 51 0.343634116 0.632653061
Development Client034_k alert 34 0.393956044 0.823529412
Personality Client034_l peaceful 33 0.359060403 0.817204301
Relationships Client038_a alarmed 23 0.39466896 0.528089888
Development Client038_b sad 19 0.388888889 0.523809524
Behaviour Client038_c peaceful 20 0.374670185 0.602564103
Behaviour Client105_a peaceful 27 0.357180157 0.569444444
Development Client105_b peaceful 26 0.350310559 0.548611111
Behaviour Client105_c sad 29 0.443466486 0.657142857
Behaviour Client105_d peaceful 31 0.406806283 0.714285714
Health Client105_e peaceful 20 0.403183024 0.6625
Relationships Client105_f peaceful 36 0.36983842 0.597122302
Behaviour Client105_g peaceful 23 0.393772894 0.768518519
Behaviour Client105_h peaceful 34 0.364741641 0.656
Health Client105_i sad 16 0.387968614 0.495867769
Relationships Client105_j peaceful 17 0.386391252 0.616541353
Relationships Client105_k Friendly 18 0.387096774 0.593984962
Relationships Client110_a Friendly 19 0.393801965 0.589473684
Development Client110_b peaceful 50 0.317160827 0.706422018
Relationships Client110_c peaceful 39 0.404371585 0.717647059
Behaviour Client110_d peaceful 20 0.361350575 0.653333333
Relationships Client110_e alert 37 0.300068353 0.465648855
Relationships Client110_f peaceful 34 0.336470588 0.504587156
Relationships Client110_g peaceful 31 0.332368548 0.559748428
Relationships Client110_h peaceful 26 0.37446198 0.488888889
Relationships Client110_i peaceful 43 0.330994898 0.547368421
Relationships Client110_j peaceful 48 0.298520453 0.551971326
Culture Client110_k peaceful 16 0.412063953 0.533742331
Relationships Client110_l peaceful 45 0.30418251 0.6125
Relationships Client110_m peaceful 30 0.347639485 0.617283951
Ability Client110_n furious 24 0.349573079 0.61682243
Development Client110_o cheerful 27 0.340224454 0.606060606
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Topic Session_name Emotion Emo_value Richness POS
Relationships Client110_p peaceful 19 0.33354232 0.555555556
Development Client110_q peaceful 34 0.283119658 0.569230769
Relationships Client110_r admire 42 0.283105023 0.489051095
Ability Client112_a peaceful 49 0.300936246 0.600877193
Ability Client112_b sad 14 0.397034596 0.595744681
Relationships Client112_c peaceful 22 0.263236763 0.514851485
Development Client112_d Friendly 19 0.340213049 0.622377622
Behaviour Client112_e peaceful 19 0.312451057 0.509259259
Relationships Client112_f alarmed 13 0.312989045 0.516393443
Relationships Client112_g sad 23 0.358807083 0.422680412
Ability Client112_h cheerful 55 0.346740638 0.520833333
Relationships Client112_i sad 18 0.297242771 0.514851485
Relationships Client112_j sad 42 0.36770428 0.480769231
Relationships Client123_a admire 14 0.405673759 0.509803922
Development Client123_b sad 26 0.31024735 0.330218069
Ability Client123_c sad 9 0.570512821 0.366666667
Relationships Client123_d peaceful 15 0.365079365 0.598684211
Culture Client123_e peaceful 20 0.321263482 0.4375
Personality Client123_f peaceful 25 0.312462731 0.512345679
Relationships Client123_g sad 10 0.327257664 0.595041322
Relationships Client123_h indifferent 16 0.336612022 0.495049505
Relationships Client123_i cheerful 23 0.36154289 0.569767442
Behaviour Client123_j peaceful 16 0.371518987 0.563492063
Health Client123_k sad 25 0.406490649 0.540740741
Development Client123_l sad 36 0.397268777 0.515957447
Development Client123_m sad 40 0.356772334 0.521126761
Relationships Client123_n Friendly 19 0.338765009 0.596330275
Relationships Client123_o sad 25 0.35765838 0.593495935
Behaviour Client123_p peaceful 23 0.322461538 0.466216216
Relationships Client124_a peaceful 20 0.425855513 0.680555556
Behaviour Client124_b Friendly 23 0.327403643 0.602272727
Relationships Client124_c alert 40 0.295472287 0.620967742
Relationships Client124_d sad 38 0.338655056 0.728
Relationships Client124_e alert 11 0.356092437 0.613636364
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Topic Session_name Emotion Emo_value Richness POS
Behaviour Client124_f peaceful 20 0.280509219 0.60952381
Behaviour Client124_g peaceful 14 0.290273556 0.462809917
Personality Client124_h peaceful 24 0.33464761 0.720338983
Behaviour Client124_i alert 39 0.345953003 0.653846154
Personality Client124_j alert 30 0.336030462 0.513368984
Personality Client124_k peaceful 32 0.363031234 0.762295082
Relationships Client124_l peaceful 29 0.329277865 0.694610778
Relationships Client124_m peaceful 36 0.308608059 0.582677165
Behaviour Client124_n peaceful 34 0.352592593 0.643564356
Relationships Client124_o alert 29 0.362733645 0.761904762
Ability Client124_p alert 35 0.3125 0.642384106
Development Client124_q peaceful 34 0.344618056 0.760416667
Personality Client124_r peaceful 34 0.300988649 0.790697674
Relationships Client124_s sad 30 0.330982368 0.767123288
Behaviour Client124_t sad 7 0.449324324 0.5
Personality Client124_u peaceful 36 0.34494382 0.694214876
Behaviour Client124_v peaceful 18 0.390597795 0.621848739
Ability Client137_a Friendly 42 0.41560219 0.603305785
Relationships Client137_b alert 30 0.366717248 0.538461538
Relationships Client137_c Friendly 40 0.356431701 0.442622951
Ability Client137_d admire 27 0.383789587 0.492753623
Development Client137_e peaceful 26 0.394554191 0.559322034
Personality Client137_f alert 31 0.268266085 0.378723404
Relationships Client137_g alert 22 0.474116162 0.550561798
Culture Client137_h admire 19 0.377310062 0.657894737
Relationships Client137_i sad 25 0.436139332 0.580645161
Development Client137_j peaceful 30 0.397735315 0.521276596
Behaviour Client137_k peaceful 26 0.425952045 0.632911392
Development Client137_l peaceful 14 0.46856465 0.507936508
Behaviour Client137_m sad 33 0.376584188 0.358585859
Personality Client137_n sad 18 0.429725363 0.401234568
Relationships Client137_o sad 20 0.429721816 0.5
Behaviour Client201_a furious 25 0.257537688 0.613861386
Ability Client201_b peaceful 12 0.303343949 0.64516129
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Topic Session_name Emotion Emo_value Richness POS
Personality Client201_c peaceful 11 0.31779661 0.569620253
Development Client202_a peaceful 38 0.357730619 0.573770492
Relationships Client202_b sad 36 0.386865059 0.670454545
Behaviour Client202_c peaceful 39 0.366838891 0.769230769
Health Client202_d peaceful 28 0.39912759 0.72826087
Behaviour Client202_e peaceful 22 0.35579782 0.698795181
Behaviour Client203_a Friendly 24 0.362644416 0.733333333
Development Client203_b peaceful 20 0.366477273 0.442307692
Relationships Client204_a Friendly 41 0.309034268 0.579439252
Behaviour Client204_b Friendly 30 0.377850163 0.392307692
Relationships Client204_c sad 40 0.280294451 0.341968912
Behaviour Client205_a peaceful 31 0.307232516 0.47826087
Relationships Client205_b peaceful 43 0.309197652 0.510638298
Behaviour Client205_c admire 14 0.329054054 0.578431373
Relationships Client205_d peaceful 23 0.275242047 0.41221374
Ability Client205_e peaceful 26 0.297702298 0.461538462
Relationships Client205_f peaceful 10 0.388888889 0.5
Development Client205_g peaceful 23 0.345844504 0.411764706
Behaviour Client205_h furious 29 0.283070596 0.45
Behaviour Client206_a sad 27 0.308379413 0.462222222
Behaviour Client206_b peaceful 31 0.336706015 0.495238095
Development Client207_a peaceful 13 0.304971319 0.415254237
Development Client207_b sad 18 0.307592472 0.653061224
Development Client207_c sad 37 0.267142291 0.471875
Relationships Client208_a peaceful 24 0.269249632 0.38317757
Health Client208_b furious 39 0.276225619 0.431034483
Relationships Client208_c sad 33 0.356108859 0.6
Relationships Client209_a sad 17 0.404009252 0.553398058
Relationships Client209_b sad 21 0.427707199 0.448979592
Relationships Client209_c peaceful 48 0.386445566 0.491803279
Behaviour Client210_a sad 16 0.453102453 0.568965517
Behaviour Client210_b Friendly 13 0.423390752 0.64556962
Culture Client210_c peaceful 13 0.337059329 0.569620253
Relationships Client211_a Friendly 26 0.340884574 0.648648649
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Topic Session_name Emotion Emo_value Richness POS
Relationships Client211_b sad 17 0.399725275 0.534883721
Behaviour Client211_c sad 21 0.340381992 0.587628866
Relationships Client211_d peaceful 23 0.330255682 0.515151515
Relationships Client212_a peaceful 17 0.465777778 0.466165414
Behaviour Client212_b peaceful 32 0.396179914 0.403846154
Ability Client212_c sad 29 0.397427653 0.366666667
Relationships Client212_d peaceful 29 0.400294334 0.389830508
Relationships Client213_a indifferent 17 0.252705628 0.519553073
Relationships Client214_a Friendly 34 0.310596833 0.361867704
Development Client214_b peaceful 28 0.322508399 0.476744186
Health Client214_c peaceful 25 0.341671751 0.622516556
Relationships Client215_a peaceful 31 0.375154512 0.745762712
Behaviour Client215_b peaceful 37 0.325409403 0.407035176
Relationships Client216_a peaceful 41 0.314055637 0.58974359
Development Client216_b sad 36 0.328918322 0.655172414
Relationships Client216_c sad 53 0.335791265 0.669064748
Relationships Client216_d sad 19 0.404586405 0.705882353
Relationships Client217_a peaceful 22 0.4646098 0.648648649
Development Client217_b peaceful 22 0.475867909 0.476190476
Development Client217_c admire 14 0.435120435 0.532467532
Relationships Client217_d sad 20 0.384375 0.457831325
Development Client217_e peaceful 18 0.500806452 0.622222222
Relationships Client218_a peaceful 6 0.29455081 0.438095238
Relationships Client219_a peaceful 38 0.272438443 0.764285714
Behaviour Client219_b sad 27 0.341409692 0.746987952
Behaviour Client219_c peaceful 43 0.292220114 0.652173913
Relationships Client219_d peaceful 15 0.416216216 0.594594595
Relationships Client219_e sad 23 0.331550802 0.488888889
Relationships Client219_f peaceful 50 0.277823241 0.598039216
Relationships Client219_g sad 46 0.368866328 0.846153846
Relationships Client220_a Friendly 15 0.314572864 0.33974359
Behaviour Client220_b brave 12 0.3372835 0.345323741
Development Client220_c Friendly 27 0.352900552 0.365217391
Development Client221_a sad 33 0.346291332 0.455696203
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Topic Session_name Emotion Emo_value Richness POS
Relationships Client221_b peaceful 32 0.359960552 0.478873239
Ability Client221_c peaceful 25 0.32792887 0.453900709
Behaviour Client221_d admire 19 0.384848485 0.489583333
Relationships Client222_a alert 8 0.353794643 0.530864198
Relationships Client222_b peaceful 15 0.414211438 0.605263158
Behaviour Client222_c peaceful 13 0.393491124 0.56626506
Relationships Client222_d peaceful 8 0.313686968 0.45045045
Relationships Client222_e admire 12 0.326963907 0.456790123
Ability Client223_a sad 21 0.377037037 0.541176471
Relationships Client223_b peaceful 22 0.363752393 0.438461538
Relationships Client224_a sad 19 0.436619718 0.401315789
Relationships Client224_b peaceful 13 0.431686047 0.446428571
Relationships Client224_c sad 34 0.370707779 0.455357143
Relationships Client224_d peaceful 30 0.343480467 0.472049689
Relationships Client224_e peaceful 39 0.299924357 0.494505495
Ability Client224_f peaceful 19 0.421180275 0.639344262
Relationships Client224_g peaceful 25 0.421917808 0.481012658
Development Client224_h peaceful 18 0.429525223 0.589041096
Ability Client224_i peaceful 26 0.400259067 0.409090909
Relationships Client224_j peaceful 18 0.387011266 0.419354839
Relationships Client224_k peaceful 17 0.409556314 0.405797101
Relationships Client224_l peaceful 10 0.47640118 0.636363636
Ability Client225_a peaceful 24 0.366093366 0.636363636
Relationships Client225_b Friendly 10 0.383079848 0.666666667
Ability Client225_c peaceful 10 0.382497542 0.56626506
Relationships Client225_d peaceful 21 0.346676737 0.569444444
Relationships Client226_a peaceful 35 0.432713755 0.507317073
Relationships Client226_b peaceful 28 0.322473771 0.350148368
Relationships Client226_c sad 20 0.328919861 0.45
Relationships Client227_a sad 44 0.314881669 0.610526316
Behaviour Client227_b sad 14 0.323395982 0.557377049
Behaviour Client228_a sad 16 0.356620634 0.548780488
Relationships Client228_b peaceful 30 0.412144703 0.580246914
Ability Client228_c alert 11 0.287679426 0.444444444
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Topic Session_name Emotion Emo_value Richness POS
Relationships Client229_a cheerful 33 0.377348066 0.65
Relationships Client229_b peaceful 19 0.332947307 0.577235772
Relationships Client230_a peaceful 21 0.345794393 0.582089552
Development Client230_b peaceful 12 0.317152104 0.584415584
Ability Client303_a peaceful 5 0.614583333 0.29787234
Behaviour Client303_b peaceful 17 0.423452769 0.391304348
Ability Client304_a peaceful 13 0.484375 0.537037037
Behaviour Client305_a peaceful 8 0.505102041 0.310344828
Development Client305_b alert 5 0.554572271 0.229885057
Ability Client307_a peaceful 25 0.344883159 0.577981651
Behaviour Client309_a sad 5 0.586330935 0.309859155
Behaviour Client310_a peaceful 11 0.443946188 0.380530973
Behaviour Client401_a sad 38 0.38215103 0.516666667
Relationships Client401_b sad 21 0.410046729 0.389473684
Ability Client402_a sad 45 0.328815557 0.412408759
Relationships Client402_b peaceful 41 0.295964126 0.453781513
Personality Client402_c peaceful 35 0.242072963 0.501805054
Relationships Client402_d sad 24 0.305209513 0.304635762
Development Client402_e sad 56 0.269808917 0.537931034
Development Client403_a sad 20 0.450155763 0.526315789
Relationships Client403_b peaceful 16 0.468119451 0.557142857
Relationships Client403_c peaceful 28 0.497933884 0.671052632
Relationships Client403_d peaceful 17 0.539976825 0.518987342
Development Client404_a sad 25 0.406538139 0.708333333
Relationships Client405_a sad 45 0.31047266 0.482014388
Culture Client405_b peaceful 31 0.375753516 0.544554455
Culture Client405_c Friendly 78 0.302812071 0.643835616
Relationships Client405_d sad 37 0.3315 0.598214286
Relationships Client405_e peaceful 37 0.310322156 0.509803922
Relationships Client405_f Friendly 31 0.363319386 0.394736842
Ability Client406_a brave 6 0.545112782 0.666666667
Behaviour Client406_b sad 13 0.544247788 0.576923077
Development Client406_c alert 20 0.467402207 0.458823529
Behaviour Client406_d peaceful 17 0.442326981 0.346938776
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Topic Session_name Emotion Emo_value Richness POS
Relationships Client406_e admire 17 0.438672439 0.285714286
Behaviour Client406_f peaceful 17 0.46474359 0.465116279
Development Client406_g peaceful 20 0.4 0.355932203
Ability Client406_h sad 16 0.534351145 0.617647059
Development Client406_i peaceful 16 0.43598234 0.580246914
Development Client406_j peaceful 12 0.445595855 0.402439024
Behaviour Client406_k sad 15 0.502559727 0.436363636
Development Client406_l sad 10 0.506010929 0.6875
Development Client406_m sad 10 0.515083799 0.735294118
Behaviour Client406_n admire 10 0.526636225 0.406779661
Ability Client406_o admire 6 0.478079332 0.483870968
Development Client406_p peaceful 14 0.465250965 0.710526316
Development Client407_a peaceful 19 0.448875256 0.62295082
Relationships Client408_a peaceful 43 0.381120944 0.563106796
Development Client408_b peaceful 31 0.370480142 0.672131148
Ability Client409_a peaceful 38 0.479733481 0.622222222
Relationships Client409_b alert 12 0.496606335 0.642857143
Relationships Client409_c peaceful 9 0.394823789 0.652777778
Development Client409_d peaceful 19 0.427312775 0.702702703
Development Client409_e peaceful 22 0.473648649 0.763157895
Development Client409_f peaceful 16 0.403138794 0.627906977
Behaviour Client410_a cheerful 33 0.452418097 0.666666667
Development Client410_b sad 44 0.503196347 0.6
Personality Client411_a sad 33 0.365243004 0.666666667
Ability Client411_b peaceful 24 0.40148448 0.565656566
Behaviour Client412_a sad 11 0.432286024 0.25877193
Ability Client413_b Not available 0 0.611111111 0
Ability Client413_c sad 26 0.398799314 0.708333333
Development Client414_a Friendly 6 0.656441718 0.470588235
Behaviour Client414_b sad 10 0.604 0.32
Behaviour Client414_c 0 0.555555556 0.4
Ability Client414_d peaceful 10 0.48177496 0.557377049
Ability Client416_a peaceful 10 0.48177496 0.557377049
Ability Client416_b sad 10 0.604 0.32
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Topic Session_name Emotion Emo_value Richness POS
Development Client416_i Friendly 6 0.656441718 0.470588235
Behaviour Client416_j sad 10 0.604 0.32
Behaviour Client416_k Not available 0 0.555555556 0.4
Behaviour Client417_a sad 8 0.325319309 0.412698413
Ability Client417_b peaceful 20 0.332357247 0.402985075
Personality Client417_c Friendly 15 0.373919874 0.414285714
Relationships Client417_d Friendly 32 0.309360731 0.422222222
Personality Client417_e peaceful 13 0.327993255 0.482352941
Relationships Client417_f Friendly 13 0.327402135 0.377192982
Relationships Client417_g peaceful 12 0.300097752 0.363636364
Ability Client417_h sad 25 0.322033898 0.721518987
Ability Client417_i peaceful 14 0.354585153 0.730769231
Development Client417_j peaceful 28 0.31714876 0.644067797
Development Client417_k peaceful 20 0.263565891 0.453271028
Ability Client417_l peaceful 22 0.284074605 0.383763838
Relationships Client417_m Friendly 19 0.251097454 0.42739726
Development Client417_n peaceful 37 0.252833908 0.399305556
Personality Client418_a sad 63 0.406311637 0.597560976
Relationships Client418_b sad 76 0.345837616 0.567010309
Ability Client418_c Friendly 14 0.4137577 0.508928571
Ability Client418_d sad 27 0.369318182 0.603773585
Relationships Client418_e sad 39 0.344914719 0.613138686
Culture Client419_a admire 10 0.469333333 0.535714286
Relationships Client419_b peaceful 17 0.420054201 0.591549296
Ability Client419_c cheerful 9 0.451476793 0.618181818
Personality Client419_d alert 19 0.373376623 0.392857143
Relationships Client419_e peaceful 9 0.439335888 0.547945205
Behaviour Client419_f admire 14 0.38121118 0.31547619
Relationships Client419_g peaceful 14 0.459057072 0.474358974
Relationships Client419_h alert 12 0.451318458 0.561403509
Relationships Client419_i peaceful 12 0.493243243 0.5
Behaviour Client419_j peaceful 11 0.440934066 0.568965517
Relationships Client419_k peaceful 15 0.430366492 0.634615385
Ability Client419_l peaceful 14 0.408921933 0.481132075
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Topic Session_name Emotion Emo_value Richness POS
Relationships Client419_m sad 15 0.47873633 0.404494382
Ability Client419_n alert 8 0.487323944 0.452830189
Relationships Client419_o admire 11 0.473895582 0.596491228
Relationships Client419_p alert 12 0.426253687 0.5
Relationships Client419_q peaceful 10 0.432 0.492753623
Ability Client419_r peaceful 16 0.358536585 0.434210526
Relationships Client420_a peaceful 20 0.311320755 0.642105263
Relationships Client420_b sad 64 0.316637881 0.736842105
Relationships Client420_c Friendly 10 0.336775218 0.608695652
Behaviour Client420_d peaceful 27 0.299863388 0.557894737
Behaviour Client420_e sad 38 0.335623679 0.579617834
Behaviour Client420_f sad 16 0.346744309 0.51396648
Relationships Client420_g sad 29 0.345278726 0.627659574
Relationships Client420_h Friendly 26 0.349182764 0.697368421
Culture Client420_i peaceful 32 0.277476255 0.628571429
Relationships Client420_j Friendly 24 0.274651811 0.457711443
Relationships Client420_k admire 18 0.234877384 0.383561644
Ability Client420_l peaceful 18 0.242622951 0.282828283
Relationships Client420_m furious 26 0.270691995 0.411764706
Relationships Client420_n Friendly 24 0.334394904 0.741176471
Relationships Client420_o Friendly 23 0.328298087 0.681818182
Behaviour Client420_p Friendly 30 0.343945069 0.68852459
Relationships Client420_q peaceful 20 0.33661865 0.611111111
Behaviour Client421_a peaceful 20 0.423622047 0.6
Relationships Client421_b Friendly 23 0.379807692 0.607929515
Ability Client421_c peaceful 28 0.373980249 0.642487047
Relationships Client421_d peaceful 22 0.399896801 0.587628866
Relationships Client421_e peaceful 22 0.343369635 0.532467532
Relationships Client421_f peaceful 21 0.344683808 0.592592593
Relationships Client421_g peaceful 31 0.400102459 0.763636364
Ability Client421_h sad 29 0.380582524 0.8
Relationships Client421_i peaceful 29 0.389105058 0.708333333
Relationships Client421_j peaceful 25 0.465486726 0.709677419
Relationships Client421_k peaceful 32 0.378965922 0.716666667
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Topic Session_name Emotion Emo_value Richness POS
Personality Client421_l peaceful 20 0.381278539 0.579545455
Relationships Client421_m peaceful 26 0.404569253 0.615384615
Ability Client422_a peaceful 56 0.371589085 0.485981308
Ability Client422_b peaceful 17 0.335490831 0.428571429
Personality Client422_c peaceful 7 0.427659574 0.364705882
Ability Client422_d sad 23 0.362711864 0.302325581
Behaviour Client423_a peaceful 17 0.372093023 0.48
Behaviour Client423_b peaceful 21 0.278846154 0.218934911
Development Client423_c admire 14 0.358938547 0.363157895
Ability Client423_d sad 15 0.279401283 0.226950355
Development Client423_e peaceful 32 0.324293785 0.301204819
Ability Client423_f sad 17 0.296654275 0.263157895
Ability Client423_g sad 22 0.292759706 0.313653137
Relationships Client423_h peaceful 32 0.282323548 0.352331606
Behaviour Client423_i sad 20 0.294806145 0.303191489
Ability Client425_a peaceful 15 0.317727512 0.319444444
Ability Client425_b sad 41 0.326794472 0.47826087
Ability Client425_c Friendly 17 0.334569733 0.282352941
Ability Client425_d Friendly 81 0.318044659 0.382488479
Ability Client425_e sad 24 0.346594005 0.419230769
Ability Client425_f admire 18 0.315300546 0.275449102
Ability Client426_a Friendly 41 0.24757953 0.296
Behaviour Client426_b Friendly 16 0.299270073 0.262357414
Behaviour Client426_c Friendly 15 0.466192171 0.571428571
Ability Client426_d sad 16 0.284274194 0.330935252
Ability Client426_e Friendly 17 0.288987435 0.23255814
Ability Client426_f furious 3 0.467836257 0.297297297
Ability Client426_g Friendly 29 0.255057168 0.308370044
Behaviour Client426_h Friendly 25 0.24160632 0.321428571
Ability Client426_i Friendly 29 0.299909666 0.391566265
Ability Client426_j Friendly 21 0.218287526 0.373540856
Ability Client426_k Friendly 17 0.319103522 0.455445545
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Participant consent form 
Version number & date: 1, 10 April 2020 
Research ethics approval number:  
Title of the research project: Evaluating a conceptual framework for monitoring student 
wellbeing in VLEs 
Name of researcher(s): Floriana Grasso, Lubna Alharbi, Phil Jimmieson 
               Please initial box 
1. I confirm that I have read and have understood the information sheet dated 10 April 
2020 for the above study, or it has been read to me. I have had the opportunity to 
consider the information, ask questions and have had these answered satisfactorily. 
2. I understand that taking part in the study involves the participation in a video 
recorded focus group 
3. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to stop taking part 
and can withdraw from the study at any time without giving any reason and without 
my rights being affected.  In addition, I understand that I am free to decline to answer 
any particular question or questions. 
4. I understand and agree that my participation will be video recorded and I am aware 
of and consent to your use of these recordings for the following purposes: production 
of the transcripts. 
5. I understand that I can ask for access to the information I provide and I can request 
the destruction of that information if I wish at any time prior to final submission of the 
PhD dissertation. I understand that following this I will no longer be able to request 
access to or withdrawal of the information I provide. 
6. I understand that the information I provide will be held securely and in line with data 
protection requirements at the University of Liverpool until it is fully anonymised and 
then deposited in the University of Liverpool Library as Appendix to the PhD 
Dissertation for sharing and use by other authorised researchers to support other 
research in the future. 
7. I understand that my responses will be kept strictly confidential. I give permission for 
members of the research team to have access to my fully anonymised responses. I 
understand that my name will not be linked with the research materials, and I will not 
be identified or identifiable in the report or reports that result from the research.  
8. I understand that confidentiality and anonymity will be maintained and it will not be 
possible to identify me in any publications. 
9. I understand that signed consent forms and original video recordings will be retained 
in the University Sharepoint site until the deposit of the final version of the 
Dissertation.    
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__________________________  __________  ______________________ 
Participant name    Date   Signature 
 
__________________________  __________  ______________________ 
Name of person taking consent   Date   Signature 
Principal Investigator     Student Investigator 
Floriana Grasso     Lubna Alharbi 
Department of Computer Science   Department of Computer Science 
University of Liverpool     University of Liverpool 
floriana@liverpool.ac.uk     lubna@liverpool.ac.uk   
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Evaluating a conceptual framework for monitoring student wellbeing in VLEs 
Version 1. 10 April 2020 
 
You are being invited to participate in a research study. Before you decide whether to 
participate, it is important for you to understand why the research is being done and what it will 
involve. Please take time to read the following information carefully and feel free to ask us if 
you would like more information or if there is anything that you do not understand. Please also 
feel free to discuss this with your friends, relatives and GP if you wish. We would like to stress 
that you do not have to accept this invitation and should only agree to take part if you want to. 
Thank you for reading this. 
 
1. What is the purpose of the study? 
The purpose of the study is to informally evaluate a conceptual framework for monitoring online 
students’ wellbeing. The framework has been devised by a PhD student of the University of 
Liverpool, and is only theoretical, has not been implemented. The study aims at finding out 
whether practitioners in the field would find the idea appealing and feasible. 
 
2. Why have I been chosen to take part? 
You have been selected to take part because of your recognised expertise in online learning. 
 
3. Do I have to take part? 
Participation is voluntary and you are free to withdraw your participation at any time, without 
explanation, and without incurring a disadvantage.  
 
4. What will happen if I take part? 
You will be invited to participate in a mini-focus group study, alongside other two participants, 
and moderated by one of the researchers in the project. The focus group will be online, via MS 
Teams, and the session will be recorded, to aid the production of transcripts. During the focus 
group you will be asked to provide some feedback on the theoretical framework, by drawing on 
your practice and expertise. 
 
5. How will my data be used? 
The University processes personal data as part of its research and teaching activities in 
accordance with the lawful basis of ‘public task’, and in accordance with the University’s 
purpose of “advancing education, learning and research for the public benefit.  
 
Under UK data protection legislation, the University acts as the Data Controller for personal 
data collected as part of the University’s research. The Principal Investigator acts as the Data 
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Processor for this study, and any queries relating to the handling of your personal data can be 
sent to Dr. Floriana Grasso floriana@liverpool.ac.uk.  
 
Further information on how your data will be used can be found in the table below  
 
How will my data be collected? The focus group session will be recorded 
using the function on MS Teams. 
How will my data be stored? The recording, and the transcripts 
subsequently extracted, will be kept on the 
University Sharepoint site.  
How long will my data be stored for? The video will be destroyed as soon as the 
final version of the PhD dissertation will be 
deposited. The transcripts will form part of 
the Appendix to the dissertation. 
What measures are in place to protect the 
security and confidentiality of my data? 
The transcripts will be anonymised. The 
video will not be made public and will be 
destroyed. 
Will my data be anonymised? The transcripts will be anonymised. 
How will my data be used? Quotations from the focus groups will be 
used, after being anonymised, as a form of 
evaluation in the PhD dissertation. They may 
also be used for any publication deriving from 
the dissertation. 
Who will have access to my data? The video will be accessible to the three 
researchers on the project solely. 
Will my data be archived for use in other 
research projects in the future? 
No. 
How will my data be destroyed? The video will be permanently deleted from 
the Sharepoint site. 
 
 
6. Expenses and / or payments 
You will need internet connection to participate to the focus group. We are not able to reimburse 
any costs associated with your participation. 
 
7. Are there any risks in taking part? 
There are no risks in taking part to the focus group, but should you experience any discomfort 
or disadvantage this should be made known to the researchers immediately. 
 
8. Are there any benefits in taking part? 
There are no intended benefits to the participants to the focus group.  
 
9. What will happen to the results of the study? 
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Quotations and paraphrases of the comments in the focus group will be used in the Evaluation 
chapter of the PhD Dissertation, and may be used in publication deriving from the dissertation. 
The Video will be destroyed. You will not be identifiable from the quotations. 
 
10. What will happen if I want to stop taking part? 
You can withdraw their participation in the study at any time, without explanation, by exiting the 
MS Teams session. The recording up to the period of withdrawal will be used, unless request 
that no further use is made of it: in this case, only the comments of the other participants will 
be used in the transcripts. In order to request this, please contact Dr. Floriana Grasso 
floriana@liverpool.ac.uk. 
 
11. What if I am unhappy or if there is a problem? 
If you are unhappy, or if there is a problem, please feel free to let us know by contacting Dr. 
Floriana Grasso floriana@liverpool.ac.uk and we will try to help. If you remain unhappy or have 
a complaint which you feel you cannot come to us with then you should contact the Research 
Ethics and Integrity Office at ethics@liv.ac.uk. When contacting the Research Ethics and 
Integrity Office, please provide details of the name or description of the study (so that it can be 
identified), the researcher(s) involved, and the details of the complaint you wish to make. 
 
The University strives to maintain the highest standards of rigour in the processing of your data. 
However, if you have any concerns about the way in which the University processes your 
personal data, it is important that you are aware of your right to lodge a complaint with the 
Information Commissioner's Office by calling 0303 123 1113. 
 
12. Who can I contact if I have further questions? 
Dr. Floriana Grasso 
Department of Computer Science 
University of Liverpool 
Tel. +44 (0)151 7954240 
floriana@liverpool.ac.uk  
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Evaluating a conceptual framework for monitoring student wellbeing in VLEs 
Version 2. 14 April 2020 
Focus Group Question schedule 
 
Note: None of the questions elicited any discussion of specific cases of student well-being or 
were in danger of identifying people - these were strictly hypothetical discussions about the 
proposed system/software. 
 
Introduction to the purpose of the research. 
1. Describe your expertise: why do you think you can contribute to this discussion? 
2. Online students and mental health: have you perceived this as a problem, more so 
recently, and have you noticed a deterioration, or a different frequency of reporting?  
3. What is your experience of using learning analytics to feel the pulse of a classroom, or 
to gain an understanding of how a particular student is progressing?  
• follow up: for online students, on your experience, does the analysis of their 
online behaviour give a good ground to make a judgement on any personal or 
learning challenges they may experience? 
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5. Have a look now at this flowchart: what is your immediate reaction to it, and why? 
 
 
6. What would be the challenges or the barriers to the update of a system like the one 
depicted in the images you have seen? 
7. If you could have access to an ideal system, what would be the single feature you think 
the system should include? 
8. Do you have any other comments, or any issues you want to mention which has not 
been mentioned so far? 
Thanks for your participation. 
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1. Question 1
• Participant A: I have been involved in online teaching and learning since
1995. I started working in the commercial area in online format and then
eventually moved to the academic world in 2002. I am currently working as a
lecturer in Higher Education and innovative use of technology in education. I
have been involved in the overseeing [University name omitted] online programs
as a partnership with first [company name omitted] and then also [company
name omitted] when they took over, I worked on master’s degree program and
computing(the EDV program), so I looked at online teaching and learning from
two different disciplines perspective. I also worked in online learning for her own
campus environment as well as working in one of the other partnerships, the
[University name omitted]. Then, in another commercial, for profit institution in
the state of [omitted] as well. I had a kind of interesting background in terms of
working for different types of institutions. I have been working in the commercial
IT area, first for Microsoft and then I continued to do research, conduct research
on the notion of online presence for faculty and students.
• Participant B: I had a number of years working on campus with students,
with some teaching, but mainly in a support role. Then, I worked for 14 years in
online master student primarily in student support and leading teams of advisor
who are available for students studying online. I could offer some insight to how
best able to do that how they support the students and what he saw on the
campus worlds. Also, I have spent some time looking at predictive analytics and
that’s an area of increased research.
• Participant C: I worked for a university face to face and retired in 2013, and
during that time I were doing some part time online work for the [University
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name omitted] until 2013. Then, I became full time as the program director for
the director of online studies at the [University name omitted]l. And in 2019,
I moved to [University name omitted] as a full time program director of their
master’s programs and their doctoral program. So, I have had some significant
on ground teaching and about 20 years worth of online program.
2. Question 2
• Participant A: I had students who have come to me with mental health issues,
and that’s a remarkable scenario given the fact that we are working in a very
multicultural environment online at this particular program, because so often
around the world to discuss mental health issues is culturally not considered to
be acceptable.
The fact that students are coming from different parts of the world and feeling.
Are they feeling confident enough or comfortable enough? It is another word
that I would use where they have expressed a concern that they have had. And
often the conversation is driven by the lack of sufficiently promising progress in
their academic work.
And so they are coming with originally sometimes they comment saying, "look, I
am really sorry, I have not done a very good job.". That would be the kind of
thing they would say my performance is not good.
But then what they would do is they would then coach couch some of it in terms
of giving me an explanation that could or could be interpreted as an excuse. But
then as they unpack it even more with me, often when you are reading what they
are saying or sometimes they actually want to talk with you because, you know,
I do talk with students.
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Sometimes they will get into a little more detail. Then, quite frankly, I am a
little surprised that they are. But they do they do come in. And then often what
they talk about is they talk about the stress of trying to manage their family or
trying to manage their work. So often when they come to me with these kinds
of concerns, they are driven by performance. But when they start to unpack it
with me, it it does not always work. Although you would think that would be
work driven, it is not because something has happened in their personal life.
I have had a student come to me and explain in some detail. Interestingly enough,
"a man" So when I think about the gender stuff, a man is actually coming and
telling me about their divorce and they are coming from a culture that does not
welcome a conversation about divorce if they are male. Also, I have had a female
come to me with the same topic.
I have had students come to me about family concerns or mental health issues,
and then I have had students actually come to me and say, I have to take a break.
I have a mental health document that I will share with you, but I ask for privacy,
things like that.
So, have I seen an increase? I am not sure if I can say an increase, but I have
seen as an increase of being acceptable to talk about it in a way that maybe
they did not in the past. Maybe that is because we have technology that allows
them to feel more connected now because they can meet beyond just the text. I
definitely have had students come and talk to me about mental health issues.
• Participant B: It sounds really familiar for me. It would be struggle to say
whether I have noticed that it is got worse, or if you have seen an increase in
the volume of students that are having difficulties, primarily because certainly
with the online work. The time that I have worked those 14 years and I started
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working with a relatively small amount of students and at one point it increased
from certainly ten fold. So then the number of cases that you come across is
obviously more. But whether it was because the situation is getting worse and
more students were suffering mental health issues, I am not sure.
But I do feel that there was I would agree with Participant A. There was certainly
a lot of cases or a number of cases where students would come forward with
talk quite candidly about their experience, what they were going through. I also
wonder sometimes if it allowed it, if it made it slightly easier. I think sometimes
that coming into the office of a lecturer on campus, sometimes it might just
come out as a third of an emotional outpouring feeling because of the situation,
whereas I think online allows much more measured perhaps. I think some people
were quiet, really quite open, but would present themselves in a slightly more
open way, particularly and culturally often that is it is not acceptable.
To your point, Participant A, but feel a little bit safer in the same way that we
talk about cyber bullies, that maybe it is getting worse because it is so much
safer somehow easier to do it behind a keyboard or a phone than it is face to
face or difficult several. I saw an increase close on a lot of students forced me to
come forward and talk about some of the issues they were facing.
• Participant C: There is a question of what do we mean by mental health?
Because mental health be a lot of things. I maybe see the one online are less
stressed than the ones in class because in class they are doing now right away,
they are not used to it.
But the online, their stress is probably more related with what is happening in
the home as a opposed or sickness.
I will say that having been at [University name omitted] for so long and then now
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being at [University name omitted] I do see some differences in how they have
address "the mental health", the issues that students have about being present
in the classroom and and getting their assignments set. because
In [University name omitted], it is quite rigid, if the student can not meet deadlines
because of health issues, they have to go and do a petition. They have to do an
exception and then have to wait for a days, maybe a month or two to really find
out what has happened as a result of whatever was happening in the classroom.
Years ago when I were at [University name omitted], I remember a student was
from Ghana where they had an uprising and their health was burnout and at
that time, we said, OK, take the week off and then get caught up when you can.
We let them have that flexibility.
But We do not have that now, We have not had it for a few years at [University
name omitted]. And as a result, a lot of the mental health, I think is exacerbated
because they can not find out what is going to happen to them for a month or
two or three.
In [University name omitted], they already have very immediate petition’s ex-
periences so that within a week their petition is looked at and reviewed by a
team and then agree to or not accept their excuse. And in many of the case
there, obviously, if they have medical documentation and other things that are
associated with their mental health, they know right away. And I think that has
an impact on how under mental health. At least I am seeing it from a comparison
of the two.
• Participant B: I think it is an interesting point Participant C. You mentioned
something that I and Participant A that I think we had. I worked with a lot of
students who, when they were embarking on their studies might disclose some
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particular issues that they face chronic "health issues, mental health issues".
But what was interesting is if even that was the case, if they declared something
or they did not, the impact that then certain things that can happen either in
their world, in their private world, personal world or in the online study world
exacerbates everything so greatly. I think that really are the moment for whatever
reason, "the assignment is not clear" so they have to spend a little bit more time
working out what it is, or "the library service down.".
Then suddenly, I think a lot of the times the experience I had students would
talk about some of the perhaps mental health issues that they face. They would
come up when those kind of additional factors happened. So, you would hear "I
am already at the level with my work and my health and now I have been trying
to work, I have to log into the library for the last two hours, you can not do this
to me, this makes me ...". and you hear and see the anxiety, the outpourings,
long emails or distressed phone calls.
So that’s balance between an online world where at the mercy of the technology
or the that was where I felt the thought that sometimes it would concern all
their underlying health issues that have not been disclosed, because sometimes
the reactions to relatively small issues or delays that can happen online world
became these last things. The balance of play between individuals health and
then health going in the course of a classroom is a really important point to
make. It could have all kinds of consequences.
And we might say, well, the server was down for 30 minutes. Deal with it.
When somebody is up against a deadline and juggling all kinds of other things,
competing with it, it is fellow than that is quite often that’s when students would
come and say, well, I have these issues and you can not do this to me because I
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am already struggling. So you have to get everything right for me not to explode
or more imploded of these.
• Participant A: I am hearing you saying that it may also be contextual in terms
of the online environment. Add in the specific structures, add in the locations
and the students around the world. Add those all into the online context that we
are talking about specifically referring to. May be all factors that contributed to
increased worry or stress because we are actually engaged in a somewhat more
stressful environment to begin with.
I mentioned it all and because last night the server went down and we worked
out as it is always done. Before we workout I go around and I emailed all of my
students to say, "here is the workaround" and I got things back saying, "thank
you, Participant A, you are a lifesaver,I was been trying for four hours now."
Why was this such a big deal? If it been Friday, they probably would not even
notice. Why was it a big deal yesterday? Sunday night submission. So I am
wondering, one of the things that me we are talking about is that particular
context in which we are working somewhere where it may be creating stressful and
increased levels of feeling of mental health concerns, where if you transplanted
them into a slightly different environment such as MOOCs, where it is a pretty
free form kind of environment, the mental health concerns might be different.
3. Question 3
• Participant B: I think it is a good question, as certainly I have seen cases that
I think one of the things that you can absolutely do to try and support online
students as much as possible is to look and to have people that are working
closely with our students to be aware of it and how do you help them identify
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changes in behaviour, changes in tones, uses of language that indicates that there
might be something a miss? I think you can absolutely do.
And I have certainly seen cases of it. I think one of the things that is absolutely
key is of course, it is sentence because it is recorded. So I had a case, two years
ago, where a student wrote to us to tell us that he was in a very, very bad way,
was going to commit harm to himself.
It was very distressing for the support person when you have someone, it is so
clear in writing, it is a very extreme example of that. We have more insight.
We get to know students more through their online behaviour and their online
work because everything is visible. And we had one or two cases where support
people would receive messages and they would be able to go to their manager or
to colleagues. I have received this messages from student, here is some of the
previous correspondence from this student. I have some concerns because of this.
And then you are able to just take a few minutes, have one or two people to
assess it just to see how best to approach it. Who is it now? What contact do
we need to make the student revolt? I think that is a big advantage of the online
world compared to on campus, face to face from one person can suddenly be in a
situation that may be unsure as to how to deal with it.
We certainly have the opportunity where you could take your time to assess
behaviour change. Are we seeing something that means the students perhaps
getting into trouble? So we certainly saw I think from a faculty point of view,
you probably saw it with so many interactions in class.
• Participant C: I think often it settle, but you do get the feeling that a student
is not in a good place. The idea that maybe and it may even come through
a discussion questions where they will share something very personal and you
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think, oh, you know, this is going to make everybody uncomfortable. But you
can see behind that what they have written that they are in a very bad place
and they really need to step back and talk to somebody about it.
But from an instructor point of view, we are kind of limited about what we
can do with these students or in a class. I mean, I think that there have been
some times when I contacted student support and said, hey, you should contact
that student. Because there is something going on with him or her. But but
the instructor themselves, probably are not the contact person if they are going
through mental health, unless they are the dissertation adviser. And there you
know that student really well, and if they are going through something, you know
they are going through it.
• Participant A: Although I will say that I would agree with Participant C, but
I would also say I have had experiences where I have picked up something, a
mess that is not typical as a student and often it is near the end of the module.
So I have had some level of engagement already. I have made a comment on my
feedback. They have written me back and saying, how did you know? Here is
what is been going on.
And it was not specific my comment. It was more generic that it was not going
to be offensive in case there really was something going on. It is just a comment,
just as a personal one to one kind of comment. We do expect faculty to do it all.
I think that is probably a reaction or a response, because some of us are more in
tune with our students.
I have had situations where students have written me back and said, how did
you not, like in a private message. How did you know this is what is really going
on? I am so glad you noticed it or whatever. It is like the door opening. So
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on campus, often when a student stands in your door and really wants to talk,
even though it is not office hours, you know that that is the time you let him in
because, you know, you never know really what they are going to ask about. So
I do. I have had that situation. But so often it is because either I have noticed
it, it is out of character. I think it is probably a good way to say it.
– Follow-up Question(3):
∗ Participant C: Well, I think, like I said, it is kind of stand up, if you
have been doing it for a while and you have been tuned in to the student.
You know, when something is different. It is kind of like when, you know,
when somebody submits the paper or submit to a discussion question,
you are absolutely know they did not do it. You can not say it is because
of this. You just know that student would not have done it. It is kind
of that way when you are looking at students in term of maybe their
online personality. When I taught the first class, I always said you all
have your own personal online identity and personality.
And so if something seems off on that personality. Like Participant A
said, there are not everyone, not every instructor would be looking for
that or seeing that. But I think that the ones that have been around for
a while. But essentially we do get the feeling of who this person is. I do.
I mean, in every class I taught, I kind of had , whether they would like
that in person, I don’t know. But their online personality was pretty
clear. And so when it when they are not in, when you do not see that
same person, then something is going on.
∗ Participant A: Often it is how they are write things. Their style of
writing. How they phrase, how they present an idea. If their typical
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approach is to be logical. And then they stop writing it in logical format
that you are used to seeing. It is not always you know, it is often it is a
tip that they are under stress of some sort.
4. Question 4
• Participant B: I think the idea that we can potentially know the students
online through all of their footprints "the millions and millions of footprints" left
by every single click. All of that online behaviour allows you to build in those
predictive analytics to be able to incredibly efficiently, accurately identify what
the particular behaviours.
The outcomes might be occur because of the result of what you see online. That
is my thought. I was going to say before we reach started about what you are all
talking about in terms of the online persona. That is what we have always worked
over the last 10-15 years on having as much as possible students supported by
the same person throughout their journey, so that you have got to build that
relationship. You have got to understand that person quite well. Then, the
support person would have regular contact. We reach to individual students, get
to know them. They would be best placed to identify anything that might be
seen as a change in behaviour or a sign of concern, but also that it builds that
relationship for students to open up to talk them about it.
If there was something that was troubling within this, I felt like I built quite safe
relationship. This is the next phase for me, says everything about how once you
can do that very well with people who are trained and then those may be good
in a support role.
The next level of me is to use and utilising the technology. Using of all online
footprints that students leave behind to be able to help those support people
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and help those responsible for the support and the welfare of the students to
identify things change. So that is what this looks like to me. I think it could be
absolutely critical future of helping identify those students that might need some
assistance.
• Participant A:
I have understood right now looking at learning analytics as a vehicle for real
time interventions within the learning platform. So, they are not necessarily
looking upfront at the real time at the predictive piece from a holistic perspective,
but only looking at what the student does once they are in the learning platform
with the same idea that you could then produce a much more personalised
intervention to a student while they are in the middle of learning as supposed to
understanding the student on an ongoing basis, having a profile at the start and
then predicting how they might perform down the road.
So when I am looking at this, you are gaining a sense of the student first, perhaps
from historical perspective, but also what they are currently engaged in and then
being able to feed that status on a continual basis to the educational environment.
So I see the platforms spin stripped out slightly differently in terms of there is a
facilitator role of some sort (lecturer, advisor, coordinator).
Then there is the actual platform itself that all that thing can be part and parcel
of a potential world of engagement. I guess is probably a good way to say, you
know, I have a certain engage within their learning environment based on what
we know about them. That is kind of in addition to what Participant B was
saying, that is kind of what I am seeing here.
• Participant C: I am not seeing anything here like that. I am not sure what I
am saying here, but if I am going to be honest because if we have a real time
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prediction system. And we have a student profile which includes whatever they
have done in classes. And then we also have text analysis. I am not exactly sure
what we are doing with text analysis. Is this an external person or who is getting
this information?
There is obviously somebody must be getting this information to go into the
prediction algorithm. And then all this is going to go to the lecturer. I do not
think so. The average lecturer does not see anything about a student as if we
were going.
If we in the real sense we are not an instructor may have never had this student
before. Especially, if we have a lot of students. So the only thing the instructor
sees is what that student brings to that classroom today for this week, or eight
week term. So, I am not sure what we are doing here with this prediction system
for the lecture.
• Participant B: So I saw it as what we could or might not necessarily be doing
in an online platforms right now, but the work could help. That is why we are
saying that what I saw is really important to the support staff for building one to
one relationship and getting to know the personalities and getting to potentially
prevent or see signals of future difficulties.
But this would be, we have begun with predictive analytics, mainly around just
grade performance. So our engagement in the classroom. I see this as something
that you could expand to things like health issues or mental health issues. But
then you could we are my in my role anyway. We decided not to make it available
to, for instance, faculty in class. But I see this as anybody that is interacting
with that student on a regular basis who could be benefit from the warning signs
in the prediction, I guess.
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• Participant C: Well, I do think that this will be useful predicted. But, I am
just not sure the lecture would get any of this information about the students
status. Or even if we want them to.
• Participant A: Well, I guess so. So what I am moved out right now is the
current paradigm that I am working in, and I moved into the paradigm where
I am seeing this being used actively through my side, through the eyes of my
doctoral student.
And one of the things that you are proposing is that if indeed your research is
turning out what you think is doing through regression analysis. So you are
looking at a bunch of retrospective data you are using because there is ethical
issues, by the way. This is fraught with all kinds of ethical issues as well. They
are related to categorising or pre-judging students.
But one of the things that you are proposing is the system that you are pulling
this data from is actually allowing faculty to use the data in real time. But the
educational platform has been built to allow them to do that. So if I take myself
out of the current platform and put myself into what if we had an educational
platform that allowed real-time knowledge about students and shifts in students
behaviour through the use of analytics, what potentially could that do in terms
of improving in our ability to intervene in a more timely basis or potentially in a
slightly different basis than what we would have ourselves even thought about it
• Participant B: I think that is a good point, because I was just thinking, looking
at it, thinking how far those ethical issues that you talk about, in terms are easy
to think about anything that you can do additional do to help support students
and help prevent issues. But I imagine all of the potential pitfalls and dangers of
living in a world where online personality can be relatively accurate and maybe
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not entirely accurately predicted as all.
This student is going to or is suffering from central mental health issues and how
you approach that when maybe it is so settle then an algorithm is picked up that
issues are on their way, but the individual themselves would be so far away from
me knowing that what you do with that information.
I can see so many benefits about the support that you could put into place. But
I think it is really important issue around. I do not think students signing up for
a study at online university or possibly even necessarily aware how much data
you can gather and able to gather from them to build up your model of who they
are and what their behaviour might be.
It is some super strong points, ethically very challenging term to get the balance.
I think between support and invasion of. All kinds of privacy.
• Participant C: Okay. if we change the word student to faculty. You could see
this working really well for a program director. Because Participant A was a
faculty manager, we did know when a faculty member might be dealing with
something because something was going on in his classroom. And it was clear. I
mean, it was like, okay, something is happening with this faculty member.
He is not doing the same things he is done in the past. He is not here. The way
he writes is different. The way he interacts with the students are different. It
was a pretty clear to me when a faculty member was either getting burnout for
some reason or they had home issues. Whether that were affecting their mental
health, you know, maybe their wife was pregnant and she miscarried or maybe
they had a car accident and it was affecting their mental health as well as their
their physical health.
So this could be more predictive for a faculty member. And we do not have that
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many ethical issues. Well, we have definitely privacy issues, but not when you
are there supervised. When you are supervised, when you are their supervisor,
you have access to all of this, because if they are having issues in a classroom,
you can see everything they have written and you can tell you can do a text
analysis to see if it is different. If you do not know if we want it. Participant A,
you can say something about this, but I mean, I am not sure I could put it into
a numeric value, but the difficult value. But I can definitely see the difference.
• Participant A: The one issue that came up consistently was issues around
burnout. And we early on the programs we would lost couple of really top notch
faculty because of burnout. And they just left. I mean, that is how bad it was.
And one of the things then that in my role as faculty director, faculty involvement
person for a while was keeping an eye on burnout because, we often talk about
student burnout. But there was very much cases of faculty burnout.
We had a number of little tricks that we used to do in terms of how often did they
log in? What were their postings like? How did they use the technology? How
did they use the words in the structures of the sentences? How many students
were they managing? What classes? And what is happening? So, in other words,
what was the class and then how many students.
So I used to keep a running total of faculty and what classes they taught. And I
still do kind of that record. I still do in it now because I am doing scheduling
and I do it because I learned very early on in the program back in 2004-2005
that faculty burnout. And so there were ways to catch them before they got
themselves into a point where they burnout rather than losing. I wanted to make
sure they did not get burnout.
So with this kind of system, help anybody who is trying to keep track of how
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well faculty are doing while they are working alone, I think the answer is yes. I
think the variables be slightly different, but I think certainly would be something
that be helpful.
5. Question 5
• Participant C: I think this would be probably more difficult with the [University
name omitted] model because of the multicultural aspect of their students. I
mean, you will find that some students are very emotional about something
sometimes it is a little off the wall. But it still pops up like, say, for example,
they are a true moralist because of their culture. So everything is black and
white, not grey. And so they write that way. They write about whatever topic
they are talking about in a very black and white way. And that may come across
as being non emotional or very emotional, one or the other. It might flag that
like if they are in there but it may not have any. It may not really be anything.
It is just the way they their culture.
• Participant B: What I imagined something like the part in the predictive
algorithm, based on the previous graphic that you showed, that was a text
analysis that you would have algorithms working in in one particular area to
identify certain things that might be a trigger a flag to then explore what was
actually going on? So from my experience of I have looked at predictive analytics
from big data to try and predict student performance.
Then one of the things, one of the significant bills, an enormous regression model
and one of the significant factors that was a successful predictive factor was a
language analysis, automatic language analysis on the complexity of grammar
and use of language and better somebody schooled in that. It was a better
predictor of succeeding in an online classroom.
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So this piece felt to me a bit like that was part of what was alluded to in the
previous graphic, that that would be the kind of emotional. And so it feels to
me like if that thing is going to be possible and could be super beneficial to put
less pressure on those individuals who are supporting students to be looking for
those often very, very settle, like I said, very settle differences in behaviour or
language and emotive language in particular, to be able to say.
I think actually through all of the data driven lies or this individual, you should
go explore the classroom because I saw this as a part of that on the left, on
the site and here the graphic ready. So it feels to me like something you would
have to be done automatically through complex language analysis. Well, I was
thinking that it would be able to be tested in testing so that you could be a
certain as you could be that those flags would be as accurate as possible and still
need human follow up.
• Participant C: What would be more effective is to run the analysis against a
particular student. So, for example, a student within X class and then they were
in X X class and then there were an X X X class. And then you look at there
analysis of their text across those three courses and you will see if there is any
issues. That popped up.
• Participant B: From looking to predictive analytics, we ran for student per-
formance twice and I hate to ask the question, how scary is this? Because as a
result, it was scary enough to just look at predicting student performance.
And it is scary. I mean, just that the magnitude of it. And then the accuracy
with which you could do it. So, yeah, to your point, Participant C, and we could
choose at any point, however many times a day we wanted to just import all of
the data that students are leaving behind in our classrooms. And at any point
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we could score. How likely that student was to get into difficulties. Now, that
was to do with grading performance.
And so we would just as a process student, although students from when we
decided we wanted to run those analytics and when we saw particular flags, we
would contact them to try to head off some of those difficulties. And when you
talk about what that would mean for potentially around mental health and those
behaviours and the kind of emotional things you analysing it, it really is.
I mean, it would be fascinating, but it is getting an insight that I think about
how we as emotional beings struggle sometimes to understand our own emotions
or be able to talk to him and be able to open up this kind of level of analysis
where any point, somebody can run the analysis and say, yep, there is a red
flag. And finally the last weeks, but he is about to explode. Somebody got to it
quick. It is relatively scary, but also potentially super, super positive. it is just
constantly going on, that you could constantly run it to go. It is not like you
decide to go and analyse one student president of a school for every single person
in your mind as to how they were doing.
6. Question 6
• Participant A: Well I think you would have to look at the factors. The first
fact you would have to look at is if you are going to be so heavily dependent
on the text, because that is one of the downsides to working with in an online
environment that is heavily oriented towards text is that you would have to
factor in issues around the English as a second language. We have I mean, we
have faculty who got themselves into trouble performance wise because their use
of English was not problematic in terms of it was just poor work romantically.
But the rearrangements of the words were such that they provoked problems
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because unintentionally provoke problems because they just did not understand
that when you switched words around in particular order, it went from being a
positive reinforcement to a negative problem. So I think you would have an issue
around language you start. I think the other one, of course, is you would have to
have a factor in there, some sort of cultural norms.
7. Question 7
• Participant B: It is a great question. And I am just gonna draw on my
experience of how we essentially made sense of enormous amounts of data. Really
simple that if you are focusing on this one issue, you want essentially a single
score as much as possible for any particular student.
Then you can decide when you have condensed enormous amount of data that es-
sentially identified a risk score for a particular student, then you could understand
which particular groups you want to look at in more detail.
But I think unless you go really simple, you will not be able to comprehend that
you will not be able to do anything with it. If you bring it down to one simple
score that then you decide on. Just based on that score, you can have a look at
students, then it is possible to say this one percent of students we are going to
have a look at and exploring it in a bit more detail.
And you can look, what is it? Which variable is it? That is caused that score to
go high? Is it because of something is come out of the emotion extraction? Is it
because it is something is come out of the writing feature extract and you can
understand that bit more before you go explore.
But for me, I would want a single score that would enable me to go. Who is
it that need to look at any more of the levels? And I thought as soon as it
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is multiple, the ability to decide who you want to try in to look at would be
impossible. So absolutely a single score for me. Thank you.
• Participant C: I like that idea. I think I would also like to know trends. I do
not know how you show trends, I do not know what kind of trend. Let’s say you
have that one percent that has the score range that we care about. Then what
has been happening with those students in that one percent? I do not know how
it would be represented on a dashboard. But for me as a program director, I
would like to see. What is going on with that one percent in a visual way.
• Participant A: I think in addition to what Participant B and Participant
C have said, I think that what would be helpful for me in working with data
visualisation tools. What I find is I want to be able to have sufficient levels of
categorisations that I am interested in. So in other words, if I were to look at
this, I would use it in terms of presence. So I use theory driven categorisations
of that are indicative of the different levels of presence.
And then I want to be able to manipulate them up and down to be able to see if
there is a trend. As Participant C said, and if there are absolute markers that
data visualisation tools can give me, as Participant B mentioned, which is, you
know, at the end of the day, here is the one that I want to look at, but I want to
be able to drill down a little bit more to see what is contributing to that one.
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